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1 
J.LNlKUDuCXiUiN 
This is the initial study in a long-term project designed to study 
factors affecting the development and management of the nation's land and 
water resources. The project is being conducted by the Iowa Agricultural 
and Home Economics Experiment.Station, in cooperation and under Contract 
with the Economic Research Service, United States Department of 
Agriculture. In prospective, the project will develop a set of logically 
stated economic relations which may be used to quantify and estimate 
long run land and water uses as foundation information for national 
resource policy. Estimations through 1980 and intermediate time seg­
ments are involved in these studies. This study, being the initial 
effort under the project, is concerned with the demand structure for land 
* » 
and its resources in such a manner that demand may be related to supply 
within an integrated national model. 
Studies under the project will continue over several years and will 
involve considerable outlays of time and money. This, together with the 
fact that the results of past national policy are fed back into the 
national political policy mechanism through the voting mechanism, under­
scores the importance of developing a research methodology which allows 
for inclusion of an operational philosophy regarding the behavior of vote 
wielding people. Within this context, the elaboration of an economic 
model which is flexible enough to allow for various policy objectives in 
various geographic areas affecting heterogeneous economic groups in 
multiple ways over varying time intervals, becomes a central problem. 
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Several conditions prescribe the nature of the model. The theoretical 
structure and its components must be integrated with the theory of economic 
policy and must be made useable for a policy-maker. The model must be 
adaptable to the time interval within which the decision is to be made. 
The structure of necessity must be expansible and contractable as are 
research budgets and timeliness of research results. 
The initial division of inquiry under the project separates supply 
and demand. Supply problems are being considered in a concomitant second 
study under this project. Demand problems constitute the focus of this, 
the initial study. In light of current theory and data, answers regarding 
supply questions appear more readily determinable than are answers for 
demand questions, yet the two considerations are inextricably interrelated. 
Demand problems are problems of definition and problems of scope. 
Demand problems include the following : (1)- What is meant by demand for a 
resource? (2) How are factor and product-service demands to be inter­
related, aggregated and disaggregated? (3) Is final demand to be demand 
for food on the fork? (4) What is the demand for lând generated by non­
food activities? (5) What are the interrelationships, substitutions, 
complementarities and competitions between demands and resources, between 
derived and final demands, between various uses of land and water resources? 
3 
Need for Demand Structure for Land and Its Resources 
The preceding paragraph points up problems and illustrates needs 
when questions regarding land and land resources are raised. These needs 
call for demand structuring and for precise definitions of inputs and of 
markets nationally, regionally, andxlocally. 
Demand analysis has not been sufficiently generalized for blanketing 
land, its resources, and its attributes. Extension of the usual demand 
analysis is given here. In this study general demand structure allows 
for inclusion of more than the traditional economic variables. Demand 
analysis is extended to encompass extra-economic variables. Achievement 
of this kind of a general demand structure to analyze land, its resources, 
and its attributes contains many difficulties but is within the realm of 
the possible. 
In spite of the economist's problems, difficulties, and unanswered 
questions, governments formulate policies and undertake programs which 
originate from demands current and potential. These policies frequently 
involve land and land resources use directly or indirectly. Thç reason 
for this is that land and its resources are woven into the cultural 
fabric surrounding nearly every public decision and public plan. Any 
land resource program, together with the policy it implements, carries 
implicit assumptions regarding current and potential demands, direct and 
derived. Thus, logic suggests potential demands be estimated as criteria 
for detailed programs and specific policies rather than estimating demands 
from consequences of these kinds of programs and policies. 
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This logic needs a concept of the nature of demand sufficiently 
abstract to encompass specific and general demands during any conceivable 
intra-temporal or inter-temporal interval. This needed concept must 
encompass actual and potential demands through times of either momentary, 
short-run, or long-run categorizations. 
Such a concept gives the prior general demand structure from which 
flow policies and programs » Such a structure indicates how policies 
unfold and how they feed back to modify demand structure. 
A general guide for land programs and policies may be found, as 
0. B. Jesness shows, in the over-all aim of securing the best productive 
use of land as a resource for satisfying man's wants (62, p. 256). This 
general guide is used when need for a land policy comprehending the welfare 
of an entire nation is developed. This comprehensive policy is to be as 
suggested by John F. Timmons, amenable to dis-aggregation so as to fit 
varied geographic sections (101, p. 275). The enlarging scope of public 
• , 
policies for land use requires appropriate action be taken to develop one 
integrated land policy whose unified objectives direct various efforts 
concerned with the use of lands (101, p. 276). To do this, (1) an under­
standing of the nature of demand in the general sense and, (2) a meaning 
for this term, adequate to cover the concept of best productive use in 
the general case, is required. 
Nothing emphasizes these needs more than the summary given by 
J. F. Timmons (104) of the National Conference on Land and People which 
was held in January, 1962. The Secretary of Agriculture called the con­
ference to seek policy direction and integration. 
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Technological developments in agriculture have given the United States 
a rapid increase in farm production. By 1980, the United States will have 
fifty million excess crop acres (104, p. 3). In spite of this; large 
outlays are made for conservation and for irrigation. Multiplicity of 
interests and viewpoints have become a basic part of the land policy 
< , 
picture. 
These conditions require that research into land policy: (1) identify 
and keep up to date United States aggregate and specific demands for pro­
ducts and services forthcoming from land and water, (2) identify and keep 
up to date inventories of land resource productivities for aggregate and 
specific uses and areas particularly in light of technological and 
natural changes, (3) interrelate these demands and productivities within 
the appropriate context of change extrapolated toward relevant planning 
horizons, and (4) fashion instruments of change for guiding land use and 
land developments in light of the dynamic forces at work in the world 
(104, p. 5). 
Such questions as the following are pertinent guides: How should 
land be used over the long pull if land is to make its maximum contribution 
to economic growth and to what extent will this utilization help solve the 
imbalance problems within the farming industry (104, p. 7)? 
In rqcent decades, land policy has been tied increasingly to price 
and income objectives within farming without adequate regard for long-run 
opportunities to adjust the components of the resource mix. Implicitly, 
land resources have been made to carry the burden of agricultural adjust­
ment attempts, which attempts appear incompatible with the economic use of 
6 
land resources from a national viewpoint (104, p. 7). Land use geared to 
-
economic growth cannot be specified without involving -labor and capital. 
Allocations of land among alternative uses should be related to expected 
kinds and magnitudes of additions to national income in various uses and 
not related merely to the size of the imbalance in farm output and demand 
« 
for farm products (104, p. 7). 
National land problems are not limited to agriculture but hold impor­
tant implications for all segments of economic, political, and social life. 
There remains the need for engendering more widespread public understanding 
and appreciation of land resource problems and possible solutions. People 
have many goals to achieve and some of them are competitive with land-use 
shifts and land resource conservation and development. Through participa­
tion in land and water resource planning, citizens are provided means for 
reconciling their competing objectives. 
As one proceeds with the task of ascertaining and implementing 
solutions to land- and water-use problems, one seeks à balance of the 
following: (1) research to provide ideas and facts, interpretations of 
facts, and creative means for achieving peoples' wants ; (2) education to 
disseminate these ideas and facts and to encourage discussion and decision 
by citizens and their representatives in the legislative and executive 
branches of government ; (3) institutional change to encourage and guide 
land-use adjustments toward desired objectives ; and (4) money payments to 
help facilitate land-use changes toward objectives in the public interest 
(104, p. 14). 
Extension of concepts of demand is required to encompass Dy one 
general framework the problems and pressures just outlined. This exten­
sion is given in what is characterized herein as general demand analysis. 
Extending conventional economic demand analysis to include variables 
having an economic impact but not often classed as economic variables is 
required to unify the multiplicity of interests and hidden pressures 
generating demands for land and land resources. This extension includes 
economic and extra-economic variables. 
Genesis of the Suggested Structure 
This study to consider a general demand structure to emphasize land 
and land resources takes its genesis for conceptual analysis from work 
best characterized as allied to Leontief's (73) input-output model. 
The historical development of the pertinent structure derives from 
Walrasian general equilibrium analysis. This analysis flows logically 
and historically from Walras to modern location theerists and regional * 
analysts through Wassily Leontief. In this flow to the present, one 
sees liberal sprinklings from the thinking of German locationists 
including especially Von Thunen and Losch (77). Losch was an important 
predecessor to the modern regional analysis done by Isard (60) and 
others. The theoretical foundations for regional analysis have been well 
formulated. With the development of mathematical programming as treated 
by Dorfman (25), the contributions of such as Samuelson (91), Baumol (5), 
and Lefeber (71), theoretical models for studies in location have been 
given empirical content and text. 
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Kari A. rox (3/, pp. 1/0-192) , judge (63), anu Henderson (53) 
show how to use simplified theoretical, models to examine regional 
economic behavior. Fox and Judge base their analysis on statistical 
supply and demand functions and constant per unit transport cost. 
Henderson, in his short-run regional model of the coal industry, uses 
constant cost supply functions derived from firms' average costs. In 
analyzing the livestock-feed economy, Fox sees this industry to be com­
posed of ten spatially separate but inter-dependent regions. Judge 
includes twelve spatially separate but inter-dependent regions in his 
analysis. Henderson uses fourteen regions for his study. 
The Fox, Judge, and Henderson models are derivations from classical 
point-economy models in that more than one point is the*spatial setting 
of the economy. In this tradition Egbert (28), in 1958, developed a 
model for grain production. Also in the classical vien, Beckman (7), 
by 1952, had developed a model for analyzing the efficiency problem for 
transportation activities associated with a continuous geographic distri- .. 
bution of production. 
Even with the aid of modern techniques and computers, a high degree 
of aggregation is necessary for the design of spatial equilibrium models, 
and empiricism is thereby restricted. Hence, in this study emphasis on 
the agricultural sector and certain regions therein will be the focus. 
Because farming has shifted from an essentially self-sufficient 
activity to a commercial activity over the past two hundred years, farming 
has become interwoven with general economic activity. This is reflected 
in agriculture's tie with certain national economic cycles, and with 
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agriculture's tie to regional economic patterns ot general production and 
general consumption, especially those related to agricultural feed. This 
tie-in is especially visible in agricultural feed businesses, ifl livestock 
farming, and in general farming. Knowledge of exact quantitative inter­
relations between the agricultural and non-agricultural sectors is limited. 
With government's increased economic activity, quantitative information on 
socio-economic inter-dependence becomes increasingly important and can be. 
best visualized through a general conceptual structure of the nature of the 
one to be given herein. 
A generalization of input-output concepts provides a system for study 
of this socio-economic activity and extra-economic interplay in the total 
cultural-populational milieu. 
Several input-output studies have been made over the past thirty 
years. Major emphasis of many of these has been on assembling the needed 
accounts. 
Professor Wassily Leontief (73) developed techniques for this analysis. 
His 1919-1929 study of the United States economy was one of the first 
attempts to use Walrasian general equilibrium analysis. This was followed 
by additional studies by Leontief and others (74). -Evans and Hoffenbérg 
(33), for the Bureau of Labor Statistics, constructed an input-output 
table for 1947 (33). Many studies exist for nations other than the 
United States. 
Regional input-output models were developed by Chenery (14), Isard 
(60), and Moses (81). Applications with emphasis on agriculture have been 
made by Peterson and Heady (84), Schnittker and Heady (94), Carter (12), 
10 
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Objectives of The Study 
The single broad objective of this study is to create an analytic 
framework which conceptualizes all possible relevant demands upon land 
and land resources. To do this, a general demand Structure will be 
created in such a way that from it may be drawn particular generalized 
demands which affect land, land resources, and their products. To fulfill 
the broad objective, this study must be both taxonomic and analytic. 
The general demand structure will be seen to emanate from cultural-
populational pressures. The structured pressures for particular items 
are called generalized demands. The total structure is called general 
demand. , 
The cultural-populational pressure includes public as well as. 
private policy changes. The analytic structure must allow for considera­
tion of public or private action designed to improve the economic use of 
land resources and to alter the institutional conditions governing human 
activity on the land. 
The analytic structure must allow for consideration of (103, p. 17): 
(1) the property concept involving the exclusive use of an item having 
economic value; (2) the spatial concept involving all land resources 
arising within the three dimensions of space, and (3) the addition of 
time as a variable of analysis. 
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The analytic structure must allow for consideration of the major 
ingredients from which land economics is fashioned (103, p. 24): 
(1) maximization of human satisfactions from products and services 
arising from land and its resources, and (2) inter-disciplinary examina­
tion of impediments to human satisfactions and of conflicts to satis­
fying human demands which arise from physical and institutional restric­
tions as well as from economic restrictions. 
The analytic framework must allow for analyses and projections which 
include three paths (103, p. 25). One path of examination involves land 
resources and their complex response mechanism in the light of human 
wants. Another path involves concern for progress which includes concern 
for allocation and organization of land resources. A third path involves 
concern for institutional means or structures for attaining alternative 
. courses of action on a means-end continuum to a goal. 
Specific objectives of this study include the following: 
1. To formulate a structural model of generalized demand relations 
applicable to agriculture and non-agriculture on a regional 
basis. 
2. To structure economic demands for land and land resources so 
that they are analytically integrated with the total market 
structure in the economy. 
3. To indicate conceptually the location of some of the difficulties 
in setting future public and private demands. 
4. To determine physical, social, and economic obstacles significant 
in land and land resources planning. 
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These objectives may be summarized by saving °f-ndy *-H 11 pr?. 
conceptual framework, giving a general demand structure useful in analysis 
and in synthesis of land demand questions. 
Procedure Used in Pursuing These Objectives 
Economics provides a wealthy reservoir of methods for land use 
analysis (103, p. 30). Structuring and applying these methods are fre­
quently large problems. Customary programming and input-output models 
provide foundations for land and land resources analysis. These are, 
however, too limited in assumption to encompass the totality of forces 
affecting uses of land, land resources, and foodstuffs. 
Many economic studies of a linear programming nature are available. 
These studies have varying assumptions and illustrate various solutions of 
problems allied to this study. Many econometric studies exist regarding 
items involved in this study. Neither of these approaches are exclusively 
used herein for three reasons : (1) no adequate conceptual framework 
exists to encompass the multi-faceted complex called demand for land and 
land resources, (2) long-run demand predictions cannot readily be handled 
by these tools, with the result that even though predictions in economics 
involve more than time, trend projections are the usual approach, and 
(3) a long term project of the nature of the one under which this study 
is written carries a professional obligation keenly felt by the writer. 
This is an obligation to provide a structure of depth and breadth allowing 
for subtleties of human behavior not customarily discussed. These three 
motivations cannot be satisfied under the restrictive assumptions usually 
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associated with mathematical sn<1 statistical analyses in economics. A 
large part ol this study is of necessity qualitative and descriptive. 
Certain quantitative measures are given where data are available. 
Theoretical suggestions together with a moderate amount of 
empiricism and mathematical manipulation are included. Needless to 
say, economists and others realize that many significant problems cannot 
currently be solved with linear or quadratic programming. These 
scientists also realize that assumptions which are made when one begins 
rigorous mathematical analysis may or may not bear upon any particular 
reality. Hence this study: (1) shows broad outlines necessary for 
reality of analysis, (2) makes explicit the implicit nature of many 
unstated assumptions, and (3) gives an analysis which may be developed 
under these implicit assumptions. 
A modified Leontief transactions matrix for all time dimensions of 
cultural-populational pressure is suggested. Within this flow, the 
economic transactions matrix is considered. In the economic arena, con­
centrated attention is given to the five market scheme of agri-business. 
The procedure used encompasses normative analysis because any human 
situation calls for subjective evaluation. Further, any human situation 
lies upon some means-end continuum to goal fulfillment. This adds to 
the normative flavor. This study does not suggest any ethical goals, 
but allows their inclusion in long-run land and land resources. use. 
Limiting this analysis to demand is restricting discussion to one 
part, but one large part, of the analytical problem facing land and land 
resources use. More over, limiting the inquiry to a structure useable 
14 
fui. vèïivuë publie auu ptivaue purposes without specifying purposes or 
ends-in-view leaves a large area for future analysts. 
Plan of This Report 
This report will state problems in formulating general demand, the 
nature and character of a generalized demand structure for land and land 
resources, together with reasons for seeking general demand and a con­
ceptual framework for analysis of the attributes of general demand. The 
significant consumer and investor concepts will be discussed. General 
demand under suitable sub-headings of demands will be presented as they 
affect land and land resources use. 
Components of a structured demand model for land and land resources 
will be given under these headings. Organizational and non-organizational 
aspects of demand structure will be discussed. Welfare components, general 
and economic, are to be considered. 
Data needs and data availabilities regarding cultural-populational 
pressures, macro-economic pressures, and micro-economic pressures will be 
considered within the conceptual abstractions of consumer and investor 
behavior. 
The proposed general demand model for inclusion of each generalized 
demand for land and land resources together with selected applications of 
concepts to the five market agri-business scheme will be given. This 
application will take the form of the Leontief transactions matrix and the 
Leontief interdependency matrix. 
15 
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The initial problem in establishing the demand structure is defini­
tional. Much of the logic of the structure flows from thé definitions. 
To define the concept demand broadly enough to fulfill the needs specified 
above is the current aim. This demand concept should have breadth of 
scope, yet permit demand analysis to be specific enough to define clearly 
maximization of human satisfaction at and for any time. This principle 
may then direct all land development activity. This principle of maximizing 
human satisfaction over time is also the basic principle to guide all uses 
of land, and land resources including water,. and future policies pertaining 
to these. Demand broadly defined is the goal. 
The Matter of Definitions : Demand, Land, Land Resources and Markets 
The definitions essential to realization of the analysis herein are: 
(1) demand, "(2) land, (3) land resources, and (4) market place. 
Stating demand most generally, demand is pressure. This pressure 
arises from inter-action between population and culture. This inter­
action exists in two ways: (1) in extent or breadth over time and over= 
numbers of people, and (2) in intensity or depth within a time interval 
and among or between people. Demand in this most general sense is struc­
tured pressure emanating from all aspects or from any aspect of the cul-
tural-populational milieu. General demand is to be considered as economic 
and extra-economic. This is to focus attention on the fact that more than 
the customary variables used in economic analysis are to be used when 
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from price and income aspects. Extra-economic demands include the 
remainder of demands arising from tastes and from population pressures. 
Having an adequate conceptualization for demand in the general 
case, certain more specific concepts need definitional structure. 
Land is defined as extension or space having situation. It is 
variable, fixed in supply, immobile, and inexhaustible. It is, as 
Raleigh Barlowe points out, the sum total of the natural and man-made 
resources over which -possession of the earth's surface gives control 
(3, p. 7). Land is more than just surface. Land is space for crops, 
for building sites, and for forests. Yet, land encompasses further 
aspects of location and extension. 
Granting unlimited aspects to the abstract concept of land, cer­
tain attributes of land combine to give it economic as well as general 
cultural value. One of these attributes is immobility. This is an 
attribute of economic or cultural worth for it forcibly locates activity. 
-
This immobility gives rise to a need for property relations arid property 
* 
rights, as Richard T. Ely and others have pointed out. Property rights 
are institutional arrangements giving possession or control over this 
attribute of space (32, p. 59). Possession permits indirect or input 
use, and direct or final use of the immobility attribute and of the 
other attributes of land. Thus possession by man is enshrouded and 
delimited by the institution of property rights. Possession gives the 
power to harvest products and to manipulate characteristics. 
17 
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land when he showed that property in general meant exclusive control vested 
in an entity. Landed property was considered such control with respect to 
land. Land in theory was to be taken as extending indefinitely upward. 
The doctrine of accession caused buildings to be considered land (30, 
p. 22). The doctrine of acquisition by production marked trees, plants, 
and minerals as part of land. The term land was to be taken to include 
all substances below, upon, and above the solid body of the earth. This 
meant inclusion of solids, of gases, and of fluids (30, p. 22). 
This clearly specified the legal position of land in the total cul­
tural setting. More conceptual analysis was necessary to place land in 
its economic setting. 
Since land is physically fixed, this provided the historical basis 
for legal description. This also provided the basis for locational 
scarcity which is the heart of economic location theory (101, p. 1). 
From the land attributes of immobility and variability, there 
arose concepts of resource attributes inherent in different locational 
parcels of land. Such economic characteristics as concepts of scarcity, 
rent, conservation, and price variations became historically significant 
and eventually analytically meaningful. L. H. Haney (47) explored alter­
native costs and scarcities as aspects of rent in 1910. L. C. Gray in 
1912 (44) analyzed conservation and its inter-temporal conflict with 
private use of land. Gray in 1913 (45) extended the analytic usefulness 
of the concept of land when he analyzed rent in relation to its 
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exhaustibility. Gray pointed out that the Ricardian assumption of original 
and indestructible qualities of the soil had been reduced to its extreme 
form by J. R. Commons when Commons had concluded the property of extension 
to be the essential quality which distinguished land from- other kinds of 
goods, and hence the basis from which to form a rent (45, p. 467). 
Yet, as Gray showed, extension takes its worth from the culture and 
hence a change in social demand or utility varies the economic worth of 
extension which is one resource attribute of land. Extension may thus be 
caused to lose its value (45, p. 467). Therefore, nothing economically 
indestructible exists about the extension aspect of land. Further, this 
aspect was seen by Gray to demonstrate diminishing productivity, a key 
item in analysis of the attribute's economic worth. Rent, Gray (45, 
p. 485) held, may be a determinant of relative prices even if it is not 
price determining in an absolute sense. 
Defining land and looking at its economic attributes logically led 
analysts to seek useful statements regarding the meaning of land resources. 
Land resources may be considered as comparable to the economic concept 
of land and the legal concept of real estate (3, p. 9). The term land 
resources is a broader term than natural resources. It is broader because 
it includes all man made improvements attached to the land. However, as 
an economic concept it applies primarily to surface resources together 
with the thin layer of sub-surface and supra-surface resources man uses 
in his daily life (3, p. 10). 
# 
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Land resources include soils, timber, water, and crops. Resources 
are units in space. Land resources take physical or capital form: 
physical if natural, capital if man-made. If capital, these resources 
may be non-reversible, as a structure, and hence fixed. Fixed resources 
* 
are not limited to human creations, but include nature's work as well. 
These land resources may be stock, or flow and hence fixed, or 
continuing. These may be expansible in character and technological in 
form. 
•The resources of nature are^altered by man and fluctuate in worth 
over time since technology changes many aspects of land resources 
including energy flows, as P. C. Putnam has indicated (86). Changes in 
a 
nature's resources may be effected by attempts to alter land's natural 
characteristics which include variability, immobility, fixity, and 
inexhaustibility. These attempts occur through use of known technology. 
The attempts usually come in the form of capital alteration. Often this 
capital alteration is irreversible investment, becoming a barrier over 
time to changing land use. To alter land use, irreversible investment 
must be overcome. It then becomes a cost of supercession. Such costs 
impede adjustment. Hence, a land resource of man's making having positive 
human value during one time period may possess no human value at a later 
time. At this later time, the former resource may have become a nuisance 
possessing negative economic value. 
Logically flowing from the relativity seen to exist regarding cultural 
and economic values given land resources, is an interest in defining the 
process by which land and its resources acquire cultural and economic worth. 
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cultural process by virtue of a cultural pressure demanding use of the 
land or of its resources. In this context, land and land resources 
serve to resolve some cultural-populational pressure which will be 
called a generalized demand. 
Since structured pressures generating demands are seen to exist, 
for these to become known to man some arena for their observation must 
exist. This arena may be called, in a general sense, the market. This 
generalized market concept is to be defined as that place where comple­
mentary, supplementary, and competitive cultural-populational charac­
teristics become evidenced to an observer. Hence this general market is 
where fragments of the total cultural-populational milieu meet other such 
fragments. This is like the less general economic case Alfred Marshall 
established. Marshall had the economic market place that arena where the 
economic buyer (one who seeks to accumulate material for material gain) 
and seller (one who seeks to dispose of material for material gain) meet. 
In the general case, the cultural-populational market place is that arena 
where the human or societal dispenser of cultural-populational pressures 
meets the accumulator of such pressures. The process of exchange the 
occurs, but more subtly than the material exchanges Alfred Marshall con­
ceptualized . 
The Matter of Integrating the Parts 
Having defined the essential terms of this study, a brief note on 
the integration of these terms is required. Moving from the two familiar 
economic concepts of demand and of market place through the generalized 
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concepts of demand and of market place, land and land resources may be 
set in their correct conceptual framework. This process of moving from 
the familiar to the unfamiliar is to be followed in showing the need for 
integration of concepts. The process requires one to think first in. 
traditional economic terms, then in broader terms. 
Land, its resources, and its attributes have direct demands as 
evidenced by economic demands seen in transportation needs and reflected 
in air-lanes, roads, streets, highways, and railways. Derived economic 
demands also exist, for land and its resources are means in the process 
of production. As these direct and indirect demands are altered with 
changing incomes, technologies, and prices, the economic uses of land and 
land resources are altered. 
Considering general demand as structured pressure from the cultural-
populational milieu, the economic demand illustration may be generalized 
for general demand as the term is herein used. If economic demand is 
economic pressure arising variously by alteration of such items as 
incomes -, prices, and technologies, then cultural-populational demand is 
cultural-populational pressure arising variously by alteration of what 
may be characterized as extra-economic variables. These variables lodge 
in the loosely specified economic concept called tastes. Within the total 
cultural-populational complex, traditional economic demands arise by 
altering the customary price and income variables while holding other 
variables constant. Similarly, extra-economic demands may be said to 
arise by altering extra-economic variables while holding thé customary 
economic variables constant. Therefore, in total cultural-populational 
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demand which is general demand. anv single one or any group of rharar-
teristics may be considered as varying while other characteristics are 
'considered as constant. s , 
Land and land resources are two units in the: cultural-populational 
milieu. They may be considered as active or as passive units when 
studied in relation to any other group of characteristics. Because 
land and land resources are so basic to the culture of the world, this 
integrated general cultural-populational framework for the study of 
demands upon land and land resources is required. 
The Matter of Sufficient Particularization 
Because land and its resources are immobile and varied, the suggested 
general demand structure emanating from cultural-populational pressure is 
not of itself adequate to show the locational occurrence of these 
pressures. To do this requires recognition of the geography of location 
and the process of use as R. T. Ely (30) pointed out in 1917. 
As Ely showed, the economic law of land use is such that the higher 
the stage of economic evolution, the more intensive is the utilization of 
the land and hence the more highly developed must be the classification of 
land if the classification is to be a sufficient classification (30, p. 24). 
Land is composed of: (1) original gifts of nature, (2) unequal distribution 
of gifts, (3) immobility, (4) relative permanence, and (5) absolute perma­
nence (30, p. 24). Ely went on to set up eight regions, suggesting sub­
classes by water-supply, by urban-rural use, and by public or private 
ownership (30, pp. 25-27). 
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This kind of particularization as to physical, technical, and 
locational aspects of land and land resources is desirable. It is, not 
sufficient, however, to the problem of the day because linkages and mar­
kets which tie together the many aspects of cultural-populational inter­
play are not included. 
As Ely said, "The higher the stage of economic evolution, 
the more highly developed must be the classification if it is to be a 
sufficient classification" (30, p. 24). Since the market place for 
land and its resources has altered in complexity in forty-five years 
since Ely wrote the above, the markets affecting land and land resources 
need the particularization Ely performed for land in its non-market 
aspects. This consideration of markets in relation to land and land 
resources is part of the needed particularization of structure within 
the cultural-populational framework. Further, this consideration of 
various markets is required because of the modern state of the economic 
order and because a sufficient conceptual framework is desired. 
• ' 
The Matter of Policy 
Throughout this inquiry the study of land and land resources as 
economic means is viewed as an applied area of the parent discipline of 
economics, a discipline itself of means leading to human fulfillment. 
Taking this view forces the economic consideration of land and land 
resources into a framework which permits consideration of the totality 
of possibilities facing the total economy and the economic policy-choice 
alternatives that lie among these possibilities. But this is not all. 
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Important to remember is the truth that economic policy choices are them­
selves means. This begs an extra-economic framework allowing inclusion of 
all cultural-populational pressures. This kind of conceptual framework is 
required: (1) because it gives the fundamental base for meaningful modern 
land and land resources analysis; (2) because it permits a necessary union 
of economic positivism with work in normative economics by logically 
linking customary economic analysis with what has been called extra-
economic analysis permitting easy extension of analytic tools for norma­
tive purposes; (3) because it places conventional economic analysis in 
its logical relation to the existing cultural-populational milieu and 
hence in proper perspective on the life process means-ends continuum; 
(4) because it correctly shows normative economics as the process for 
selection of material means from the complete cultural-populational 
means-ends scheme ; (5) because it shows the interplay existing between 
what is usually taken as economic activity and the cultural-populational 
-process ; and (6) because it shows those inter-relations which may be 
examined most directly through the normative aspects of the discipline 
of economics. 
Taking a conceptual framework of the nature of the one proposed 
here permits a more settled consolidation of Ely's position (29) which 
included public policy issues within the domain of land economics, a 
logical inclusion when regarding Ely's (31, p. 4) definition of land 
economics in which land is an economic concept and evidences economic 
relations springing from the legal concept of land as property. 
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needed and necessary basis for general policy recommendations requires 
some justification. This has been provided by John F. Timmons (103) in 
his discussion of the objectives of land economics. 
Land economics as a field of study is relatively young. During the 
closing decade of the nineteenth century, land economics started to take 
form as a field of study within economics as suggested by Ely. 
Three major developments during the closing quarter of the nineteenth 
century provided the mix from which land economics was fashioned. 
First, certain land problems emerged on the national scene which 
attracted attention of legislators, scholars and public minded citizens. 
Second, trends in economics away from a political economy and toward 
an orientation of laissez-faire private ownership and management were not 
geared to the emerging land use and control problems which were demanding 
more rather than less action by government. Consequently, foresters, 
engineers, lawyers and scholars in.other disciplines were attracted to the 
vacuum created by the retreat of economists from consideration of public 
policy. 
Third, certain American economists, especially Ely, were not willing 
to define public policy issues outside the legitimate domain of economics. 
These economists had largely escaped the laissez-faire reasoning of their 
colleagues in the private managerial approach to resources use. This group 
relied more heavily on the reasoning of the German historical school. 
Ely and his colleagues engaged in analyses of land policy issues of the 
times and, in the process, laid the groundwork for the development of 
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land econom-Fes «s 2 field within economics (103, pp. 12-14). 
In keeping with this historical development an analytical and con­
ceptual framework is suggested in the study at hand. This study is in 
keeping with the historical and the logical development of the discipline 
examining land and land resources. 
The matter of policy among the problems in formulating £he necessary 
general demand structure is not completely formulated by recognizing the 
need for a total cultural-populational perspective. The matter of policy 
involves, besides a conceptual framework of adequate breadth and depth, 
rich and varied data selection and data gathering. This tri-part matter 
of policy which involves : (1) breadth of concepts, (2) data selection, 
and (3) data gathering can be seen best through references spanning the 
period 1923 to the present and ranging through various governmental and 
non-governmental publications including yearbooks of the Department of 
Agriculture and economic reports of the President of the United States. 
In 1923, L. C. Gray (46) and others on a land use committee inven­
toried land and land resources in the United'States by uses and published 
their findings in the Agriculture Yearbook, 1923 (46). This was one of 
the beginning steps needed to effective land and land resources policy. 
This work continues to this day in the more recent work of Crickman 
(24) and others. 
Land and land resources analysis and examination for policy purposes 
encompasses water, but water is frequently singled out for examination 
apart from land. The pressing current water problems and the likely 
future ones have been stressed many times in recent years. This was true 
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when, in A water Policy for the American reopie (23), water received special 
treatment twelve years ago. Senator Robert S. Kerr's (65) committee on 
national water resources again singled out water problems for possible 
policy activity in 1960. Other publications devoted entirely to regional 
or national water problem» include a yearbook of the Department of 
Agriculture (126), and the Missouri Basin Survey Commission's 1953 
publication (70). 
Having specified land and land resources, singling out water for 
separate specification, land economist's and allied professionals from 
other disciplines turned attention to present and future land policies and 
land problems. Concern was shown not for just the present situation as 
compared to some expected future situation, but also for the time path of 
movement to the future situation-as evidenced by publications about the 
dynamics of land use and adjustment. 
The Land Economics Institute held at the University of Illinois in 
1958 considered among many policy problems the potentials in land and its 
resources and the demands for these. Among the discussants of these 
aspects of policy problems were Marion Claws on (18) -, T. W. Schultz, (92), 
and G. S. Tolley (107). Placing these aspects of data gathering and 
data selections in proper perspective for political policy planning was 
the task of C. M. Hardin (48). 
Among publications dealing with present and future land uses but not 
emphasizing movement paths is, Land for The Future (21). This deals with 
the analysis of the present and time projections to a future target period. 
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Land problems and land policies in an agricultural setting together 
with attendant agricultural problems were discussed, during a conference 
held by the Center for Agricultural and Economic Adjustment, Ames, Iowa, 
during the year 1958. Among the discussants bearing on the*matter of 
policy às it relates to problems in formulating a needed general demand, 
structure for land and its resources were: T. W. Schultz (93), C. M. 
Hardin (48), J. F. Timmons (102), and K. A. Fox (38). TheSe papers point 
up problems in concepts and in data faced when seeking a conceptual 
framework in which to consider demands for land and land resources. 
The time path of a variable is the proper domain of dynamics. 
M 
Economic dynamics is concerned with time paths of economic variables. 
The dynamics of land and land resources were considered by the 1960 
Land Use Conference of the Center for Agricultural and Economic 
Adjustment. Papers of note to the problem at hand were given by: 
Marion Clawson (20), R. B. Held (52), W. E. Chryst and J. F. Timmons 
(16), and G. S. Tolley (107). 
Basic to national policy fulfillment, no matter whether the dynamics 
of the situation are regarded or not, is a land policy integrated with 
non-land policies. This needed integrated relationship is evidenced in 
the Economic Report of the President, 1962 (85). Especially is the 
relationship pointed up by the report of the Council of Economic 
Advisors (85, pp. 95-96) which was submitted with the President's 
report. 
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The Matter of Means and Ends 
Important to policy, as noted above, is the matter of the means-ends 
continuum visualized by.the private and by the public decision-maker. 
Economic ends are means to more subtle ends-in-view. These in turn 
are means to further ends. In setting economic policy, the decision­
maker must envision some set of ends-in-view. These, upon fulfillment, 
become means at the decision-maker's disposal for achieving further 
ends. Included in this process are institutional patterns and structures. 
Institutions in either ex post or ex ante considerations may be 
seen in three ways. An institution may facilitate achievement of ends-
in-view; it may impede end achievement, or it may be neutral in end 
achievement. The public or private decision-maker seeks institutional 
facilitation. He seeks to avoid institutional obstruction. He disregards 
institutions when their effect is neutral. 
Often one finds in public and in private strivings for ends-in-view 
that a particular structural modification of the cultural-populational 
milieu is required for goal fulfillment. If the extra-economic cost of 
structure creation out-weighs the gain from end achievement, then the 
decision-maker drops the end-in-view and accepts the frustration of non-
realization. 
It is to this kind of analysis that the conceptual framework to be 
given here is readily adapted. Consideration of extra-economic variables 
is conceptually easy if the total cultural-populational flow is envisioned. 
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Problems in forir-il^ting the necessary general demand structure 
include definitions, integration of parts, needed particularization, 
policy matters, and means and ends relating to policy affairs. All of 
these have been stated. Discussion of their nature and character together 
with the development of their meanings follows. 
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The nature and character of demand for land and land resources is 
analytically structured when the nature and character of demand is 
structured. Specify the nature and character of demand analysis and the 
desired analysis for land and land resources because these two are only 
two of many specific items toward which structured pressures may be 
directed. 
Demand analysis is a tool for specifying forces calling for a res­
ponse. This analysis is to be viewed as a technique for extending man's 
knowledge and understanding of forces to which he responds and of forces 
which he controls. Customary economic demand analysis is an economic 
tool dealing with material wants which are reflected in an economic 
market. This analysis includes examining material wants regarding land 
and land resources. An economic demand requires both desire for a good 
and money to purchase the good. To have this kind of a demand met requires 
a market for exchange of goods for money. 
The characteristics of demand for land and land resources are only 
partially unfolded when customary economic demands are structured and 
quantified. Doing customary economic demand analysis does not fully 
tell why structured pressures exist or why they exist in the complexity 
they do. Customary economic demand analysis does not fully tell the impact 
of more subtle forces, the non-material variables, upon material variables. 
As an example of these forces, it is well known but rarely discussed that 
for many people land and land resources ownership represents dream 
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fulfillment. This dream is more felt than spoken. The dream comes from 
centuries of cultural development; This development is subtle cultural 
pressure exerting structured force in a general demand framework. 
To characterize structured pressures for land and land resources, 
more completely, one needs to create a framework which admits the culture 
of the past, of the present, and human expectations of the culture of the 
future. A framework to do this is called in this study a general demand 
structure. As land economics is considered an applied area of economics, 
so general demand for land and its resources is considered a special 
case of general demand. 
Land and land resources in an analytic structure have a minimum of 
three dimensions : (1) length, (2) breadth, and (3) extension which is 
height and depth. These are the only three of significance if time is 
held constant; or analytically neglected. If time às a variable is used, 
thereby creating dynamic analysis, land and land resources acquire this 
fourtfh dimension. 
Within and between these four dimensions, changes in structured 
pressure occur which change the nature and appearance of general demand 
over time and within time. Dimensional changes may occur through public 
or private acts or combinations of both. These may be of the nature of 
direct or indirect general demands. They may take any of the three 
forms : (1) momentary, (2) short-run, or (3) long-run. Land and land 
resources may be manipulated in line with any imagined public or private 
goal. Demands for land, for land resources, and for food arise from cul­
tural, populational, and biological sources combining to make the 
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Nature and Character of General Demand 
General demand is pressure. In the abstract, an infinite number 
of pressures over time and in divisions of space are conceivable. The 
abstract state, however, is not the meaningful operational state for a 
study of man and cultural pressure. Cultural-populational interactions 
set two conditions which limit structured pressures. These conditions 
attached to man's selectivity are: (1) his moral purpose, and (2) his • 
mental limits. 
General demand is structured in the human world by cultural-
populational interaction, but not by all possible aspects of these 
interactions. Man's moral purpose and mental limits do not permit all 
possible interactions. Man pursues ultimate ends on a restricted 
means-ends continuum. 
Moral purpose leads to interaction with certain, selected societal 
goals and values. Mental thresholds of awareness and mental limits upon 
ability to abstract further restrict pursuit of ends. 
These two structured pressures emanate from subdivisions called 
public and private pressures. Each of these may be considered under 
the two analytic categories : (1) consumer pressures, and (2) investor 
pressures. These pressures are cultural-populational in form, not 
solely economic. These pressures are structured and defined in terms 
of approved cultural-populational interplay. 
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pressures that exert demand pressures to be recognized. In a long-run 
dynamic context there exists a pressure for generating replacement of 
current acquisitoid and decision-makers as well as a pressure for satis­
fying demands of current acquisitors and decision-makers. These two long-
run dynamic pressures exist in both the public and private sectors. 
Consumer or acquisitor pressure 
The acquisitor's purposive behavior arises from whim, random elements, 
tradition, and reason. Decisions are in terms of ends-in-view or relative 
goals. These ends-in-view depend upon the cultural-populational pressures 
and the human imaginings regarding these pressures. The cultural-
populational pressure molds human patterns and responds to human patterns. 
Hence the cultural-populational pressure in part determines and is in part 
determined by human behavior. This inter-change generates the general 
demand structure which is the subject matter of this study. 
Investor pressure 
Investment demand springs from somewhat different purposes. It, too, 
is indulged in because of relative goals that exist. It, too, is generated 
by public or private policies, programs, or practices which are derived 
from these goals and which depend upon cultural-populational inter-action. 
Investment demand is essentially indirect or derived and" not direct or 
final. If induced, investment is considered to be derived from expecta­
tions. If stemming from policies, investment is considered to be autonomous. 
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Essential character of general demand analysis 
General demand analysis has two essentials: (1) the consumer aspect, 
and (2) the investor aspect. To understand consumer behavior one needs to 
examine the cultural-populational inter-relationships. To understand 
investor behavior one needs to consider also the cultural-populational 
inter-relationships, but into many more avenues of indirect effects and 
relations, because investor behavior is the more subtle of the two. The 
essential difference between investment pressure and consumption pressure 
is location on the continuum of behavior. 
Nature and Character of General Demand in Relation to 
Land and Land Resources 
Demand for land and its resources is generated by the same sorts of 
things as generates what is called general demand. That is, these demands 
are generated by cultural-populational forces including: (1) values, 
(2) factor markets, (3) price levels, (4) relative prices, (5) absolute 
and relative quantities, (6) locations, and (7) money and psychic incomes. 
Which of these to use in analyzing a particular situation requires con­
siderable judgment, a judgment to be made depending essentially on the 
analytic objectives of the study. 
To appreciate the general demand structure and the place of land and 
its resources therein, one needs to have an awareness of the present 
positions and present aspirations of participants in the cultural-
populational process. Land and land resources are manipulated in response 
to structured pressure. Manipulators or effectors structure the general 
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or effectors are likewise conditioned by environment and the accepted 
culture it generates. Over time a constantly but gradually fluctuating set 
of conditions known as the accepted culture, complete with human goals and 
values, and with scarcities and abundances, is generated. Goals and values 
along with scarcities and abundances in their broadest meanings are cul­
turally set by strivings for the ultimate or absolute end on a means-
ends continuum. . Since wants are ends-in-view or relative ends, wants must 
be described as arising from cultural-populational pressure. For long 
period land and land resources use forecasting, cultural parameters must 
be forecast in a manner as suggested by Kondratieff (69) . Customary 
methods of modern economic analysis are not adequate for this. As a 
result of this inadequacy one is forced to make a search into what is 
called here extra-economics to develop a method which is adequate to des­
cribe the nature and character of general demand, and the manner in which 
these demand pressures force land and land resources response. 
Land is space and space is infinite. This extensibility is narrowed 
abruptly, however, given human limitations. This narrowing occurs through 
man's limited imagination, and through man's limited life span. 
Land resources are attributes of land as space. When these are 
considered scarce and the scarcity has positive value, these attributes 
embody economic characteristics. Land resources are basic to many 
cultural-populational activities and therefore respond to direct and 
indirect general pressures. In this milieu land and land resources have 
consumer and investor pressures to which they respond. 
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Conceptual Extension of Demand Analysis to Include Extra-economic 
Explanation of Variables Affecting Land and Land Resources 
Customary economic demand analysis concerns itself with price and 
income variables essentially. A brief note is at times included on tastes. 
Less attention is paid to institutions. The price one pays for this 
austerity is clearly given by Hicks (56, p. 7) where he notes that under 
these conditions the theoretical economic analyst is unable to say whether 
or not what he sees is present in the real world. 
Frequently, for precision of analysis and unique solutions, perfect 
competition is assumed by the demand analyst (56, p. 6). This leads to 
firm conclusions and definite welfare propositions as Reder (87) shows. 
Yet these conclusions are not without a normative aspect. The basic norm 
used is the one of efficiency. As Bergson and Samuelson (89) have shown 
in discussion of welfare economics, this norm although usually acceptable 
in considerations .of economic welfare may not be acceptable when considering 
general social welfare. 
A large number of factors relate to demand behavior and become a 
part of the concept of general demand used here. Many human motivational 
factors have no.t been considered under conventional analyses. Many times, 
these fall short of the goal of adequate explanation and many times lead 
to incomplete or inaccurate remedial hypotheses. These conventional 
analyses need extension to include what has been called extra-economic 
variables. These are extra-economic in two senses : (1) these variables 
are extra-economic in the same manner that the political variables of 
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political parties are extra-constitutional, and (2) these variables are 
extra-economic because they are amenable to analysis by economic tools. 
The conceptual framework of this study brings these extra-economic 
variables into the purview of the analytic model. The need for a broad 
scope of this nature is adequately demonstrated by Clawson (18, 19) and 
others who show the cultural-populational pressures upon land and land 
resources. 
Nature and character of extra-economic demands 
General demand having been shown to be pressure, and land and land 
resources demands having been shown to be a part of this, useful 
categorizations for discussing the nature and character of these pressures 
include extra-economic demands. 
Economic response stems from the study of rational choices for a 
material end from among scarce material means. Extra-economic pressures 
and responses are in nature and in character outside of these traditional 
bounds of economic analysis but amenable to analysis by the same economic 
tools because rational choice among scarcities is presumed to be involved. 
Scarcities merely take a broader meaning. For example, in the political 
arena conditions for use might occur in a situation where reasoned choice 
for end achievement from scarce available means is desired. The only 
requirement needed for making this choice situation objective is to have 
an object choice criterion. This criterion calls for some objective quan­
tified index. In traditional economics these are prices, physical 
volumes, and such. 
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The nature and character of general extra-economic demands and 
their relation to land and land resources is the same as the relation 
of general demand to land and land resources. This relation is as it 
is because twentieth century demands for land and land resources in the 
United States are multi-faceted and based.upon tradition, whim, and 
chance, as well as reason. 
Nature and character of the relation of economic demands to extra-
economic demands 
Unspecified pressures arising from the total cultural environment 
are structured by cultural-populational interplay and become general 
demands. From this cultural-populational inter-action, two categories 
may be established: (1) economic structured pressures or economic 
demands, and (2) extra-economic or other-than-economic structured 
pressures or other-than-economic demands. 
The design of cultural-populational interplay extends for the 
length of time that the human species extends. For a human observer, 
this time dimension may be considered as infinite. Hence this pattern 
of cultural-populational pressure generating economic and extra-economic 
pressures is essentially a flow or continuum of infinite time dimension. 
Set in matrix form, the cells or entries may be imagined to extend over 
time and over space. Partitioning of this matrix into the two dimen­
sions: (1) economic demands and (2) extra-economic demands, does not 
alter the extension over time and over space. To determine a set of 
economic demands for a particular time and place, one fixes the time 
variable and fixes the space variable as desired. 
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Determining an economic demand from general demand and relating it to land 
and land resources 
Before further specifying the nature and character of demand, a need 
for clarification of certain terms arises. Desires, needs, and demands, 
often used inter-changeably, are not the same. A desire becomes a demand 
when the means of gratification are present. A desire alone"may be a 
wish, a frustration, an unrealistic aspiration, or a vision. A need is 
a demand with an ethical or biological impetus making it less flexible 
than a desire. A demand is a structured pressure with a structured means 
of gratification actually or potentially in existence. 
The determination of desires, needs, and demands, takes place 
within a threefold framework of: (1) the physically possible, (2) the 
institutionally permissible, and (3) the economically feasible. The 
physically possible places a desire, need, or demand in a realistic 
context. The institutionally permissible places the desire in acceptable 
form and shows acceptable avenues of gratification. "The institutional 
structure also gives definition to needs and to methods of need fulfill­
ment. The economically feasible is determined from economic information 
showing possible choices and likely costs. 
Today, decisions on needs, desires, and demands may be subdivided 
under two headings : (1) public, and (2) private. Each of these exhibit 
the same basic characteristics. A public as well as a private desire or 
need becomes a realistic demand if means of attainment are at hand. 
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the. public sector realistic attainment requires votes by individuals. In 
the, private sector realistic attainment requires votes by dollars. 
Remembering land economies to be application of basic economics, it 
follows that a demand for land may be public, or private. If the demand 
is public, it may be in part a political demand arising from state, local, 
or federal policies. If the demand is private, it is individualistic and 
will respond to the.usual economic variables. If the demand is public, 
extra-economic variables may be needed in analysis. If the demand seems 
unresponsive to either political or eoonomic forces, it may be a tradi­
tional demand. If no explanation seems to exist, it may be a demand 
based on whim. 
Economic demand is either derived, or direct. A derived economic 
demand for land arises from a production use for land as an input, or a 
speculative use for land. A final demand arises from the immediate satis­
faction land will give a consumer. Analytically, the demand for land will 
be assumed identically equal to these two parts. This is symbolized thus: 
D(L) = D(Lf) + D(Ld); (2.1) 
where 
D(L) = demand for land, 
D(L^)= final demand for land, and 
D(Lj)= derived demand for land as an input. 
This final demand may be taken as a sum of three categories of demand: 
(1) public demand generated by federal, state, or local governmental 
policy; (2) traditional demand; and (3) private non-agricultural demands. 
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This may be symbolized as: 
D(Lf) = D(Lp) + D(Lt) + D(Lp); (2.2) 
where 
D(Lg) = final demand for land, 
D(Lp) = public demand for land, 
D(Lt) = traditionalized demand for land, and 
D(Lp) - private non-agricultural demand for land. 
A traditional demand would appear invariant to changes in economic 
or political items. In this case the rate of change of final demand with 
respect to time would depend upon classes of items other than traditional 
items. 
The demand for land for such public needs as recreation, reservoirs, 
and schools would be a function of judicial, administrative, and legis­
lative behavior, the obvious tri-partite division of public decision­
making in the United States. This behavior would depend partially upon 
the party in power * at the local, state, or federal levels, and partially 
upon who had seniority among these representatives of the people. 
Legislative behavior would be a function: (1) of population shifts, 
(2) of re-districting, and (3) of pressure groups. 
Final private demand for land would be composed of: (1) private 
demand for land as expansion and contraction of incorporated communities 
occurred; (2) private demand for land as recreational and residential 
uses in unincorporated areas changed ; and (3) private demand for land to 
hold as such "money" motives as precautionary, transaction, and specula­
tive motives arose. Expressed in this manner, private demand would become : 
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Dfï, ) = DCL ) + n(T, 1 + DfL . ) : (2.3) 
• p- " pc pr pii 
where 
D(Lp) = final private demand for land, 
D(LpC) = final private demand for land for incorporated communities, 
D(Lpr) - final private demand for land for recreation, and 
% . 
residences outside of incorporated areas, and 
D(Lph) = final private demand for land to hold for money motives. 
In the above, the demand for land to hold is assumed to be a 
function of: (1) returns and expected returns from land as an invest­
ment ; (2) the current demand and supply, and expectations of future 
demands and supplies, of money and of other securities; (3) the desire 
for economic security; and (4) the desire to speculate. Through the 
private demand for land to hold, the elasticities of price expectations, 
monetary effects, and price flexibilities would be permitted to enter 
the analysis. 
The demand for land by incorporated areas is taken as a combination 
of governmental, business, and residential land demand. Under this 
characterization, the incorporated area business demand for land would 
be taken as a function of: (1) general business expansion, and (2) the 
marginal rates of substitution of one input for another. General 
business expansion is induced investment and hence subject to all the 
subtleties therein. One of the more significant of which is aggregated 
induced investment which is a function of national product and expecta­
tions of future such products. Through this channel, micro-economic 
land and land resources demand are tied to macro-economic analysis. 
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(2) autonomous investment, (3) induced investment, which is business 
expansion, (4) consumption, and (5) foreign trade. This may be 
written as : 
Y  =  C + I +  i + G + R W ;  ( 2 . 4 )  
where 
Y = national product, 
C = consumption, 
I = autonomous investment, 
i = induced investment, 
G = government activity, and 
, RW = the balance of foreign transactions. 
This structure of relationships ties the general business demand 
for land to the many macro-economic analyses, including those of Keynes, 
(66) Hicks, (55, 56) and Samuelson (90). The impact of multiplier, 
accelerator, and random shocks can be formally related to the demand 
for land in this way. 
A particular business or industry demand for land is considered a 
function, of the industry's share and expected share of net national 
product. Within this share, the actual and expected industry profit in 
each geographic region would effect regional demand for land by the 
business or industry. This profit share within a regional classification 
would be a function of regional market structure, which includes behavior 
of a firm's competitors, their marketing techniques, their firm sizes, 
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their pricing policies, their legal constraints, their factor costs, and 
their financial arrangements for expansion. The variables (actual and 
expected) of the money market, including the acts of the Federal Reserve 
System, could enter the general analysis under financial arrangements 
for expansion. 
The preceding gives many of the possible variables in the economic 
analysis of land and land resources use. Now the process of selecting 
a cluster of economic demands is to be considered. Diagram one shows the 
process of selecting an economic demand from the flow of demands over 
time. The matrix of inter-person and intra-person cultural-populational 
pressures over time is shown in the first matrix on the left. This first 
matrix logically is divisible into the two in the central part of 
diagram one : (1) economic demands or pressures, and (2) extra-economic 
demands or pressures. On the right is E^j. Letting i be time to run 
from one to infinity, and letting j be space to run from one to n, for 
specification of an by time and by space, one is required to fix the 
i at some point in time and the j at some location in space. Doing 
these operations selects a cluster of economic demands for a given time 
in a given location that may be analyzed in customary economic ways. 
Since land and land resources are two multi-faceted complexes, 
the importance of the cultural analysis must not be overlooked for it 
sets the broad outlines for land and land resources demand. 
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Diagram 1. Selecting an economic demand from the continuum of cultural 
inter-action over time 
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complex E.., certain pressures which may be characterized as economic 
demands arise and affect directly and indirectly land resources use. 
This structure is diagrammed as diagram two. 
From the E^j one can specify two divisions : (1) consumer demands, 
and (2) investor demands. Consumer specifications from E^j, the economic 
demand, are specifications for final satisfactions. Investor specifica­
tions from the economic demand complex are for factor control. For 
consumer demands, one may specify: (1) foreign sector consumer demand, 
(2) a domestic public sector demand, and (3) a domestic private sector 
consumer demand. Consumer demands are characterized as direct or final 
demands and non-consumer demands are characterized as derived or non-
final demands of two parts : (1) investment for resources control for 
future gain, and (2) investment or acquisition for current production 
for future gain. 
Investor demands are considered as derived demands and may be 
divided as shown in diagram two into the two categories: (1) autonomous 
investment, and (2) induced investment. Autonomous investment may be 
presumed to have a resources control demand which may be taken by the 
analyst as consisting of two segments : (1) final, and (2) non-final. 
A final autonomous investment is to be considered to exist for holding 
land as one possible example if for a long period of time relative to the 
life span of the observer since no category other than final satisfaction 
seems to analytically explain the autonomous act of the autonomous agent. 
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Diagram 2. Deriving demands for foodstuffs and for resources 
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demand. 
Nature and character of demands for raw foodstuffs and for crops 
Among the important products or resources which may be generated 
from a land base are the raw foodstuffs and the crops, Demands for 
these may also be public or private in nature and be generated essentially 
by price variance, income variance, population variance, or any permuta-
tional arrangement of these three. 
In diagram three income demands are divided into food and non-food. 
Each of these two categories of food and non-food are further divided 
into farm and non-farm. Dropping the non-farm category for now since it 
has little to do with land and land resources, the farm category is 
observed to generate a demand for inputs, a large volume of which are 
land and land resources. Given these inputs plus the weather there is 
generated a production which initially depended upon human demands. The 
farm category, or the primary agricultural sector of the United States 
economy, is the largest user of land and land resources and so generates 
the largest input demand for land and land resources. 
Either population or price pressures might have been placed where 
income demands are situated in diagram three. This would place two 
other significant items in their essential relation to the raw food­
stuffs and crops resources or products. Any of the three: (1) price, 
(2) income, or (3) population would exert a pressure which could 
generate a production. 
| Income Demands )-
Non-farm 
Demand 
for 
Inputs 
fweather |-
Generates 
INon-foodl 
Farml |Non-
Production supply 
which depends 
initially upon 
human economic 
demands 
Diagram 3. General income demands for farm activity 
.i 
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The nature and character of demand analysis 
The nature of economic demand analysis may be structured under two 
concepts each having two parts. The concepts are : (1) general analysis, 
and (2) partial analysis. The parts under each are the classifications : 
(1) derived or indirect demand, and (2) final or direct demand. Further 
c 
specification for analysis shows each kind of demand is to be generated in 
a public context, a private context, or both. 
Economic derived demand for a factor is demand based upon a produc­
tion function and a price paid for the factor's good. Economic derived 
demand is based upon the marginal revenue productivity of the particular 
factor. This is a demand which stands on a two-part foundation: (1) the 
physical and technical production function and factor prices, and (2) the 
final production and market price of the good. The marginal revenue 
productivity is related to the production function and to the market 
place for the article produced by the factor. The price paid for the 
factor is related to the factor market place which is set by factor 
supply and factor demand which is marginal,revenue productivity. 
Laying aside derived demand, final demand theory indicates the 
existence in micro-economics of a downward sloping demand function having 
two variables, average price and quantity. The downward slope is relative 
to a particular consumer indifference map lying in the background. The 
functional relationships are those of some quantity demanded being 
dependent upon the variation of average price while: (1) the prices of 
other goods, (2) tastes, and (3) income levels are held constant. Micro-
economic demand, having price and quantity as variables, implies a 
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market mechanism for the disposal of a commodity. This implication is 
not a significant limitation for micro-economic analysis, but it is 
significant when discussing macro-economic analysis. 
Micro-economic analysis of demands and relationship to land and land 
resources 
Using figure one, assume an indifference map for two goods X and 
Y. In figure one, Y is shown vertically, X horizontally. Assume a 
linear consumption function where consumption is a function of national 
product. This linear function is any of the lines 1^ and is the budget 
constraint. Assume some exogenous behavior to raise national product 
from I0, to Ii, to Ig, and so on. Then (with population, ages, and 
numbers fixed) a fixed indifference map, shown by all the U^'s is super­
imposed on changing income. This, with constant prices, yields a quantity 
demanded for each of the two goods, X and Y. This dictates the produc­
tion level for each of two goods, X and Y. This production level 
requirement dictates the quantities of input factors needed to generate 
the productions of the two goods, X and Y. 
If these goods, X and Y, are taken to be food and non-food, a land 
input is needed in both but is significantly greater for food. Hence 
food demand generates a derived demand for agricultural land and all 
other inputs needed for agricultural production. 
INCOME CONSUMPTION CURVE 
RAY ONE 
Figure 1 . Income effects generating a quantity demanded 
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In figure one , Ug, and so on through Ug are convex plots making 
up an indifference map for a given consumer who can choose between X and 
Y. This consumer, at any given income level symbolized by any 1^, 
maximizes satisfaction by consuming the amount of X and of Y making up 
the coordinates of the point of tangency of any with the appropriate 
Ijy Hence at position A, quantity YQ of good Y and quantity Xq of good 
X are taken when the consumer has income I . The reason for this is 
o 
that by assuming position A, the consumer maximizes his satisfaction 
given the indifference map as shown. 
Moving income upward slowly in figure one causes a trace called 
the income consumption curve to be generated. This income consumption 
curve is the locus of all tangencies of each with its appropriate 1^ 
as i begins at the coordinates (0,0) and moves toward infinity for X 
and for Y. 
This income consumption trace can be of several forms including 
the form of ray one. The trace might also be curved downward instead 
of the way it is in figure one. Each curve carries a particular signi­
ficance for the equation of income elasticity. 
Income elasticity is the percentage change in the quantity of a 
given good that is taken by the consumer, divided by the percentage 
change in income of the consumer as follows : 
AO . 100 
0 = . Y; (2.5) 
A X .100 AX Q 
Y 
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where 
AQ = change in quantity, and 
AY = change in income. 
In figure one Y is I and two Q's exist, a quantity of Y, and a 
quantity of X. Thus: 
AO . Y = _ax . I ; (2.6) 
AY Qx AI X 
AQ X ' Y = Av . I . (2.7) 
A Y Qy AI Y 
Now it may be demonstrated that the income elasticity is one for 
X and for Y at any point along a ray through the origin. 
To show this, first choose ray one and initial position A. Then 
move to position a, generating the following equations: 
Ay . Io = A y . Yo +XQ : (2.8) 
AI Yq AY+AX Yd 
where 
AY = change in good Y = Y^ - Y , 
AI = change in I income = I]_ - IQ, 
IQ = income at position IQ, 
Yq = quantity of Y at income IQ, 
Io = Yo + Xo' and 
I-L = Y1'+ X1. 
Now let the consumer's income in figure one rise from I to 1^. By 
the law of similar triangles, as consumption equilibrium moves from A 
to a: 
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VV . 1o = 1 (2.9) 
Il-Io Y0 
For proof one notes first the law of similar triangles dictates 
certain ratios as follows because the three angles of the triangle 
associated with a: 
ay = y = ^ 1"yo = io ; (2.10) 
Ay x xrxQ xD 
AY = AX 
y x 
Now: 
AY . £o = AY . Yo+Xo = AY . Yo+Xo = 
y0 ai y0 zty+ax ay+ax yq 
dài ' a +%)- ( 2 - n )  
Since : 
Xo = AX ; (2.12) 
A_L_ • (1+^2) = AY . (AX + Al) = 1 (2.13) 
A Y+ AX Yo A Y+AX A Y AY 
This demonstrates that income elasticity for the good Y equals one 
if the income consumption curve is a ray through the origin. By the 
same procedure the income elasticity for the good X may be shown to be 
one if a ray through the origin is the income consumption curve. 
Given the income consumption curve as drawn in figure one, as 
income increases the relative increase in good X is less than that 
needed to stay on ray one and the relative increase in good Y is greater 
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chan cnac needed to stay on ray one„ The income elasticity ot good X 
is thus less than one and the income elasticity of good Y is greater 
than one. 
Given an indifference map for food and non-food, and given relative 
price changes, the theory of micro-economic demand tells how to derive 
demand functions for food and for non-food. From these final demands 
which are objectified in the market to generate a goods price, and 
from production functions and factor prices, the derived demands for 
land, land resources, raw foodstuffs and other crops may be developed. 
Derived demand related to derived demand for land 
Derived demand for a factor, land being a factor, in large part 
depends upon final and intermediate demands for the factor and for goods 
generated by the factor. Final or consumer demand for a consumer package 
depends logically upon consumer indifference maps as shown. Before the 
theory of derived demand is applied to land, some consideration of the 
assumptions and implications of the theory of derived demand is needed. 
Production functions are very significant in derived demand. As 
stated earlier, micro-economic derived demand functions require marginal 
revenue figures which are composities of returns and quantities in the 
final markets, and marginal physical products which are composities of 
quantity changes and input changes in the firm's production function. 
A discussion of the final market faced by the firm under micro-economic 
theory will be undertaken in structuring the demand matrix. Now attention 
is turned to production function relations only. 
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PURE PRICE 
EFFECT SUBSTITUTION EFFECT 
X, X 
Figure 2. Price and substitution effect in the production function 
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The essential relations derivable from the. theory of production 
functions are those of price and substitution effects as illustrated in 
figure two. 
Given isoquants and shown as Qq, Q3 and which are obtained 
from the two input production surface, the final market sets a specific 
Q^, and a price. This firm with its production relation will produce 
some part of given the firm's cost equation. 
As relative price ratios of input costs change, and as a price 
effect and a substitution effect are both generated, a new position is 
generated. The price effect means moving to a higher isoquant because 
it is now cheaper to produce the article and the substitution effect 
says the firm switches its input mix in favor of the cheaper factor. 
Both the price and the substitution effect are demonstrated in figure 
two. 
The price of input X falls, moving the budget constraint out on 
the X axis. The pure price effect moves the firm directly along the 
pure price effect line to A. The substitution effect then takes over, 
causing movement in the direction of the arrow to B. The dotted budget 
line indicates the imagined budget expansion. The net effect is to use, 
in the new situation, XQ of X factor and YQ of Y factor, both indicated 
by the dotted line to the respective axes. 
These theoretical considerations have obvious implications for 
factor ratios as the land to capital, or the land to labor ratio within 
firms and between firms. 
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The demand for land equation in this study is assumed to consist 
of two parts,: final demand and derived demand. Final demand has been 
structured and in aspects has been seen to be related to consumption, 
which is dependent upon income and income distribution. Derived demand, 
dependent upon production function relations and factor prices, receives 
attention now. 
A derived demand in the theory of production economics exists for 
any factor or input in the production function. The demand is said to 
be derived because the inputs make the product. If there exists product 
demand, there exists a derived demand for any input. 
A derived demand depends upon two things : (1) technical relations 
obtained from the production function, and (2) marginal revenues obtained 
from the goods markets. 
The production function is the relationship showing physical quan­
tity as a function of inputs or factors of production. These inputs 
are assumed to be homogeneous and are generally classed under four 
headings: (1) land, (2) labor, (3) capital, and (4) management. The 
physical output attributable to any one factor depends upon its relation 
to the others in the production function and upon the quantity of the 
one factor used. 
In table one land is held constant at one unit and labor is varied 
a single unit at a time through the three stages of the production 
function: increasing (stage one), decreasing (stage two), and negative 
returns (stage three). Notice this production relation involves only 
6.1 
The interdependencies of productivities and of factor magnitudes 
are seen in the following tables, one and two. 
1/ 
Table 1. Land is constant 
Land Labor 
T.P. 
Total 
Prod. 
M.P.P. 
Marg. 
Prod. 
A.P.P. 
Aver. 
Prod. 
1 1 3 3 3 
2 7 4 3 1/2 Stage I 
1 3 12 5 4 
1 4 16 4 4 
1 5 19 3 3 4/5 
1 6 21 2 3 1/2 Stage II 
1 7 22 1 3 1/7 
8 22 0 2 3/4 
1 9 21 -1 2 1/3 Stage III 
1 10 15 -6 1 1/2 
1/ (70, p. 106) 
1/ 
Table 2. Labor is constant 
Land Labor 
T.P. 
Total 
Prod. 
M.P.P. 
Marg. 
Prod. 
A.P.P. 
Aver. 
Prod. 
- 1 1 3 -1 3 
1/2 1 3 1/2 -3 7 Stage III 
1/3 1 4 0 12 
1/4 1 4 4 16 
1/5 1 3 4/5 9 19 
1/6 1 3 1/2 15 21 Stage II 
1/7 1 3 1/7 22 22 
1/8 1 2 3/4 30 22 
1/9 1 2 1/3 75 21 Stage I 
1/10 1 1 1/2 15 15 
1/ (70, p. 117) 
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land and labui. Notice also LhaL Lh= passage of labor through each of 
the three stages, and when it so passes is related to one unit of land. 
The breaking point between stages is related to the marginal physical 
product defined as a change in total product divided by a unit change in 
input, in this case labor. 
Table two is constructed as it is to show the symmetry of stages 
for two inputs. This requires some detailed explanation. 
The symmetry arises from the fact that what is stage one for labor 
with land constant is stage three for land with labor constant. What 
is stage two for labor with land constant is also stage two for land with 
labor constant. 
The process involved in making table two from table one is not 
immediately obvious and so it will be illustrated. Labor is held 
constant at one unit and land is varied in fractional units. The 
assumption is made that the quantity generated by land and labor in 
table one is the same as the quantity generated by land and labor in 
table two. 
Beginning at the bottom of table one, one land unit with ten labor 
units yield fifteen units in total product. One labor unit with one-
tenth a unit of land would yield one and one-half units in total product. 
The marginal product reflecting a change in total product divided by a 
unit change in input is reflected in entry one, table three. 
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Table 3. Marginal products 
Marginal 
physical 
product ; 
M.P.P. = 
( û T.P. 
Needed 
components 
Change in 
total product, 
(A T.P.) 
Change in input 
equaling one full 
unit, (A i) 
1. JL5. 
0 . 1  
15 (1.5-0) = 1.5 0 . 1  
2. 0.83 
1/90 
= 75 (2.33-1.5) = 0.83 (1/9 - 1/10) 
10-9 = 1/90 
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Taking next the second from the bottom entry in table one, one unit 
of land and nine units of labor gives twenty-one units of product. 
Therefore, one-ninth unit of land and one unit of labor would give two 
and one-third units of product. The marginal product showing this 
change in total product divided"by one unit change in input is the 
second entry of table three. 
1/ 
Table 4. Marginal relations 
Quantity Marg. phys. Product Marginal Resource 
of a, product price revenue price 
the input (MPPa) product <pa> 
(MRPa) 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
0 
$2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
$14 
12 
10 
8 
6 
4 
0 
$4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
1/ (70, p. 277) 
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In table four the price of the product is assumed to be constant as 
quantity is expanded. Under this circumstance the marginal revenue pro­
duced by adding to the quantity pile is simply the additional amount of 
product generated by a unit of an input times the market price per unit 
or the marginal physical product brought up by the unit of input times 
the market price per unit of the product. This situation calling for 
marginal revenue per unit produced to be equal to price as quantity 
changes is that of pure or perfect competition. 
Pure or perfect competition assumes a demand function to be a 
constant price line for the changing quantity of a given firm. Imperfect 
competition assumes some negativity to the slope of the demand function 
for the firm. If the market for the product made by the input is an 
imperfect market, the selling firm which controls the input of a is able 
to respond to the existing imperfections and the marginal revenue produced 
by adding one unit of quantity will be less than the price per unit sold. 
Thus the general case is more complex than the illustration from 
this table indicates. The following equation formally states the needed 
relationship: 
(MR%) . (M.P.P.3) = M.R.P.a; (2.14) 
where 
M.R.P.a = marginal revenue product from input a, 
MRX = marginal revenue of good x, and 
M.P.P.a = marginal physical product of a. 
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arises is the marginal factor cost. This will be significant in the quan­
tity of input used providing economic rationale is important to the 
problem. 
Given the demand for the input which is of course the marginal 
revenue product, the marginal factor cost determines the quantity of 
input used, assuming an economic decision. In table four the resource 
price of input a is a constant four dollars, hence the marginal factor 
cost of increasing input a by one is the price paid to the factor or 
resource a in the market, namely a constant of four dollars. 
If a is supplied under conditions of pure or perfect competition, 
the marginal factor cost of a and the average factor price of a will be 
the same for the supply function showing quantities of a offered at varying 
prices. This supply function will be a constant at some price as quantities 
of factor a vary. 
The general case would not permit one to assume average price to 
the factor to be equal to marginal factor cost. Marginal factor cost of 
an input to a firm may well rise faster than average factor cost. An 
upward sloping supply curve could generate a rising marginal factor cost 
curve for a firm if the firm were a large user of the input or factor. 
Since marginal factor cost is the change in total factor cost brought 
about by adding a small amount of factor, if by adding this small amount 
of a given factor the price paid each unit of the factor preceding the 
current addition rises, the marginal factor cost has risen over the 
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average factor cost. If the average factor price function resembles the 
dish-shaped average cost function in appearance, the marginal factor 
price function will resemble the marginal cost function. Under these 
conditions marginal factor cost and average factor cost would be equal 
only over very narrow intervals. 
If maximizing returns and minimizing costs may be assumed, and if 
market prices reflect economic realities, then marginal revenue product 
will be set equal to marginal factor costs to determine the amount of any 
given input to use. To refer to table four, this would occur when using 
nine units of factor a. At this point the following hold: 
M.R.P.a = (Px) . (M.P.P.a) = M.F.C.a = PQ ; (2.15) 
($2) . (2) = $4; (2.16) 
where 
M.R.P.a = marginal revenue product of input a, 
Px = price in market of good x, 
MPPa = marginal physical product of input a, 
M.F.C.& = marginal factor cost of input a, and 
Pa = price of factor a. 
The following four conditions would alter the quantity of input a 
used and must be considered in a general discussion of input use: (1) if 
marginal factor cost were greater than average factor price, less than 
nine units of a would be used; (2) if the marginal revenue of x were less 
than the price of x, as much as nine units would not be needed; (3) if 
the marginal revenue of x were less than the price of x and the marginal 
factor cost of a were greater than the price of a, less than nine units 
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of a would be required; (4) if internal or external economies of scale 
were such that the average factor cost of a declined as more a was used, 
the marginal factor cost of a would drop more rapidly than price dropped 
and, depending on the rate of drop, more, less, or the same quantity of a 
would be used as in (2) above. 
The relations of one input to one output together with the cost 
of the one input and the marginal revenue of the one output as given 
above can be generalized to as many input-output relationships as are 
conceptually required by using ratios and assuming the desire to minimize 
cost. The ratios of marginal revenue product of each input in each product 
to marginal factor cost of each input in each product are to be equal to 
one another. This may be stated as follows: 
M.R.P. a in X = M.R.P. a in Y : (2.17) 
M.F.C. a in X M.F.C. a in Y 
M.R.P. b in X = M.R.P. bin Y ; and (2.18) 
M.F.C. b in X M.F.C. bin Y 
(2.17) = (2.18). (2.19) 
where 
M.R.Pa in X 
= 
marginal revenue product of factor a in good X 
M.R.Pâ in Y 
= 
marginal revenue product of factor a in good Y 
M.R.Pb in X 
= 
marginal revenue product of factor b in good X 
M.R.P, 
D in Y 
= 
marginal revenue product of factor b in good Y 
M.F.C 
a in X 
= 
marginal factor cost of input a in good x, 
M.F.C 
a in Y 
= 
marginal factor cost of input a in good Y, 
M.F.Cb in X 
= 
marginal factor cost of input b in good X, and 
M.F.Cb in Y 
= 
marginal factor cost of input b in good Y. 
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In summary, equeLious (2.17), (2.18), and (2.19) illustrate the 
theory of selecting quantities of two inputs to go into two goods. As 
many sets of equations may be created as there are goods and factors. 
If the marginal factor cost of one input is equal to the market price 
of the factor or input, this is coincidental. If the market price of 
any good is equal to the marginal revenue generated by a change in 
quantity of the good, this also is coincidental. These coincidences 
depend upon the conditions of the markets in which the factors and the 
goods are bought and sold and the production functions underlying the 
generation of quantities of factors and of goods. That full knowledge 
of these markets and of these production functions is held is implicitly 
assumed. 
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Reasons for temporary inequalities are numerous. Among these 
reasons are: (1) the dynamics of the economy as it moves through time 
gives rise to lags, (2) the rate of response of one part of the ratio 
or one part of the equation to changes ir another part is not instan­
taneous, (3) market prices and factor prices may not truly reflect 
popular values or worths, (4) disassociations of costs and benefits 
arise, (5) immobility of factors arise, (6) physical and institutional 
relationships change, and (7) imperfections in knowledge exist. 
Convergence upon equality of the equational relations over time 
is sought, is necessary, and is usually assumed for long run operation 
of the theory in practical work. 
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Micro-economics and macro-economics 
Macro-demand relationships are usually consumption goods varying 
with income, whereas customary micro-demand relationships consist of 
goods moving with relative price variation. Yet, if one could be given 
an income consumption curve extended into the future with reasonable 
accuracy, a basis for predicting per capita aggregate food and per 
capita aggregate non-food expenditure patterns would exist. This would 
be useful in showing land and land resources uses and would clearly 
reveal the nature and character of demand for land and land resources as 
discussed in this chapter. 
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COMPONENTS OF A STRUCTURED DEMAND MODEL FOR LAND AND LAND RESOURCES 
Having specified the nature and character of demand for land and land 
resources, components of a model to show inter-relations of cultural-
populational pressures as they become structured demands are to be 
examined. 
Essential components of a structured demand model encompassing land 
and land.resources are four in number : (1) extra-economic components, 
(2) economic components, (3) welfare components, and (4) resource alloca­
tion components. These four have qualitative and quantitative aspects 
requiring examination. Some of these aspects are included here. 
The general demand concept as used here includes all of the 
cultural-populational variables which potentially or actually exert 
pressures to be structured into demands. In sub-sections of the 
cultural-populational flow, or cells, variables are endogenous or 
exogenous. Analysis within any cell or between sets of cells is 
partial analysis. Analysis considering all cells is general analysis. 
For an example of partial analysis, consider the following. If variables 
are prices and quantities, other items being constant or neglected, the 
demand is a conventional demand function of micro-economics. If an 
index of material aggregation has been generated noting variables of 
consumption and income, a conventional consumption function from macro­
economics has been created. If population is varied and all other com­
ponents held constant, then a population demand has been created. This 
is an aspect of the concept of extra-economic analysis. Hence to say a 
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demand exists is not enough. The demand must be specified as to type, 
place, and nature. This is especially important when considering such 
multi-faceted cultural-populational resources as land and land resources. 
Because land responds to so many pressures, the components of a structured 
demand model must consider the cultural-populational complex. 
Structured demand pressures structured by the cultural-populational 
milieu is basic to land and land resources analysis. Each cell of the 
cultural-populational complex may have exerted a land pressure. 
Structured demand is the formal means of assemblying these pressures 
exerted and these pressures to be felt which are basic pressures 
throughout human life in a human environment. Structured demand is a 
logical analytical beginning for a study of land and land resources. 
To approach this problem by starting with the cultural-populational flow 
is in keeping with the basic belief of science, the belief that human 
behavior and results of it are amenable to orderly examination. The 
scientific faith further asserts human nature and non-human nature to 
be not malicious, but to be extremely subtle. 
Essential cultural-populational pressures may be divided into two 
components within a structured demand model. These are : (1) extra-
economic components, and (2) economic components. These two are related 
to one another and to the general structured demand model emanating from 
the cultural-populational flows through time. The inter-relationships of 
these two are achieved through the welfare component of the model. 
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Extra-economie Components 
The term extra-economic carries the connotation for economic 
science that extra-constitutional carries for political science. Many 
political scientists describe political parties as extra-constitutional. 
This means the political party is neither : (1) constitutional, (2) non-
constitutional, or (3) unconstitutional. The political party just had 
not entered the minds of the writers of the constitution. This feeling 
is to be conveyed into economics regarding the term extra-economic. 
Inter-relatedness of extra-economic and economic components 
The dynamic process of unfolding human life is a process of 
cultural-populational inter-action. This process has been charac­
terized as economic and extra-economic for this study. The life process 
obviously involves both, and the inter-actions of both. Extra-economics 
encompasses purposive behavior in the same way economics encompasses 
purposive behavior. Obvious interplay exists. The consumer and the 
investor are the agents through which to observe this interplay. The 
aspects of the behavior of these two which are observed differ from 
the economic to the extra-economic. This is the only difference. 
Organizational and non-organizational components 
Human life, being physically limited, forces choices. These choices 
occur by chance, by whim, by tradition, and by design. Long-run random 
terms are statistically manageable. Whim customarily gets little 
attention. Tradition is usually omitted in economic analysis. Plan or 
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ways of selecting. They are aspects of human behavior and hence relate 
to consumer and investor. These aspects may enter choice either 
organizationally or non-organizationally. Non-organized behavior in 
essence is primitive expression through art and religious forms. Because 
this is so, only organized or structured choice is meaningful for a 
modern investigation using cultural-populational aspects. 
The organized overlay plays upon the short-run flow of cultural-
populational forces, molding these. The organized overlay, however, 
in the long-run is being molded by the cultural-populational forces. 
To illustrate the importance of cultural-populational flows remember 
that from a specified population (specified by number and by location 
in time and space) a continuum of pressure is structured, patterned, 
and gratified. The public and private agents are gratified through 
either a consumer or an investor role. This continuum of pressure 
receives structure, spatial setting, and meaning through cultural-
populational interplay which occurs between the private and the public 
sectors through organized and unorganized forms of communication, 
education, and moral suasion. 
Economic Components 
Within cultural-populational interplay economic behavior, restricted 
by physical and institutional characteristics, is to be singled out for 
examination. Such bounded economic interplay has two major subdivisions 
for considering consumer behavior and investment behavior : (1) macro­
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economics, and (2) micro-economics. 
Macro-economic components 
Macro-economic demands are aggregate demands. Factors of note in 
macro-economics are aggregate products, incomes, and consumptions, as 
well as taxes and subsidies. Macro-economic components are frequently 
policy oriented. 
Micro-economic components 
Micro-economic components have a far-reaching penetration in 
twentieth century acquisitive society. Micro-economic demands, the 
essential acquisitive forces, are set in action through firms and 
households. Acquisitions by these two are essentially individualistic. 
Micro-economic demands are usually private demands. Structured micro-
economic demands flowing from the cultural-populational milieu are to 
be examined within the concept of the economic market. 
Micro-economic demand begins with examining the consumer in his 
relation to the market he sees. The rational basis of consumer behavior 
is optimizing consumer satisfaction. This optimizing rationality is 
frequently narrowly interpreted and hence at times doubted by observers. 
A better approach is to assume human behavior to be purposive behavior 
subtly defined and intricately developed. 
Consumer behavior on an individualistic basis is difficult to com­
prehend and more difficult to predict. This indicates the need to look 
beyond the customary boundaries of economics. Searching for a collection 
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of variables to use to prediet or to estimate consumer behavior is 
frustrating. Answers to questions on consumer wants, time of wanting, 
and willingness to pay are illusive. Clark (17) and others explore 
many actions and reactions of the plastic consumer. 
A consumer is both activator and reactor in the consumption pro­
cess. An optimum of material innovation relative to a social environ­
ment probably exists, and material innovâtion-mindedness is a likely 
stimulus to material technical change. These are aspects of the active 
role played by a consumer in new goods generation. Morgan (80), to 
show the inter-disciplinary and intra-disciplinary attention given the 
consumer role, has ninety-six pages in his bibliography on consumer 
behavior from a varied collection of sources. To justify this 
bibliography and sources for it, Morgan points out that economists 
have no tradition of careful abstracting and bibliographical work. 
The result is that anything out of the main stream of economics is 
generally overlooked. He says good research is just beginning in this 
area. Therefore, little bits of information are useful to stimulate 
insights, and to aid in formulating hypotheses (80, pp. 93, 94). 
For Morgan (80) , consumer behavior means choice among uses of 
money and choice between leisure and money. These choices may be 
rational, irrational, and non-purposive. He excludes consumer produc­
tive activity and such factors therein as managerial and labor motiva­
tion, and worker morale and mobility. Morgan has consumer choice 
dependent upon consumer behavior which is the broadest category possible 
for a context for consumer analysis. This context would have to be 
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narrowea berore customary economic analysis could be applied, because 
customary economic analysis deals with rational choice and human behavior 
is broader than the usual definition given to rational choice. 
Welfare Components 
Any discussion of economics is likely to involve consideration of 
welfare components. Especially is this true when economic acts are 
viewed as means to ends-in-view on a life-process continuum. 
General welfare components 
General welfare is so broad as to include everything in the 
cultural-populational milieu. Conceptually, a general welfare function 
exists, as Samuelson (89) has shown. Certain aspects of this function 
are implicitly or explicitly taken for consideration in welfare analyses. 
A welfare setting for economic analysis is one concerned with economic 
variables within, the general social welfare function. 
Arrow (2) and Stigler (100) conclude that to base economic welfare 
propositions on purely economic considerations is meaningless and self-
contradictory. Welfare judgments are to be based on a consensus of the 
community with respect to socio-ethical norms. This means planners are 
narrow and short-sighted to try to apply only a competitive market norm 
as a societal norm for an economy. 
Stigler (100) suggests the development of economic norms from 
ethics, making economic welfare applied ethics. Within this idea 
presumably the search for man's general fulfillment would be embodied. 
Application ot this search to economics might be imagined. This way the 
search for economic optima of production would be less urgent. Less 
material substance, rather than more, might be good for the people. 
Consensus on ends is of primary importance in a societal system. 
One end is not inherently superior to another. Thus the norm for 
measuring end attainment is relative to the end. The sought end may 
change. Once an end has been decided, one norm is more efficient than 
another and scientific discussion could proceed along these lines. 
If search for societal ends is to be undertaken in things present, 
this might become an effort to defend the status quo. 
Economic welfare components 
The maximization of human satisfaction over time is taken as the 
economic goal of purposive human action and the basis for welfare 
judgment. Defining satisfaction in economics is done more narrowly 
than most non-economic social scientists would care to do. This does 
not conflict with the conception of economics as the allocation of 
scarce resources among alternative uses to reach the highest possible 
level of want satisfaction consistent with the communal norms. 
If this maximum attainment could arise within a freely competitive 
market structure without trusts, cartels, unions, associations, or 
other forms of societal constriction; if this maximizing could occur 
with free competition and its free entry to all jobs, industries, and 
markets ; if all of this could happen without government interference and 
without capital rationing, without economies of scale, or without consumer 
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ignorance; if all these were practical facts, the economic choice would 
be theoretically unique and determined. The economic analyst with tools 
derived from perfectly competitive theory could solve all economic 
questions. 
Pure and perfect competitive economic welfare components 
The acceptance of either pure and perfect competition, or pure 
competition as a norm, implies the willingness to accept whatever 
government action is needed to preserve the selected norm since pure 
competition means actors behave as price takers, and pure and perfect 
competition means pure competition and free entry. 
This quest for an institutional framework to allocate scarce 
resources to maximize net social product over time forces the considera­
tion of pure, and of pure and perfect competition since these have been 
a part of popular thought over the years. Also, these norms are the 
traditional beginning for a study of economics. The attractiveness of 
these doctrines is the theoretically apparent production of the greatest 
quantity of goods at the least cost with little or no government inter­
vention. This is creation of the ideal output which is such that there 
exists no alternative output which could be obtained by means of 
reallocation of resources among users that would leave the community 
better off than before (6, p„ 26). 
Since marginal cost pricing is closely tied to welfare economics, 
it is important to note that through time with economists a confusion 
relating to marginal cost pricing arose. With pure and perfect 
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competition marginal cost pricing gives zero profit. With pure competition 
marginal cost pricing permits appearance of profits. In welfare considera­
tions is the question a pricing question or a profits question? The 
initial pure theory related to this offered little guidance. Also, the 
theories underlying competitive ideals did not always conclude that 
price ought to be equal to marginal cost (76, p. 186). 
The theoretical conditions for optimum allocation of resources in 
a market under pure and perfect competition are given by many economists 
including Reder (87, pp. 21-36), and Baumol (6, pp. 26-30). Baumol 
gives the following assumptions for pure and perfect market conditions: 
(1) the demand side of the market is perfect in every sense; (2) there 
are no external economies or dis-economies of consumption; (3) the 
total of goods in existence is uniquely allocated by the market ; 
(4) tastes and productive techniques are given; (5) level of employment 
of resources is given, and in any one use resources are employed as 
efficiently as possible subject to the limitations imposed by the current 
state of knowledge and technique ; (6) no goods are consumed to satiety; 
(7) community indifference curves do not intersect; and (8) in comparing 
monopoly and competitive outputs, monopoly causes no change in a com­
munity indifference map. 
The following conditions need to be met for optimum welfare (76, 
pp. 100-128): (1) optimum exchange : the marginal rate of substitution 
between any two goods must be equal for all users of both, the marginal 
rate of substitution between leisure and any given consumption good must 
be equal for all who work and consume the good, the marginal rate of 
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substitution of one kind of work for another must be equal for all who 
do both; (2) the optimum conditions of production: the ratio of mar­
ginal products of any two factors of production must be the same for 
every good in the production of which they both cooperate, the marginal 
rate at which one good can be transformed into another must be equal to 
the individuals' common marginal rate of substitution of one for another, 
the marginal rate of transformation of work into a good must be equal to 
the marginal rate of substitution of leisure for the good; (3) net 
earnings are equal to a worker's marginal physical product; (4) marginal 
cost is equal to the price of a factor divided by its marginal physical 
productivity. 
One concludes that if pure and perfect competition and marginal 
cost pricing is proved a good thing to support the requirements are: 
(1) all optimum conditions of production and exchange are to be satis­
fied; (2) factors are in perfectly elastic supply; (3) there exists no 
income tax, and no indirect taxes or subsidies ; (4) the system could 
be adopted without adverse effects on the distribution of real income ; and 
(5) there exist no external economies or dis-economies of consumption 
(76, p. 145). 
The optimum conditions for saving and investment must also be 
met (76, p. 145-147): (1) the marginal rate of substitution between 
money and a bond are equal for the consumer of both, (2) there ought to 
be the same marginal rate of substitution between money and any given 
good for all who consume both; (3) the rate at which any present good 
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can be transformed into a like good in the future ought to be equal to 
the common marginal rate at which individuals are willing to substitute 
one for the other; and (4) the discounted expected value of the marginal 
product of an investment good ought to be equal to the present price of 
that good, assuming the producers have the same price expectations as 
the consumers. 
This traces the theoretical meaning and technique for realization 
of the optimum. Several obvious difficulties arise in applying this. 
For considering, optimum exchange, the pitfalls of analysis of the 
individual's indifference map arise. The marginal rate of substitution 
of one kind of work for another cannot be determined by observing free 
choices of real people, for wage rates are collectively determined and 
hours of work are generally rigid. Theoretical emphasis is placed on 
consumer choice in the consumer goods market, but no such emphasis is 
placed on individual choice in the laber market. A productive optimum 
requires that production units be independent, meaning no external 
ecohomies or dis-economies (76, p. 138). One dis-economy that may arise 
from increasing the production of a good without decreasing production 
of any other good is that which could arise because of spatial congestion 
from increasing industrial action. This creates a public nuisance and 
decreases general welfare (76, p. 135). A higher level of production or 
optimum production may mean a lower level of social welfare. The produc­
tion conditions are not valid optimum conditions unless the exchange 
conditions are met. 
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Several problems o£ meeting exchange and production couiliLi-ona 
obviously arise when one tries to use equi-marginal principles to make 
decisions. These problems become more complicated when considering 
present and future in the same analysis. It is difficult to relate 
present and future prices and marginal costs to one another. 
Human psychological problems in relating present and future also 
arise and become indirectly a part of costs. These center around 
balancing work against leisure and one job in time against another at 
some different time under these conditions. Quite likely no govern­
mental system known to man can bring about the optimum conditions of 
exchange. 
The optimum condition of exchange of goods implies free choice, 
precludes rationing, and strongly implies an individualistic state. 
Establishing a collectivist state would remove the need for seeing 
optimum exchange conditions. Yet, governmental manipulation and 
control are to be exercised if application of the norm of pure and 
perfect competition is proposed. It is possible to envision a society, 
with or without a superman for a decision-maker, with or without 
governmental control in which are fulfilled all conditions presupposed 
by the idea that price should be equal to marginal cost (76, p. 160). 
Purely competitive economic welfare components 
Pure competition remains after removal of perfect knowledge and 
perfect mobility. Pure competition consists of all the conditions 
necessary to make an average revenue curve a horizontal straight line. 
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underlying the purely competitive state are: (l) complete divisibility 
to create continuous functions, and (2) a static state. Reder (87) has 
pointed up the problem of applying static analysis to a dynamic situation, 
saying consideration of dynamic factors merely serves to make one cautious 
concerning the application of static welfare criteria to a dynamic world. 
Policies that promise to confer longrrun benefits are probably 
sound on dynamic as well as on static considerations, but policies 
framed with reference to transitory situations regarding ideal output or 
optimum allocation are less sound. Samuelson points up dynamic and 
static policy problems also (89, p. 252). 
For pure competition to operate as a norm setting lip an ideal, 
economic activities of firms and consumers must be related only through 
markets. Competition must prevail, not rivalry. Competition is the 
working against unknown adversaries. Rivalry is the identification of 
the adversary. If there exists direct inter-relationship of firm with 
firm, consumer with consumer, or firm with consumer, economies or dis­
economies of consumption or production may arise. 
In pure competition all wants are assumed satisfied on an individual 
basis. No provision in a purely competitive state exists for group 
demands. Baumol (6) shows that even though price may equal marginal 
social cost, sometimes it is rational to assume the individual may seek 
to avoid a payment, hoping others to assume his burden. The competitive 
norm assumes the individual has no conflict with group goals. Yet 
realism shows coercion of all to provide schools, armies, and such may 
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and a basic condition of pure competition has been violated. 
The history of acceptance of pure competition as a societal norm 
prior to Pareto rested on its ability to yield an optimum which will be 
the optimum given the right income distribution (89, p. 210). Thus pure 
competition alone as a norm is half a purchase. With the introduction 
of Pareto optima, pure competition as a norm loses its luster. Barone 
was not content that heterogeneous goods could be summed to give societal 
maxima under pure competition. Further, he felt leisure might be pre­
ferred to maximizing tangible goods (89, p. 215). Samuelson gives only 
Bergson and Lange credit for grasping the full significance of normative 
economics. These two are not wedded to pure competition as a societal 
norm. One may say that more rather than less is a necessary but not a 
sufficient condition for an optimum position. How the more is to be 
divided remains unsolved. Pure competition does not give an optimal 
position when income distribution is inappropriate. 
Since the possibility exists that: (1) a consumer's sovereignty 
is limited, (2) a consumer's satisfaction is affected by another's 
consumption, (3) a perfect association of individual and group does not 
exist, (4) a consumer's tastes are not fixed and given, (5) a consumer's 
choice may not be rational, (6) economic activities may be related in 
ways other than by markets, (7) all consumer wants may not be satisfied 
on an individual basis, (8) a consumer's optimum may at some time be 
unavailable, and (9) income distribution may be less than ideal, the 
belief that the norm of pure competition will yield optimum resource 
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norm but may be unknown in a dynamic economy. A gradual improvement of 
moving to a chosen position may be all one can seek. Ideal output is 
dependent upon the given income distribution and the given level of 
employment. Efficiency considerations lie on one side of the economic 
welfare coin, while equity of income distribution lies on the other. 
The norm of pure competition is explicitly silent regarding income dis­
tribution. It is to be noted that efficiency is measured by economic 
results, by goods and by services. Consumer choice measures the 
desirability of the results. This discussion on the norm of pure com­
petition is in terms of known goods. Provision for bringing new goods 
into the economic arena is not provided for by this competitive norm. 
Efficient allocation is in terms of the goods under production at the 
time of discussion. 
Just as pure competition does not guarantee equitable income dis­
tribution, neither does it propose a given level of resource use. 
The norm of pure competition might be entirely unacceptable in an 
under-developed nation with great income inequality. 
Workably competitive economic welfare components 
The problem of instituting pure competition as a norm is infeasible. 
Pure and perfect competition is recognized as an unreliable basis for 
normative appraisal of actual markets. Both are silent on income dis­
tribution. Yet a need to formulate an explicit criterion Of some sort 
exists. Workable competition as a market norm has been offered by 
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Sosnick (99). This criterion implies a better social situation, the 
complete fulfillment of which is necessary and sufficient for achieving 
the public interest in the market„ One need not break up industries 
into many units, but only force firms to act as if they were in pure 
competition, 
The standard of efficiency alone is insufficient as a policy guide. 
Equity considerations of income distribution and levels of employment 
often are more significant than efficiency. The aggregate economic 
situation is the proper concern of the public agent„ Any competitive 
norm would at best be only partially useful., Baumol (6) suggests 
bounties and penalties for problems relating to group demand or group 
investment„ This has some merit if cost curves are sufficiently deter­
minate and amenable to such manipulation. Improving income distribution 
is outside the normal market mechanism and thus this is suited to govern­
mental attention. 
Deviations from the purely competitive ideal in the United States 
may be negligible given mark up pricing and.many firms having constant 
costs over a wide range of production. Thus, the continuation of the 
status quo with government action to current glaring inequities and 
inefficiencies may be desired. Decreasing quality differentiation to 
preserve horizontal demands may really lessen community welfare for it 
does in fact restrict choices. Some optimum of choice and of near 
horizontal demand functions may prevail„ 
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Government action to preserve equity and market competition is 
probably popularily desired. However, only with some objective standards 
of efficiency and of equity can one measure extent of deviations. 
Resource Allocation Components 
Leaving consideration of the general economic market place and 
certain norms for evaluating its activity, attention is turned to resource 
allocation alone. In a purely competitive allocation or a pure and per­
fectly competitive allocation the equi-marginal principles discussed 
prevail. Hence of interest now is allocation under partly competitive 
conditions. J. A. Nordin (83) deals with the problem of resource-
allocation as changes occur in the economic bargaining power of economic 
groups. Following Nordin, the notion of a desirable allocation of 
resources is developed to be followed by the impact of monopoly on this 
allocation. 
The setting for the problem is as follows : (1) labor is the only 
resource, (2) each industry produces only one kind of consumer good in 
a one-stage production process, (3) in each industry there is only one 
kind of work, and each is different from the kind of work done in each 
other industry, (4) there is a market for each consumer good and for each 
kind of work, (5) on the buying and the selling side of each market there 
is perfect competition and free entry, and (6) each worker works a fixed 
total number of hours per week yet is free to choose the distribution of 
his time among kinds of work. 
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of work as the marginal social sacrifice associated with that kind of 
work. Similarly, let the society identify the price of a consumer good 
with the marginal social significance of the good. 
On this basis the marginal social sacrifice in using a marginal 
unit of labor on consumer good A is equal to the price of a unit of 
labor used on A. This price may be different from the price of the 
same kind of labor used for other purposes since the laborers may have 
preferences among kinds of work. The marginal social significance of 
using a marginal unit of labor on A is the price of A times the resulting 
number of extra units of A. For the use of a marginal unit of labor on 
A, let the following hold: 
R = price of A times resulting number of 
extra units of A (3.1) 
price of labor used on A 
If the price of labor used on A is constant from the standpoint of 
the producer of A, the marginal cost of A arising when the use of labor 
is increased is equal to the price of labor used on A divided by the 
resulting number of extra units of A in R can now be written as the 
following which is adapted from Lerner (75): 
R = price of A (3.2) 
marginal cost of A 
Define R criterion as the criterion according to which R must be 
equal to one for all uses of all resources. This means prices of all 
goods are equated to the marginal costs of producing the goods. Let the 
society adopt the R criterion as a measure of the quality of resource 
allocation. 
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Pcrfect competition in sll market's tends to satisfy this criterion. 
In a perfectly competitive market each seller can maximize his profit by 
making marginal cost equal to price. Since prices are equal for all 
producers, the R criterion is satisfied. 
In perfect competition having some industries monopolized and 
others not would show when using the R criterion ithat monopolized indus­
tries tend to produce relatively less than is desirable from the view­
point of resource allocation. A monopolist maximizes his profit by 
making his good scarce. He keeps the marginal social significance of 
his product high relative to the marginal social sacrifice needed to 
produce it. He forces the rest of the society to put resources to 
relatively unimportant uses. 
In some cases there may be reasons why the society is unwilling 
to use the R criterion without modification. In a particular situation 
a society may not wish to identify marginal social sacrifice and marginal 
social significance with quantities entering the calculations of 
individual firm managers. Also, a resource use may involve social 
sacrifice or social gain that does not affect the profits of the firm 
using the resources. This leads to a disassociation between sacrifice 
and gain. 
In other cases, price discrimination (charging two or more prices 
for different units of a given product) will make difficult the judging 
of resource allocation. The reason for this is that when price dis­
crimination is possible, investigation must be more detailed than that 
associated with a simple resource allocation criterion, for the lack of 
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a unique set of prices (one for each product) makes valuing the resource 
allocation associated with product production very complex. 
Attention is directed now to how the value of- R in the market for 
a consumer good is affected by conditions of competition in the market 
for an agricultural good used in producing the consumer good. It is to 
be remembered that now one does not have perfect competition on both 
sides of the market for an agricultural product. 
Let be the quantity of an agricultural good used in the produc­
tion of a consumer good A. Perfect competition on both sides of the 
market would not create any tendency for R to deviate from a value of 
one in the A market. Since the X& market affects the A market only 
through the quantity X^, one wants to know whether X^ under specified 
conditions will be the same as it would be if there were perfect com­
petition on both sides of the X^ market. 
For this analysis, if two or more sellers of X& exist, they are 
assumed identical. One needs to show a supply curve showing for each 
given price the total quantity that will be offered by the sellers as 
a group. 
Figure three shows quantities of X^ horizontally and prices of X^ 
vertically. 
If there is perfect competition in both buying and selling X^, 
the marginal value product of X^ curve is a demand curve. The marginal 
cost of X^ curve is a supply curve. The output of X^ will be OB, and 
the price BC. Thus R equals one, as suggested earlier. 
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QUANTITY OF XA 
Figure 3. Price and quantity relations for one buyer and one seller 
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i.i a monopoly sells X^, Lliis iljcm has âu average cost of curvc 
to which the firm might be forced by monopsony pressure if such should 
arise on the buying side. Obviously, the monopoly could still operate 
along this curve, but not maximize profit. Also, if a monopoly sells 
X^, this firm has a marginal revenue of X^ curve. The seller can now 
maximize his profit by equating the marginal revenue of X^ to thé mar­
ginal cost of X., at the output OG with the market price of GK. In com-
A « 
parison with the output OB under perfect competition, monopoly restricts 
the output of X^ and so restricts the consumption of consumer good A. 
If there is a monopsony in buying X^ and perfect competition in 
selling XA, this causes the purely competitive industry's marginal cost 
curve to be a supply curve. Now, the monopsonist can set the price so 
one marginal outlay on X^ curve is introduced. This line shows the rate 
at which the monopsonist's total outlay increases as his use of X^ 
increases. To maximize his profit, the monopsonist must equate the 
marginal value product of X^ to the marginal outlay on X^, buying OE 
and paying EJ. This output is smaller than would be obtained with per­
fect competition on both sides of the X^ market, so monopsony in the X^ 
market tends to restrict output of A and thus to make R greater than one 
in the A market. 
If there is monopoly on each side of the X^ market (bilateral 
monopoly) there is neither a demand curve nor a supply curve for X^. 
There exists the average and marginal value product of X& curves and the 
average and marginal cost of X^ curves. Buyer and seller will bargain 
about both price and quantity. One bargainer or the other may be forced 
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to retreat to either tne average value product line or the average cost 
line (34, p. 244). The bargaining over quantity may range from zero to 
the quantity of specified by intersection of the average value product 
of line and the average cost of line. The bargaining over price 
(within the triangle just set) would run from L to S. 
Now, ignore the buyer's costs other than his expenditure on X^, 
and ignore the seller's costs other than those shown in the cost of X^ 
curve. The sum of profits of buyer and seller is shown by the area 
between the marginal value product of X^ curve and the marginal cost of 
XA curve enclosed by the triangle LCS. Now let the quantity of X^ sold 
be OG. This gives LHKS as profit about which the two firms will bargain. 
Given the quantity OG to be sold, LSKH is the sun of the bar­
gainers' profits whatever the price at which the OG units may be sold. 
OSKG is the buyer's total revenue, and OLHG the seller's total cost. 
Money paid by the buyer to the seller cannot affect the sum of their 
profits. The profits will equal the buyer's revenue minus the seller's 
cost. 
The bargainers can maximize the sum of their profits by making the 
X^ quantity OB, giving a profit of LSC. They can then bargain about the 
price of X^ to determine the division of LSC between them. 
Since OB is the perfectly competitive output of X^, bilateral 
monopolists maximizing the sum of their profits affect the A market 
exactly as it would be affected if there were perfect competition on 
both sides of the X. market. 
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Bilateral monopolists can determine output without determining 
price at the same time. A. monopolist or monopsonist must determine 
price and output simultaneously. Hence, bilateral monopoly could 
generate the same quantity as perfect competition. The monetary dis­
tribution after pricing and the prices would be different. However, a 
partly competitive structure causes curtailment of output with probable 
price return elevation in the final market or factor use reduction and 
factor reduction in the factor market. It is this which, of the two, 
is most likely to have some impact upon current commercial agriculture 
in the United States. 
Creation of bilateral monopoly may depend on horizontal combination 
among sellers. There also may be horizontal combination among buyers. 
If there have been horizontal mergers followed by bilateral monopoly 
operations, vertical combination may follow. Instead of bargaining 
repetitively about prices and quantities of goods:, negotiators may find 
it more efficient to bargain only once as occurs for the rate of 
exchange of shares of stock in the respective corporations. 
Once vertical integration has taken place, there is no reason for 
events in the market to influence the A market unfavorably. 
Bilateral monopoly in the market, like vertical integration 
doing away with the X& market, is compatible with optimal allocation of 
resources among processes leading to consumer goods. 
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of resource allocation objective. Society is likely to be concerned with 
the quality of income distribution. Any social action affecting resource 
allocation will affect income distribution. If the society wants to 
increase the ratio of the income of sellers in a given market to the 
income of buyers in the same market, it may maintain laws that tend to 
create monopoly even if laws that would create perfect competition or 
bilateral monopoly would be preferable on the basis of the society's 
criterion for resource allocation. 
When one deals with resource allocation, one avoids considering 
discrimination among persons. When one deals with income distribution, 
one may be particularly interested in bringing about a specified kind of 
discrimination among persons. The institutional arrangement selected by 
the society will make neither the exact set of inter-personal discrimina­
tions that the society wants nor create a resource allocation entirely 
in accordance with the desires of the consumers and workers. The 
arrangement will represent some compromise between these two conflicting 
objectives (83). 
» 
This discussion of components of resource allocation together with 
the previous discussions of welfare, economic, and extra-economic com­
ponents demonstrate the subtleties of forces affecting land and land 
resources which must be a part of an analytic model set in a general 
demand structure. The next chapter deals with the data needs dictated 
by the components discussed and the data availabilities which must be 
considered. 
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DATA NEEDS AND DATA AVAILABILITIES IN APPLICATION OF THE MODEL 
The needs for data are numerous in a conceptual framework of the 
nature suggested. The availability of data for a model of this nature 
varies. No data is available to test hypotheses regarding most aspects 
of stated extra-economic components in the general demand structure. 
In certain aspects of economic demand structure a rich supply of data 
is available. Therefore, data needs and availabilities will be con­
sidered under the following headings : (1) needs and availabilities in 
the area of extra-economic components, (2) needs and availabilities in 
the area of cultural-population components, (3) needs and availabilities 
in the area of macro-economic components, (4) needs and availabilities 
in the area of micro-economics, (5) needs and availabilities in the 
area of factor demands, and (6) needs and availabilities in final 
demands for land and its resources. 
Data Needs and Availabilities Regarding Extra-economic Components 
Extra-economic components of the cultural-population milieu include 
purposive activity not usually taken to be part of customary economic 
analysis of rational choices. Economic analysis usually considers 
only aspects of material means and material ends-in-view. Structured 
pressure leading to demands includes human behavior based upon reason, 
chance, tradition, and whim. Tools for analysis of these are readily 
available. Means for making data readily available need extensive expan­
sion. This data as it is collected and made available should be grouped 
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portion of the life-process continuum that are significant to general 
demand. These two abstractions form the linkage between traditional 
economic analysis and extra-economic analysis. Extra-economic analysis 
is an extension of the application of tools from economic analysis to 
choice situations beyond the traditional scope of the usual economic 
studies. Data needs in this extra-economic area are numerous. Data 
availabilities are varied, but in general data available to use in analysis 
of extra-economic choices needs expansion. Areas of extra-economic choice 
for which data is needed regarding intra-person, inter-person, intra-
group, and inter-group matters include: (1) political, (2) psychological, 
and (3) sociological classifications. 
Data Needs and Availabilities Regarding 
Cultural-populational Components 
Data needs afid availabilities for economic and extra-economic 
aspects of the cultural-populational structure have been indicated as 
varied but generally inadequate for the kind of analysis desired. However, 
demographic data regarding population is readily available. This data 
offer suggestions about the cultural-populational interplay that are 
significant for the analysis desired. 
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Given the probable cultural environment of the United States over 
the next few decades, population numbers alone give a reasonable first 
approximation of physical food intake, or food on the fork. These num­
bers also give an indication of a gross national product which is likely. 
Table five indicates : (1) population, (2) civilian labor force, 
(3) civilian employment, (4) average work week, (5) productivity per man-
hours , and (6) gross national product in 1959 and projected to 1980. 
Table five consists of trend projections which assume the cultural-
populational interplay remains constant, time being the essential variable 
in the analysis. Under these assumptions, the cultural-populational 
structure of the present lead to low, medium and high projections as 
shown. If these trends are in any way undesirable ends-in-view, the 
policy problem is to alter the significant aspect of the cultural-
populational milieu. 
Table 5. Range of estimates of GNP and underlying factors : 1959 and 
1980 1/ 
1959 
Low 
1980 
Medium High 
Population (million persons) 177 226 245 279 
Civilian labor force (millions) 69.3 93 99 108 
Civilian employment (millions) 65.7 88 95 105 
Average hours per week: 
Agricultural employment 45.2 36.3 40.2 45.6 
Private non-agricultural employment 40.6 34.2 37.4 40.5 
Productivity (percent yearly increase in 
output) per man hour: 
Agricultural 5.2 3.8 4.2 4.8 
Private non-agricultural 1.9 1.7 2.3 3.2 
GNP (billions 1959 dollars) 484 933 1,030 1,220 
GNP per capita (1959 dollars) 2,730 4.130 4.200 4.370 
1/ (35, p. 47; 22, p. 70; 124, p. 3) 
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Food use data needs and availabilities 
Food on the fork in the United States varies closely with change 
in population numbers. Looking to the impact of population variables 
upon agriculture, a computation (22, p. 70) of: (1) an index of 
aggregate consumption, (2) an index of population, and (3) an index of 
per-capita food consumption is given in table six. This table shows 
per-capita food consumption to rise from an index of 100 in 1955 to a 
per-capita index of 106.7 in 1975. This shows food intake expansion is 
tied to population because little change occurs in food intake per 
person. 
1/ 
Table 6. Aggregate domestic consumption of food, 1965 and 1975 
- -  '  
1955 1965 1975 
Index of population 100.0 116. 9 138 .2 
Index of per-capita food consumption 100.0 103. 5 106 .7 
Index of aggregate consumption 100.0 121. 0 147 .5 
1/ (22, p. 70) 
Lying behind this physical intake is the network of farm food pro­
duction. Table seven shows farm product uses and outputs to 1975. 
Livestock products is projected to have the greatest expansion, with 
poultry expanding fastest within the livestock category. All tabulated 
expansions depend heavily upon expanded domestic use. This in turn 
depends essentially upon population increase. 
1/ 
Table 7. Farm product, uses and output to 1975 
Average 1965 change 1975 change 
1956-57 1965 from 1956-57 1975 from 1956*-57 
in percents in percents 
Population 116 132 14 157 35 
Per capita real income 118 138 17 165 40 
Use of farm livestock products: 
Food, domestic 122 146 20 186 52 
Meat animals 124 153 23 197 59 
Poultry 162 202 25 268 65 
Non-food, domestic 87 93 7 105 21 
Exports 163 116 -29 105 -36 
Imports 93 130 40 155 67 
Output 120 139 16 174 45 
Use of farm crops : 
Food 106 123 16 148 40 
Cereals and potatoes • 102 109 7 122 20 
Fruits and vegetables 103 125 21 155 50 
Non-food (excl. feed and seed) 104 127 22 165 59 
Feed and seed 109 122 12 146 34 
Exports 136 127 -7 135 -1 
Imports 112 130 16 160 43 
Output 106 117 10 140 32 
Total domestic use: 115 136 18 172 50 
Food 119 139 19 174 49 
Non-food 99 120 21 155 57 
Exports, total 140 125 -11 130 -7 
Imports, total 109 130 19 160 47 
Output. total 115 130 18 162 41 
1/ (117, p. 14) 
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Resource-use data needs and availabilities 
Population change generates directly a food need which in turn 
forces a demand for raw foodstuffs and natural resources. Further, 
population change generates a direct need for natural resources through 
channels other than food demands. Projections of significant foodstuff 
needs and natural resources needs are given in table eight as estimated 
resource demands to 1980. Low, medium, and high resource projections are 
relative to low, medium, and high population projections given in table 
five. All natural resource needs are seen to increase tremendously if 
current cultural-populational forces persist. 
Table nine takes the timber requirements and water requirements 
and subdivides each. All stated timber and water use categories are 
shown to be rising rapidly. 
Cultural-populational interplay can be estimated when dependent 
upon demographic indices. The more indirect and subtle forces exerted 
by population as segments take on class roles and perform ceremonial 
activities cannot be readily estimated. These sociological forces exert 
subtle pressures on macro-economic components as well as on the population. 
Data Needs and Availabilities Regarding 
Macro-economic Components 
Data needs are many for specifying macro-economic structure. For­
tunately, since W. C. Mitchell and the founding of the National Bureau of 
Economic Research, aggregate economic data has been in rich supply in the 
United States. Fortunately, too, this supply has been available through 
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Table 8. Estimated ! 980 resource demanda 
Recent 
demands 
and year 
Low Medium High 
Timber (billion board feed) 34.6 (1957) 44 66 103 
Wheat (million bushels) 934 (1958) 930 1,120 1,310 
Feed grains (billion feed 245 (1956) 267 310 410 
grain units) 
Cotton (million bales) 13.0 
Oil (billion barrels) 2.97 
Iron ore (do) 140 
Coal (million tons) 385 
Aluminum (do) 1.9 
Copper (do) 1.56 
Fresh water withdrawals 
(trillion gallons per year) 71.8 
(1959) 
(1957) 
(1957) 
(1958) 
(1958) 
(1958) 
11.9 
4/65 
132 
497 
4.1 
2 . 1  
(1954) 120.5 
16.7 
5.94 
197 
756 
10 .6  
4.1 
125.7 
23.2 
7.43 
330 
1,071 
23.9 
7.6 
149.0 
1/ (35, p. 48, 117, p. 1) 
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1/ 
Table 9. Estimated water and timber requirements to 1980 
Category Year Amount 
used 
Low Medium High 
Water Use (1954) 
V 
Municipal 
Thermal and nuclear power 
Industry 
Agriculture 
U.S. total withdrawal 
U.S. total disappearance 
3.8 
17.7 
10.1 
40.1 
71.8 
26.4 
120.5 
41.2 
8.8 
34.3 
22.5 
60.1 
125.7 
41.9 
149. C 
47.3 
Timber needs (1960) 
Softwood: 
Low 
Medium 
High 
8.7 
9.9 
13.7 
20.3 
Hardwood : 
Low 
Medium 
High 
3.1 
5.1 
7.0 
10.4 
1/ (35, pp. 52, 66) 
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Bureau publications and through agencies of the Federal government. 
Unfortunately, however, little extra-economic analysis is possible in 
this area because little political and sociological behavior patterns in 
conjunction with patterns of change in aggregate material is variable. 
Data needs and availabilities for a macro-economic production function 
Looking to material aggregates, predictive work can be done based 
upon macro-economic production functions. J. W. Knowles (68) does this. 
In seeking future growth, he points out the importance of considering 
the many different facets of the problem. The common practice has been 
to make long range projections to dérive estimates of possible outputs 
in target years. These projections use population and labor force 
figures, combining these with some assumed rate of change in hours of 
work and in output per man hour. Projections are usually made separately 
for agriculture, in government, and for private non-agricultural output. 
This procedure assumes some target production function relating output to 
input of labor, capital, and other productive resources. 
Knowles (68) used an explicit production function which he derived 
as a central part of his work on potential economic growth. The produc­
tion function was developed as a tool for estimating the United States 
output under conditions of sustainable employment, production, and pur­
chasing power (68, p. 6). This production function was structured to 
have the following characteristics: (1) to incorporate measures of as 
many of the identifiable production resources as was possible in the light 
of availability of data; (2) to be especially concerned with labor, 
tangible capital, the state of technology, and intangibles as research, 
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health, and education; (3) to incorporate a procedure for separating 
changes associated with cyclical fluctuations from changes reflecting 
secular influences ; (4) to make provision for being able to separate 
changes in output due to shifts in the production function itself in res­
ponse to changes in techniques from changes in output reflecting increases 
in the supply of the productive services of labor and capital; (5) to 
allow for influences on aggregate output and on the productivity of 
inputs arising solely out of shifts in demand from goods and services 
with varying requirements for productive resources ; (6) to make specific 
provision to measure the influence of changes in quality of inputs and 
outputs on the production function; and (7) to show that absolute magni­
tudes of the measurements of inputs and outputs for the economy as a 
whole depend on the particular price structure used to price inputs and 
outputs and on various conventions of mensuration (68, p. 7). 
The equation for the derived production function was expressed in 
logarithms in the following form: 
log 0m = -5.43104^+ log Lp + .9104 log (La/Lp) -3.39 
(log (L /L )2 + .35 log (K/L) -5.6411 log k 
a P P 
+10.356 (log k)2 + X + ,00884t; (4.1) 
where 
0m = computed gross national product in constant 1954 dollars, 
Lp = potential labor input in man-hours, 
LQ = actual labor input in man-hours, 
K = stock of private productive capital exclusive of housing and 
gross of depreciation in constant prices, 
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k = the average age of the capital stock, and 
X = index adjusting for the influence of changes in the.com­
position of demand on productivity of inputs. 
The potential output 0^ can be computed from the same formula by 
simply dropping out the cyclical terms involving La/Lp. Using this 
formula, allowance can be made for the influence on potential, output of 
changes in availability of supplies of labor and capital, for changes in 
the average age or technological condition of capital, and for changes 
in the progress of technology as measured by the time trend (t). The 
time trend is equivalent to about 2.1 percent per year. The projections 
depend not merely upon the projections of population, labor force, and 
productivity in the usual sense but also upon explicit assumptions con­
cerning the course of capital investment and the composition of demand. 
The projection presented corresponds to the medium projection and 
assumes that United States economic affairs are managed in both the 
private and public areas so as to attain reasonable success in,, maxi­
mizing employment. The labor force is assumed to rise from 73 million 
in the year 1960 to 103 million in the year 1980. This is an annual 
rate increase of 1.7 percent per year (68, p. 9). An average rate of 
decline of 0.5 percent per year in average hours of work is to be 
assumed. This together with the labor force increase produces an 
assumed average rate of increase in total man hours of about 1.2 percent 
per year. 
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Over the past fifty years Lue sLuuk of private plariL sad equlpuroui. 
in constant prices has increased on an average of about 2.2 percent per 
year (67, p. 9). It is assumed to be 2.7 percent per future year. 
Changes in the composition of demand tend to add an average of about 0.1 
percent per year to the rate of growth in output (68, p. 10). This has 
been a result of shift from agricultural to non-agricultural production 
and of shifts between private and public employment. The assumption is 
made that changes in composition of demand over the next twenty years 
will be almost neutral (68, p. 10). 
These assumptions combined with the formula above produce a rate 
of growth of potential gross national product and constant prices of 
about four percent per year. This projection gives a rate of growth 
one-third higher than that achieved over the past fifty years. In 
general the assumptions underlying this projection are conservative. 
The potential gross national product may be seen in table ten. 
1/ 
Table 10. Potential gross national product 
Years In 1954 dollars In 1959 dollars 
1959 456 billion 514 billion 
1960 473 532 
1965 577 649 
1970 703 791 
1975 856 964 
1980 1,044 1,175 
1/ (68, p. 10) 
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Demand possibilities in the growing; economy are extremely difficult 
to anticipate. The development of acceptable assumptions respecting a 
possible future growth of potential output under full employment is a 
formidable task partly because of the governmental sector. 
Total government expenditures of federal, state, and local govern­
ments in 1959 amounted to 98 billion dollars and were about twenty per­
cent of the gross national product. If past trends prevail over the 
next two decades this total would increase to about 240 billion dollars 
or about the same proportion of the potential gross national product in 
1980. Although, the proportion of gross national product may be about 
the same in the two years, the internal composition will probably change 
considerably. Federal expenditures on national defense programs will 
increase at a modern rate, rising to approximately 55 billion dollars 
compared to recent levels of about 45 billion dollars. Civilian spending 
programs which .amount to about 1.8 percent of the gross national product 
in 1959 are assumed to be only about 1.7 percent twenty years from now 
and hence_'20 billion dollars. This does not include transfer payments 
(68, p. 13). 
The major impart of rising demands for government services by 
larger and wealthier populations is likely to fall upon those types of 
services which traditionally have been handled by state and local 
governments. Therefore state and local government expenditures for goods 
and services which have been running a little over eight percent of the 
gross national product may increase in two decades to almost double 
their present share or to about 165 billion dollars by 1980. 
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a percentage of gross national product it varies within limits of 65 to 
70 percent. Most of this variation is in durable goods. Consumer expen­
ditures may be expected to be 67 percent of the gross national product by 
1980. This will yield a total of 790 billion dollars in terms of the 
1959 price level. This would mean a rise in per capita consumption from 
1,761 to 3,147. This i^s an increase of 79 percent. It seems probable 
that the broad general division of consumption between durable goods and 
non-durable goods and services will roughly correspond with the relative 
proportions of the recent years. A growth in potential output at the 
rate of four percent per year over the next two decades would require 
substantial investment in new plant, equipment, and inventory. Popula­
tion growth, rising incomes, results of research and development expen­
ditures, and competitive pressures, both domestic and foreign will 
« 
vastly expafid investment opportunities. The potential output projec-
tions to 1980 of four percent per year imply a rate of increase of about 
2.8 percent per year in output per man hour for the economy as a whole. 
The projections also imply a rate of increase of about one percent in 
output per unit of capital. Business expenditures for plant and equip­
ment are expected to rise from 44 billion dollars in 1959 to 88 billion 
dollars in 1980. Rising population accompanying increases in annual 
family formation is expected to create substantial increases in demands 
for residential housing, in total, per family, and per person as per 
capita incomes rise. In terms of 1959 prices total expenditures will 
average about 46 billion dollars per year, four percent of the gross 
national product (68, p. 15). 
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With high rates of growth both in developed Western Europe and in 
undeveloped countries, the United States is likely to see a large increase 
in demand for United States exports. This export demand is estimated to 
be an increase of one-half of one percent per year. This increase is 
conservative because it is nearly equal recent experience. 
Data needs and data availabilities regarding stability, proportionality, 
and subjectivity in consumption functions 
Knowles (68) work points up the stability of aggregate consumption 
in the United States today. The tables and included projections given 
in this chapter support the stability hypothesis in relation to aggregate 
consumption of food, for aggregate consumption of food in the United 
States today varies almost exclusively with population change. Still, 
stability of the aggregate consumption function is questioned and the 
3  
nature of the stability if existent is unsettled. 
A stable aggregate consumption function and the long-run mathematical 
specification of the function is very important to analysis and prediction 
of long-run resource use. 
The question of the existence of stability for a national consump­
tion function was raised by Keynes and answered positively by him. The 
essential theoretical points of Keynesian analysis are: (1) real consump­
tion spending is a stable function of real income ; (2) the marginal pro­
pensity to consume is positive, but less than one (1, p. 219). Keynes1 
non-essential points are : (1) the marginal propensity to consume is 
less than the average propensity to consume; (2) the marginal propensity 
to consume declines as income rises. 
Ill 
Friedman and Dueseubei'i:y support by deduction and empiricism the 
position that the average and the marginal propensities to consume are, 
in the long run, equal. Yet, by altering the assumptions slightly a 
long-run marginal propensity to consume less than that of the average 
is possible (1, p. 220). 
Budget studies of consumption expenditures give empirical support 
to the function hypotheses that as income rises percentages spent on 
food and housing decrease, percentages on clothing and household 
operation remain constant, percentages on education, health, and 
recreation expand (1, p. 221) . A survey by the Bureau of Labor 
Statistics and Wharton School of Finance and Commerce of the University 
of Pennsylvania of a sample of 12,500 urban U.S. families for the year 
1950 further supports this position. Recent budget studies then are 
consistent with Keynes1 hypothesis. For the U.S., the aggregate con­
sumption function has a slope of 0.6 to 0.8 (1, p. 223). There is some 
curvature. 
Of questionable legitemacy is the transferring of estimates from 
budget study data to aggregate consumption functions. Budget studies 
show how consumption differs as income differs. Aggregate Keynesian 
consumption functions show how consumption changes as income changes. 
These are not the same. Aggregation problems arise. Problems of con­
sumption based on absolute income or relative income arise. Duesenberry 
was one of the first to hold that relative income (not absolute income) 
determines a family's consumption (26). To go from cross section data 
to aggregate data, one needs some assumptions as to whether relative 
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income, absolute income, or both are important in family spending 
decisions. 
If positive proportional relations were certain or highly probable, 
some analytic problems would be eased. The proportional ratio of con­
sumption to income means consumption expands in a fixed manner as income 
expands and is relatively simply to handle in a development matrix. The 
Keynesian suggestion of a declining ratio is more difficult to handle in 
development. Proportionality means an elasticity of aggregate consumption 
with respect to aggregate income of one. Hence, if income depends on: 
(1) government spending, (2) investment spending, and (3) consumption 
spending, and a percentage increase in income is desired, then only 
proportional increases in investment spending and in government spending 
are needed for a desired future income. 
Besides stability and proportionality, problems of subjectivity 
arise. Subjective decision-making factors are numerous. Among these 
are the ones given by Keynes as motives for saving under headings : 
(1) of precaution, (2) of fore-sight, (3) of calculation, (4) of 
improvement, (5) of independence, (6) of enterprise, (7) of pride, and 
(8) of avarice; as motives for consumption under headings : (1) of 
enjoyment, (2) of shortsightedness, (3) of generosity, (4) of miscal­
culation, (5) of ostentation, and (6) of extravagance (1, p. 288). 
Further subjective factors include expectations and attitudes. Consumer 
income expectations are important in buying as Katona (64) and others 
have shown. 
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Structural changes and changes in the relative importance of different 
kinds of spending units affect aggregate consumption functions. These 
include altering income distribution, changing demographic factors, and 
changing the non-household receipts in the personal sector. 
Even though stability, proportionality, and subjectivity are involved 
in aggregate consumption functions and are not precisely specified, 
significant aggregate relations have been generated of adequate precision 
for use in analysis for predictive purposes. 
Macro-economic consumption functions of significance 
Time series data from 1929 to 1941, letting aggregate annual United 
States consumption in 1954 dollars be the dependent variable, and 
aggregate annual United States disposable ^ income in 1954 dollars be the 
independent variable, gives (1, p. 226): 
c = 26.5 + 0.75 di; (4.2) 
where 
c = consumption, and 
di = disposable income. 
The coefficient of correlation for this regression is 0.9917. Without 
the a-typical year 1941, Ackley (1) gives 
c = 18.66 + 0.816 di. (4.3) 
This has a correlation coefficient of 0.9943. Both of these are within 
the commonly stated range of 0.6 to 0.8 for the slope of the aggregate 
consumption function. This is an illustration of the manner of developing 
significant macro-economic consumption relations. To generate these 
relations: (1) real or money income may be used, (2) total or disposable 
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income may be used, or (3) aggregate or per capita income may be used. 
Keynes1 proposition was in terms of real income. Money illusion is a 
possibility, though unlikely. One would have an income production 
illusion if wages rose twenty percent and prices rose twenty percent, 
yet one felt richer by up to twenty percent. One would have an income 
consumption illusion if wages rose twenty percent and prices rose twenty 
percent, yet one felt poorer by up to twenty percent. 
Regressions deflated or undeflated data give nearly the same 
result (1, p. 236). The regression equation for per capita consumption 
on per capita disposable income, both in 1954 prices for years 1929-40 
(1, p. 233) is: 
C = 171.6 + 0.79 di. (4.4) 
The coefficient of correlation is 0.9946. 
The existence of a consumption-income relation implies a con­
sumption-saving relation of the form: 
c = a + by; (4.5) 
where 
c = consumption, 
a = the intercept of the line y equals zero, 
b = the regression coefficient or slope of the line, and 
y = income. 
Saving is income minus consumption. This gives: 
c = a + b (c + s) ; (4.6) 
where 
c = consumption as before, and 
s = saving. 
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Now: u = 1/ (l-b) . (a + bs). (4.7; 
Letting aggregate annual United States consumption expenditures in 1954 
dollars be the dependent variable, the aggregate annual United States 
personal savings in 1954 dollars be the independent variable for 1929-
1941. Then (1, p. 235): 
c = 108.86 + 2.51s (4.8) 
Now: 
•— = 108.86; (4.9) 
= 2.51; (4.10) 
b = 0.7151; and (4.11) 
a = 31.0 (4.12) 
The indirectly estimated consumption here is (1, p. 235): 
c = 31.0 + 0.715 di. (4.13) 
This is close to (4.2): 
c = 26.5 + 0.75 di. 
Smithies (1, p. 241) has reasoned that the non-proportional con­
sumption function has drifted upward to offset a declining average 
propensity to consume. To explain this, Smithies has three points. 
Smithies states first this is due partially to the shift from rural to 
urban life since non-urban data shows farmers consume less and save more 
for a certain income than urban people. Secondly, he points to the age 
distribution as effective in this upward drift, for the older people 
consume but do not earn. Thirdly, the constant introduction of new 
consumer goods has been a contributing factor. 
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Duesenberry's position has been one of belief in basic proportionality 
between income and consumption. He contends age and residence do not 
generate the force needed to produce the Smithies' explanation. The 
non-proportionality arises from a lag in adjustment. Income has a 
cyclical swing and consumption has a lagged and non-proportional adjust­
ment to it. There exists a ratchet affect making upward consumption 
adjustment easier than downward. This ratchet prevents reversal of the 
consumption function. Duesenberry's consumption function becomes : 
st = a %t + b; (4.14) 
yt yo 
where 
st = saving for time period t, 
yt = income for time period t, 
yo = income for a set period, and 
a + b are as before. 
For 1929-1940 Duesenberry gets (1, p. 244): 
^ = (0.25 ^ jj) - (0.196) ; (4.15) 
st = yt - ct; (4.16) 
•sj = (1 - •££) = (0.25 —) - (0.196); (4.17) 
yt yt yo 
££• = (1.196) - (0.25 it); (4.18) 
yt yo 
Ct = 1.196 - 0.25 CW (4.19) 
yo 
where 
Ct = consumption for time period t, and all others are as before. 
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Friedman (42) argues for a consumption function of proportionality. 
His has a permanent and a transitory income. An increase in consumption 
is proportional to an increase in permanent income. An increase in 
transitory income will be saved. Measurable income is a sum of tran­
sitory and permanent income. Measurable consumption has its component 
that is proportional to permanent income. It has also a random, 
transitory component. Measurable consumption is not proportional to 
measurable income. The transitory elements of consumption and income 
are uncorrelated with permanent elements. They are uncorrelated with 
each other (1, p. 244). Transitory income may be positive, negative, 
or zero. 
The Klein-Goldbeger (67) consumption function is as follows 
(67, p. 90): 
Ct = (-22.26) + (0.55Wt) + (0.41Pt) + (0.34At) + 
(0.26Ct-1) + (0.072Lt_1) + (0.26Nfc); (4.20) 
where 
Ct = aggregate consumption in time t, 
Wfc = aggregate employee compensation after taxes in time t, 
Pt = entrepreneural and dividend income in time t after taxes, 
At = farm income after taxes in time t, 
Lt = personal liquid asset holdings in time t, and 
Nt = total population in time t. 
Without population and liquid asset variables, the Klein-Goldberger 
equation is: 
Ct = a(dit) + b(Ct_1) + d; (4.21) 
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where 
Ct = consumption in time t, 
a = propensity to consume from di, 
dit= disposable income in time t, 
b = propensity to consume in c^ ^  
C(t_i) = lagged consumption, one period, and 
d = a constant. 
Separate marginal propensities to consume have been computed for 
wage earners, profit recipients, and farmers (1, p. 264). These are 
respectively: 0.55, 0.41, and 0.34. Using ^ indicates a belief 
that consumption has a tendency to be lagged and repetitive. Using 
the above equation, Ackley (1) fits a regression to annual data for 
1929-1940 and for 1946-1958 and gets : 
C = (0.72 difc) + (0.170^) + (82.2); (4.22) 
with a correlation coefficient of r = 0.9337 (1, p. 264). 
Macro-economic consumption relations and micro-economic consumer 
preferences 
Integrating macro-economic consumption and income relations to 
micro-economic consumer preferences was not done by Keynes. The follow­
ing reasoning suggests an approach. Assume the accumulation of goods 
economic income to have diminishing marginal utility, then the components 
of income must demonstrate this attribute. Since income can be only 
saved or consumed, an individual making a rational choice equates the 
marginal utility of saving with the marginal utility of non-saving. If 
there is a diminishing marginal utility of income, a diminishing marginal 
utility for both consumption expenditures and savings exists. An 
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consumptioni A derivation (1, pp. 249-251) of the consumption function 
from an analysis of the way in which a rational consumer maximizes 
utility over time may be undertaken. 
Briefly, one can conceive of a consumer's receiving utility or 
satisfaction from: (1) current consumption and from the contemplation 
*• 
of expected future consumption, (2) the mere possession of his current 
wealth, (3) the expectation of future wealth, and (4) the mere receipt 
of current income and the expected receipt of future income as sources 
of power and prestige apart from the consumption and saving they permit. 
Present consumption has a double connection with expected future con­
sumption. A reduction of present consumption permits greater expected 
future consumption both: (1) through enabling future dissaving, and 
(2) through the larger future income which the larger wealth will earn. 
A reduction of present consumption permits greater future wealth and 
income, and increases expected future satisfactions from the possession 
of wealth and receipt of income. 
Formally, one can conceive of current utility as a function of three 
series of variables, stretching into the future: 
Ut = f(ct,ft+l, ct+2 . . . . , (4.23) 
1+m (1+m) 
wt, wt+l , wt+2 
1+m ( 1+m) ^ 
yt,ZiS' tîëf2 • • • • ! 
where 
Ufc = utility in time t, 
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ct = consumption in period t, 
wt = wealth in period t, 
yt = income in period t, 
C. „ W, v, and Y, x = next period's expected consumption, (t+l) (t+1) (t+1) 
wealth, and income, and 
m = the rate of time discount, reflecting the idea that future 
satisfactions are discounted relative to present ones through 
ignorance, uncertainty, and shortsightedness. 
Assume: (1) that the same discount rate applies to all future 
years, and (2) that the same rate is applicable to expected future con­
sumption and to the mere expected possession and receipt of future 
wealth and income. The first partial derivative of with respect to 
each term shown is positive. Its second partial derivative is negative. 
The following also hold: 
yt - cfc + st; (4.24) 
wt+l = wt + st; (4.25) 
yt = et + W(t-1) . rt; (4.26) 
ct — yt + w(t-i). (4-2?) 
Equation (4.24) expresses the budgetary relationship among the income, 
consumption, and saving of any period. Equation (4.25) shows that 
wealth accumulates through saving. Equation (4.26) makes each period's 
income the sum of its labor income, et, and its property income, where rt 
is the current rate of interest in any period. The last equation (4.27) 
expresses the budgetary restraint, excluding the possibility of con­
sumer borrowing. One assumes et, e^+i) and the others are autonomous, 
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and that current beginning-or-periuii wealth, w(t-l)' given. Of 
course, rt, and rt+-^ are also given so far as the consumer is concerned, 
and one assumes that the discount factor, m, is given by the consumer's 
tastes. 
Using relationships (4.24), (4.25) and (4.26) one can convert the 
utility function into one in which the only variables are current and 
future consumption. That is, future wealth and income can be expressed 
in terms of factors taken as given, together with consumption, present 
and future. For example, by substitution, one derives: 
wt = w(t-l) + et + w(t-l) * (rt " ct); (4.28) 
wt = + rt) + (et - ct)- (4.29) 
Next, one obtains : 
"t+1 = -L-
1+m l+m 
"(t-i)!1+rt)+ <et - v] -t1+r(M-i)j 
+fe(t+D • c(t+D. 
From (4.26) and (4.27) one obtains: 
(4.30) 
e<t+1>+ 
l+m 
W(t-1) 1 + rj + (et  - ct)j 
r(t+l)] • <4'31) 
Similarly, more complicated expressions can be substituted for *(t+2) 
divided by (l+m)^, y(t+2) divided by (1+m)^, and the others. 
Thus, equation (4.23) becomes an expression in which the only 
variables are ct, c^^+i), c(ç+2) * anc* so on" consumer attempt to 
maximize through selection of a pattern for c^, c t^+^ , and so on in 
time, subject to the series of budget restraints for each period implied 
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in equation (4.27) . The mathematical formulation -of this maximum is 
complex, but may be developed after Tintner (106, p. 171) or Henderson 
and Quandt (54, pp. 272-274). 
It is obvious that the optimum value for cfc will depend on the con­
sumer's: (1) current wealth, (2) current and expected future labor 
incomes, (3) current and expected future rates of interest, and (4) his 
time discount factor, m. 
Having found the optimum c%, one can then seek how it will be 
affected by changes in any of the parameters. It can be demonstrated 
that an increase in yt will necessarily increase ct, but by less. It 
also can be shown that an increase in rfc will decrease the optimum cfc. 
Further, an increase in w^ ^  will also increase cfc. 
The effect of a change in et is to raise ct by less than the 
increase in et. This result follows whether or not the change in efc 
also involves proportionate changes in the whole series of expected 
future labor incomes, et+^ > and so on. If one makes certain further 
assumptions, one may show that if an increase in et is an increase 
relative to et+^  and so on, this will cause current consumption to 
increase in a smaller proportion than income. 
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Data weeas and Availabilities Regarding 
Micro-economic Components 
For the detail of penetration needed to answer regional, state, and 
county questions regarding producers, consumers, and the impact of each 
upon resource use; national aggregates and macro-analyses are not 
enough. Penetration to the firm and household is necessary. This is 
the domain of micro-economic analysis. 
Flowing from the cultural-populational inter-action are general 
demands. Some of these are structured demands for food. These food 
demands are reflected back to the cultural-populational milieu to be 
structured and gratified. In broad outline this course is seen in 
diagram four. The diagram shows the populational cell for some time and 
space on the left. This population generates, by reacting to its 
culture, a food demand which today in the United States is cared for by 
k 
the middle group of re-actors. These private and public agents present 
for use the food demanded. The last cell on the right of diagram four 
indicates the satisfaction received on the micro-economic level which 
means the selectors are household or institutional purchasing agents. 
For a more sophisticated detailing of the manner in which food 
demands are treated in the private sector of the modern United States 
economy, see diagram five. This diagram shows private activity for 
food demand satisfaction. Given a visualized demand, the combined 
efforts of farm and nature working through the economic factors of 
production generate a raw foodstuffs production going to market as 
farm commodities offered. Here a price, , is paid for a quantity, Qp 
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Diagram 4. A continuum for food demand satisfaction 
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Diagram 5. Private activity for food demand satisfaction 
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P Q eqvsl.s the total rcccipts of the primary agricultural sector from 
farming. These are processed and offered in the second market which is 
the wholesale market. The receipts of processors are symbolized by P^Q^. 
The food retailer offers these goods to the consumer in the third market, 
the retail food market. Receipts from this market are symbolized by 
P3Q3. This is the structured pattern for food disposal by private 
channels in today's United States. 
From the structured cultural-populational pressure, certain aspects 
are singled out. Since indexing of extra-economic variables has not 
been done in a way satisfactory for extensive application of economic 
tools, concentration for empiricism must be mainly on the collection of 
economic pressures. Micro-economic demand structure will be considered 
under : (1) extra-economic household demands, (2) consumer economic demand 
structure, projections, and consumption functions behavior, (3) primary 
agricultural markets, (4) non-primary agricultural markets, (5) micro-
economic price and income elasticities, and (6) derived or factor demands 
in general. 
Extra-economic household demands 
Extra-economic household demands are those generated by extra-
economic variables which include changing family size, changing age 
factors, changing social orientation, and changing geographic location. 
Fox (36) sees these as insignificant if interest lies in physical volume 
of food finally consumed. Yet, this is an unsettled issue generally, 
and when interest lies in the manner of food consumption and the place 
consumption occurs, these extra-economic factors become more significant. 
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large role. Changing size of family, changing social status, and even 
changing intensity of enjoyments can be expected over a consumer's life 
cycle. Consideration of these variables is justified. It is possible 
to investigate the effects of changes in the expected future time pattern 
of income, given various expected time patterns of needs. 
Consumer economic behavior 
Consumer economic behavior is influenced by extra-economic variables, 
but since these are hard to specify for analysis usually economic analysis 
is used on economic variables when discussing consumer behavior. Using 
theoretical and statistical procedures indicated by such leaders as 
Wold (131), Tintner (105), and Fox (37), the following may be set up 
for consumer demand : 
Q = PaYb; (4.32) 
where 
Q = quantity of a good demanded, 
P = price per unit of the good, 
Y = income of the consumer holding the demand, 
a = the parameter regulating the price effect and is the price 
elasticity of demand which is negative, and 
b = the parameter regulating the income effect and is the income 
elasticity of demand which is generally positive. 
This equation may be stated then as: 
log Q = a log P + b log Y; (4.33) 
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log Q = the logarithm of the quantity, 
a log P = the logarithm of the price times a, and 
b log Y = the logarithm of the income times b. 
The equation (4.32) is theoretically desirable for it reflects price and 
income effects as discussed in chapter three and is homogeneous of degree 
zero, showing real income to be significant to the consumer and hence 
implying consumer rationality in micro-economic choice. 
Given equation (4.33), values for a and for b, and appropriate 
price and income statements, one solves for the quantity to be used. 
This micro-economic demand function is based upon the economic 
theory of individual consumer choice which relies upon modern indifference-
map analysis. In the private sector, indifference maps for food and non­
food may be relatively constant : (1) since food is a necessity, 
(2) since food is not generally considered an article of conspicuous 
consumption in the United States, and (3) since the human capacity to 
hold food is restricted. Under these conditions an income consumption 
curve like the one in figure four, and a price consumption curve like the 
one in figure five would be generated by indifference map analysis. 
Figure four shows a fixed constant food intake per capita as a 
necessary intake. This is at level Y^ for the group, assuming a constant 
population. These indifference curves are seen to blend into one 
biological need ridge line, Y . Above this quantity exists substitution 
of food for non-food. The manner of substitution depends on the income 
consumption and price consumption curves. 
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Y. 
FOOD 
A POSSIBLE INCOME CONSUMPTION 
CURVE GENERATED BY CHANGES 
IN INCOME. 
X * NON-FOOD 
Figure 4. Income consumption curve 
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PRICE CONSUMPTION CURVE Y=FOOD 
X - NON-FOOD 
Figure 5. Price consumption curve 
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An income consumption curve is demonstrated in figure four. A 
price consumption curve is seen in figure five. In figure five income is 
set at . The price of good x is set at P%^. The price of Y varies 
from a high relative price of Py^ to a low relative price of Py^. The 
are contours of the consumer's indifference map. The price consumption 
curve is traced out as relative prices change. The income consumption 
curve in figure four results as income is raised. 
An illustration using this theory is the following. Given con­
sumer price indices, let the following be the price index for food: 
ZVV (4.34) 
where 
P^ = consumer price index of Y for period one, 
Qy0 = quantity of Y taken for the initial period, 
Pyo - consumer price index of Y for the initial period, 
2PylQyo = sum of all Pyl times Qyo, and 
P Q = sum of all P times Q yo yo yo yo 
If the prices and quantities are in fact as they are in definition, 
then the following holds: 
V *VPyo SV (4'35> 
Letting the initial price be one, a relative price, Pyi> is obtained. 
These equations (4.34) and (4.35) illustrate the derivation of P^ 
in table eleven. Px in table eleven was obtained under the same 
technique. 
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•Table 11. Values for a food, non-food indifference map 
Personal 
consumption Spent Food and Consumer 
expenditures on non­ alcoholic price 
in billions food, beverages, index, non­
Period Time of dollars billions $ billions $ food 4 100 
T B$ XPx Mx PX 
1. 9/60 329.7 249.8 79.9 1.303 
2. 12/60 332.3 251.5 80.8 1.308 
3. 3/61 330.7 » 249.6 81.1 1.309 
4. 6/61 336.1 254.7 81.4 1.312 
Consumer E/Px the E/Py the Disposable 
price X inter- Y inter- personal 
index cept cept Y _ -Px income 
food i 100 XPx 7 Px Ypy •; Py X Py billions of $ 
PY X Y E/Px E/IZ -Px/Pv " D.P.I 
1. 202 191. 71 66.47 253.62 274.75 -1.084 354.4 
1. 214 192. 28 66.56 253.66 274.63 -1.077 354.9 
1. 212 190. 68 66.91 252.44 273.31 -1.080 354.3 
1. 209 194. 13 67.33 256.56 277.77 -1.085 361.8 
1/ (128, pp. SI, S6, S9, Sll) 
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Table 11. (Continued) 
Personal Popula­ Per Per Ratio of 
consump­ tion of capita capita expendi­
tion U.S. in spending disposable ture to 
expendi­ thou­ on food income income 
tures in sands and alcohol 
constant -
Period Saving 1954 . 
dollars 
Billions $ XPX DPI EL 
S Ec ' Pop. Pop. Pop. DPI 
1. 24.6 298.6 181,232 $440.8713 $1955.50 $0.930304 
2. 22.7 299.6 182,018 443.9121 1949.81 0.936320 
3. 23.7 297.0 182,714 443.8630 . 1939.10 0.933389 
4. 25.8 301.6 183,411 443.8119 1972.62 0.928966 
Ratio of 
food expendi­
tures to 
income 
Ratio of 
spending 
to 
population 
Ratio of 
non-food 
spending to 
population 
Per capita 
consumption 
in constant 
dollars 
Per Per 
capita capita 
Ec/Px Ec/Py 
DPv 
DPI 
$0.22545 
0.22767 
0.22890 
0.22499 
E^ % 
Pop. 
$1819.215 
1825.643 
1809.932 
1832.496 
XPx 
Pop. 
$1378.343 
1381.731 
1366.069 
1388.684 
Ec 
Pop. 
X Y 
Inter- Inter-
cent cept 
$1647.611 $1264.48 $1370.72 
1645.991 1258.40 1355.84 
1625.491 1241.78 1341.16 
1644.394 1253.35 1310.13 
Per capita Per capita 
Vpx VN 
X Y 
Intercept Intercept 
$1396.17 $1513.49 
1395.75 1503.82 
1382.68 1493.34 
1396.72 1515.71 
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3<2,Y2) SUMPTION CURVE E> 
X* NON-FOOD (SBILLIONS) 
Figure 6. Tangencies for food and non-food indifference map 
showing an income consumption curve 
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e^nendifnre on non-fond. fXP ). hv f*he derived relative 
price of non-food a value (X) is obtained. In like manner a value for 
food, (Y), is obtained. These are both entered in table eleven, as X 
and Y. 
The intercept at zero for the non-food axis, (X), is obtained from 
personal consumption expenditure, (E), divided by the derived price of 
non-food, (E/P^ ). The zero intercept for the food axis, (Y), is personal 
consumption expenditure, (E), divided by the price of food, .(Py), and 
is (E/Py). These are listed as E/Py and E/P^ in table eleven. 
Assuming consumer maximizes satisfaction, the slope of the indif­
ference curve is set equal to the slope of the budget or income line. 
The slope is the negative of the price ratio, (Px/Py). The budget line 
is tangent to the highest indifference curve attainable. Deriving ratios 
of the price of X to the price of Y is needed once the assumption of 
rationality is made. 
In figure six, four entries from table eleven are ysed for illus­
trative purposes to show application of the previous theory. The subscripts 
for the X^'s and Y^'s refer to the numbered periods in table eleven. 
Table twelve gives these values. 
Table 12. Values of tangencies used in figure six. 
X Y 
1. 191.7 66.5 
2. 192.3 66.6 
3. 190.3 66.9 
4. 194.1 67.3 
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decimal places for all four, entries, the major changes occurring in 
spending result from income changes. On this basis an income consumption 
curve is drawn as shown in figure six. This curve is comparable to the 
one in figure four. 
Table eleven shows the kinds of information needed to apply the 
micro-economic theory of rational consumer choice. 
From this table certain patterns emerge. (1) Per capita spending 
in constant dollars shows little variation. The constant dollar variation 
is approximately one-percent of the largest value entered. (2) Personal 
consumption in constant dollars is a fairly constant fraction of real 
disposable personal income. Approximately one-percent variation is 
seen in terms of the largest entry. (3) Per capita consumption in 
current dollars is quite constant. (4) Variation of about one-percent of 
the largest entry is seen. These three patterns and the listings in 
table thirteen support belief in the existence of a stable -pattern of 
consumer spending. This is theoretically sound and in keeping with the 
theory discussed previously. 
A way to remove population change as a variable in indifference 
maps is to use per capita figures for expenditures. Figures seven and 
eight illustrate, with use of data from table eleven, per capita income 
consumption curves. Figure eight supports the elasticity theories 
associated with figure one. Figure eight is in constant dollars. 
Figure six is in current dollars. 
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Table 13. Rangea and percentage fluctuation of selected items from 
table eleven. 
Entry 
Item 
Range 
Percent of 
largest 
entry 
YPy/ DPI 0.017 2 
Eg/ Pop. 0.412 1 
Ec/ Pop. 0.013 1 
Y intercept 22.700 2 
VPy * 29.560 2 
V ?x 14.040 1 
E$/ Py 22.370 1.5 
INCOME CONSUMPTION 
CURVE Y= FOOC 
X = NON -FOOD 
igure 7. Tangencies for indifference map using per capita 
expenditure in current dollars 
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INCOME CONSUMPTION CURVE 
Y'FOOD 
X=NON-FOOD 
Figure 8. Tangencies for 
expenditure in 
indifference curves 
constant dollars 
from per capita 
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Figures seven and eight, using per eapita values, have Y as food, 
X as non-food, and as the expenditure or budget constraint. The 
are the consumer indifference curves in increasing order. The X^  and Y^  
are for the same periods as the E^ . 
Given an income distribution pattern as the United States currently 
possesses, and given a normal growth rate for disposable personal income, 
the best single independent variable to use to estimate aggregate food 
expenditure is probably population. Information in table eleven supports 
this position. Figure eight suggests the use of deflated dollar expen­
ditures to give an income consumption line having a closer empirical fit 
to deduced theory. 
Table 14. Values needed for figure seven 
T *i Points of taneencv 
X Y 
(3) 1809.93 1043.60 366.22 
(2) 1825.64 1056.37 365.66 
(1) 1819.22 1057.82 366.78 
(4) 1832.50 1058.49 367.09 
Table 15. Values needed for figure eight 
T Ei Points i of taneencv 
X Y 
(1) 1647.61 958.034 332.181 
(2) 1645.99 952.418 329.531 
(3) 1644.39 149.793 329.406 
(4) 1625.49 937.251 328.902 
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Primary agricultural markets in relation to final food markets 
Modern consumer demand for food is a structured pressure to which 
farmers respond. In terms of national aggregates, three markets are 
indexed for foodstuffs and food. These are : (1) the raw foodstuffs 
markets where prices are indexed as prices received by farmers, 
(2) the intermediate market where prices are indexed as wholesale 
prices, and (3) the retail market where prices are indexed as consumer 
prices. 
The spread between prices received by farmers and prices paid by 
consumers for the final food article is readily obtained. This spread 
has been increasing over time. This increasing spread is in part 
explained through explicit consumer demands for more services in food 
preservation. Some of these additions which appear as services and 
conveniences may result from changes in the forms of competitive patterns 
as raw foodstuffs move from the primary to the final sector. The 
possible changes in the forms of competition or changes in market types 
are clearly defined by micro-economic theory. 
Suppose a firm acts as if it is in pure competition. Pure competi­
tion assumes price taking by the firm but does not assume free entry. 
Under pure competition a firm is a price taker, taking the market price 
and working with it as a demand function. This demand function is the 
firm's average revenue function. This average revenue function equals 
the marginal revenue function. 
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tivity in its operational demand function. Now the firm's demand 
function and marginal revenue function are not equal to each, other. 
Now, with the realized market type changing from pure competition to 
some form of imperfect competition, the firm realizes that as it controls 
its quantity, its price received per unit will vary. The firm has 
ceased to be a price-taker. 
This firm is now in a position to experiment. It may experiment 
with profit maximization. If so, if there exists an intersection of 
marginal cost with marginal revenue, this will become important rather 
than either: (1) the breakeven point at which average cost equals 
average revenue, or (2) the point where average cost plus mark-up 
intersects average revenue. 
Figure nine shows two firms in pure competition, each having a 
radically different cost curve. This variance alone causes considerable 
flexibility in choice of answers to the price spread problems. 
Firm one in figure nine has an average cost curve with a range of 
constant costs over the interval of quantity symbolized by OQg. At the 
cusp in the curve at Qg, the marginal cost, which is MC, appears and is 
rising at twice the rate of the average cost, which is AC. Firm two has 
a continuously differentiable function for average cost, AC. Therefore, 
this firm has a continuous marginal cost function, MC. 
The price taken from the market place and set on the average price 
p 
axis symbolized by u is the price PQ. This PQ becomes the demand function 
for either firm. 
FIRM ONE: 
PURE COMPETITION 
MC AC P 
U 
P, C 
O 
Figure 9. Firms in pure competition 
FIRM TWO: 
PURE COMPETITION 
MC 
MARK-UP 
Q 
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sidered by the firm as adequate. Subtract this from the market price 
PQ. This amount is Pc. If the firm has costs less than or equal to Pc, 
the firm is able to operate. 
For firm one in figure nine a mark-up technique would likely be 
given pure competition because over the range of quantity OQg, average 
cost is equal to marginal cost which equals sale price less mark-up. 
Between prices Pc and PQ for firm one, either mark-up pricing or marginal 
cost pricing yields the same quantity. Purely breakeven pricing if 
market prices were Pq would bring forth the quantity OQ^  from firm one. 
Using marginal cost pricing in firm one would lead to a quantity of 
production generated by intersection of lines PQ and MC. This quantity 
would be slightly larger than the quantity OQg. This quantity would lie 
between OQg and OQg. 
In figure nine for firm number two the nature of the average cost, 
AC, has changed. The mark-up above average cost is curved and lies a 
constant amount above the AC curve. For firm two, marginal cost pricing 
would give a quantity OQg if the market price were PQ. Breakeven pricing 
would generate OQ3. Average cost plus mark-up pricing would generate a 
quantity between OQg and OQ3. 
These diagrams of figure nine show that under pure competition 
great variation between price, cost, and quantity may arise. This varia­
tion depends: (1) on assumptions made regarding a firm's cost structure, 
and (2) on assumptions made regarding pricing. 
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Figure ten shows two firms under imperfect competition. Imperfect 
competition is defined as any firm which recognizes any degree of nega­
tivity to the slope of its demand function. Under this condition a firm 
controlling quantity exercises control over price. Assume firm one and 
firm two recognizee negativity in their demand functions. The quantity 
OQ3 represents breaking even for each firm. Operating on the same 
average cost plus mark-up as in figure nine, a quantity OQ^  from each 
firm now becomes greater than or equal to the quantity OQ^  generated by 
each firm under pure competition, shown in figure nine. Imperfection in 
economic competition has not decreased quantity. 
Now, assume the two firms become interested in approaching profit 
maximization. If so, quantity OQp for each firm is the quantity gra­
dually approached as complete profit maximization is approached. This 
amount marks the intersection of marginal cost with marginal revenue. 
This quantity is a reduction in quantity from any offered by the two 
firms under conditions of pure competition in figure nine. 
Assume the firms are large retail food outlets. The action just 
described under figure ten conditions could lead to lower quantities 
of food and higher prices for food for consumers. This occurrence is 
independent of the market for primary agricultural produce and requires 
no assumptions about intermediate markets. Another aspect of moving 
from pure competition to imperfect competition in market types could be ( 
of even greater importance. A final market generates a derived demand 
for factors making this marketable good. The firms illustrated need food 
to sell to the consumer. The derived demand for this article is the mar­
ginal revenue line if the retail food firms are profit maximizing. 
FIRM ONE: 
IMPERFECT COMPETITION 
AC PUIS MARK-UP 
MC 
2 
U 
MR 
Figure 10. Firms in imperfect competition 
FIRM TWO: 
IMPERFECT COMPETITION 
MC 
A 
AC PLUS MARK-UP 
/ 
/ 
/ 
' AC 
"AR 
OpQ, 03 
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In general. a derived demand for a factor is the marginal revenue 
produced by sale of the last amount of finished good generated by the 
last unit of the factor. This is the marginal revenue coefficient from 
the final goods market multiplied by the marginal physical product coef­
ficient for the last factor unit used in the production function. Thus, 
the marginal revenue functions for firms one and two under conditions of 
figure ten impose more severe constraints on factor use than like condi­
tions in figure nine. These constraints are more severe, the steeper 
becomes the realized demand function faced by a firm. This could have 
important implications for the raw food resource generated by primary 
agriculture. 
If elasticities of demand in two geographic markets are different, 
a monopolist will be able to profit from price discrimination. A monopoly 
is more likely to exist if the location or space factor is not overlooked. 
Therefore, monopoly theory is of importance to agricultural analysis. 
If a,monopolist sees varying demand elasticities, and if he is -
interested in profit maximizing obtained by equating marginal cost with 
marginal returns, he discriminates. To do so he will use the following 
equation: 
MR = AR. ; (4.36) 
where 
MR = marginal revenue, 
AR = average revenue, and 
e = symbol for price elasticity where price elasticity is percent 
change in quantity divided by percent change in price. 
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One notes from the above equation that aa elasticity rcduccs froi» 
an infinite value in a purely competitive market to a lesser value, mar­
ginal revenue begins to separate from average revenue. Since the following 
holds : 
MR = (AR)(1-1/e); (4.37) 
"as e approaches zero MR falls below AR. AR equals the demand function. 
Thus MR falls away from demand. 
If the aggregate demand or average revenue for farm products on 
the retail level has an elasticity coefficient with decreasing absolute 
value over time, the aggregate marginal revenue function for this market 
will fall away from the average revenue over time. This will be opera­
tionally significant if a producer or a collusion of producers can react 
to the aggregate market. 
Micro-economic price and income elasticities and market behavior 
Data availabilities are such that to specify the type of market 
a non-farm firm faces is difficult. The market relation of primary 
agriculture to the processing and retailing industries may remain for 
some period as an unsettled question. The specification of price and 
income elasticities faced in various markets is not subject to the same 
difficulty. These elasticities are clearly established. G. E. Brandow 
(10) gives detailed findings on price and income elasticities for foods. 
This is given in table sixteen. 
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Table it). Price and income elasticities of demand at retail: percentage 
changes in quantities demanded resulting from one percent 
changes in prices or income, 1955-57. 1/ 
Quantities Retail 
demanded prices 
of: of: 
Beef Veal Pork 
Lamb 
and 
mutton 
1. Beef -.95000 .05680 .10019 .03971 
2. Veal .37844 -1.60000 .18527 .07279 
3. Pork .13367 .03672 -.75000 .03462 
4. Lamb and mutton .62008 .17035 .41480 -2.35000 
5. Chicken .23399 .06428 .15653 .04268 
6. Turkey .09758 .02681 .06528 .01780 
7. Fish .02091 .00311 .01618 .00133 
8. Butter .01554 .00276 .00874 .00130 
9. Shortening .01554 .00276 .00874 .00130 
10. Margarine .01554 .00276 .00874 .00130 
11. Other edible oils .01554 .00276 .00874 .00130 
12. Lard .01554 .00276 .00874 .00130 
13. Eggs .01756 .00312 .00989 .00148 
14. Fluid milk and cream .00825 :00146 .99464 .00069 
15. Evaporated milk .02014 .00358 .01134 .00169 
16. Cheese .02044 .00363 .01151 .00172 
17. Ice cream .01703 .00302 .00958 .00143 
18. Fruit .01369 .00243 .'00771 .00115 
19. Vegetables .02023 .00360 .01140 .00170 
20. Cereals, baking products .03021 .00537 .01701 .00254 
21. Sugar and sirups .01220 .00217 .00687 .00103 
22. Beverages 0 0 0 0 
23. Potatoes, sweet potatoes .01885 .00335 .01062 .00158 
24. Dry beans, peas, nuts .01820 .00323 .01025 .00153 
25. All foods -.07040 -.01260 -.03891 -.00601 
26. Non-foods 
-.01565 -.00169 -.01682 -.00053 
27. All goods and services 
-.02834 -.00422 -.02194 -.00180 
1/ (10, p. 17) 
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Table lb. (Continued) 
Quantities Retail 
demanded prices 
of: of: 
Chicken Turkey Fish Butter 
Shorten­
ing 
1. Beef .07496 .00804 .00380 .00159 .00050 
2. Veal .13808 ' .01351 .00321 . .00159 .00050 
3. Pork .06603 .00733 .00463 .00159 .00050 
4. Lamb and mutton .21533 .02073 .00281 .00159 .00050 
5. Chicken -1.16027 .12493 .00436 .00159 .00050 
6. Turkey .50000 -1.40426 .00369 .00159 .00050 
7. Fish .00678 .00169 -.65000 .00159 .00050 
8. Butter .00412 .00130 .00276 -.85000 .07000-
9. Shortening .00412 .00130 .00276 .11044 -.80000 
10. Margarine .00412 .00130 .00276 .40244 .15000 
11. Other edible oils .00412 .00130 .00276 .12375 .16215. 
12. Lard .00412 .00130 .00276 .01000 .28000 
13. Eggs .00466 .00148 .00312 .00128 .00040 
14. Fluid milk and cream .00219 .00069 .00146 .00077 .00024 
15. Evaporated milk .00535 .00169 .00358 .00254 .00080 
16. Cheese .00543 .00172 .00363 .00212 .00066 
17. Ice cream .00452 .00143 .00302 .00176 .00055 
18. Fruits .00364 .00116 .00243 .00169 .00053 
19. Vegetables .00538 .00170 .00360 .00279 .00087 
20. Cereals, baking products .00802 .00254 .00537 .00362 .00114 
21. Sugar and sirups .00324 .00103 .00217 .00089 .00028 
22. Beverages 0 0 0 0 0 
23. Potatoes, sweet potatoes .00501 .00158 .00335 .00137 .00043 
24. Dry beans, peas, nuts .00483 .00153 .00325 .00133 .00042 
25. All foods -.01847 .00590 -.01242 -.00724 -.00207 
26. Non-foods -.00639 -.00120 -.00345 -.00298 -.00264 
27. All goods and services -.00919 -.00229 -.00553 -.00395 -.00254= 
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Quantities Retail Other " Lard, Fluid 
demanded price Margarine oils direct Eggs milk and 
of : ofj cream 
1. Beef .00013 .00036 .00005 .00342 .00012 
2. Veal .00013 .00036 .00005 .00342 .00012 
3. Pork .00013 .00036 .00005 .00342 .00012 
4. Lamb and mutton .00013 .00036 .00005 .00342 .00012 
5. Chicken .00013 .00036 .00005 .00342 .00012 
6. Turkey .00013 .00036 .00005 .00342 .00012 
7. Fish .00013 .00036 .00005 .00342 .00012 
8. Butter .16057 .10000 .00343 .00223 .00365 
9. Shortening .09442 .20673 .15171 .00223 .00365 
10. Margarine -.80000 .10072 .06974 .00223 .00365 
11. Other edible oils .04973 -.46225 .00825 .00223 .00365 
12. Lard .08000 .01540 -.40000 .00223 .00365 
13. Eggs .00011 .00029 .00004 -.30000 .00413 
14. Fluid milk and cream .00006 .00018 .00002 .00167 -.28500 
15. Evaporated milk .00021 .00058 .00008 .00436 .20000 
16. Cheese .00018 .00048 .00006 .00437 .00481 
17. Ice cream » .00015 .00040 .00005 .00359 .00400 
18. Fruit .00014 .00039 .00005 .00357 .00322 
19. Vegetables .00023 .00064 .00008 .00504 .00476 
20. Cereals, baking products .00031 .00083 .00011 .00623 .00710 
21. Sugar and sirups .00007 .00020 .00003 .00237 .00287 
22. Beverages 0 0 0 0 0 
23. Potatoes, sweet potatoes .00012 .00032 .00004 .00287 .00443 
24. Dry beans, peas, nuts .00011 .00030 .00004 .00277 .00428 
25. All foods -.00040 -.00128 -.00002 -.01145 -.02827 
26. Non-foods -.00193 -.00378 -.00176 -.01123 -.02774 
27. All goods and services -.00158 -.00320 -.00136 -.01128 -.02786 
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Quantities Retail -
demanded price Evaporated Cheese Ice Fruit Vegetables 
of: of : milk cream 
1. Beef .00039 .00257 .00281 .00771 .00886 
2. Veal .00039 .00257 .00281 .00771 .00886 
3. Pork .00039 .00257 .00281 .00771 .00886 
4. Lamb and mutton .00039 .00257 .00281 .00771 .00886 
5. Chicken .00039 .00257 .00281 .00771 .00886 
6. Turkey .00039 .00257 .00281 .00771 .00886 
7. Fish .00039 .00257 .00281 .00771 .00886 
8. Butter .00035 .00224 .00266 .00905 .00901 
9. Shortening .00035 .00224 .00266 .00905 .00901 
10. Margarine .00035 .00224 .00266 .00905 .00901 
11. Other edible oils .00035 .00224 .00266 .00905 .00901 
12. Lard .00035 .00224 .00266 .00905 .00901 
13. Eggs .00039 .00254 .00300 .01024 .01019 
14. Fluid milk and cream .01207 .00173 .00197 .00654 .00376 
15. Evaporated milk .30000 .00267 .00337 .01056 .00961 
16. Cheese .00034 -.70000 .00328 .00879 .01124 
17. Ice cream .00038 .00246 -.55000 .00821 .00902 
18. Fruit .00030 .00198 .00234 -.60000 .00795 
19. Vegetables .00045 .00293 .00346 -.01086 -.30000 
20. Cereals, baking products .00067 .00437 .00517 .01762 .01753 
21. Sugar and sirups .00027 .00176 .00209 .00712 .00708 
22. Beverages 0 0 0 0 0 
23. Potatoes, sweet potatoes .00Q42 .00272 .00323 .01099 .01094 
24. Dry beans, peas, nuts .00040 .00263 .00312 .01062 .01056 
25. All foods 1 .00044 -.00896 -.01130 -.03958 -.02259 
26. Non-foods .00211 -.00218 -.00427 -.01200 -.02358 
27. All goods and services -.00172 -.00375 -.00590 -.01839 -.02335 
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Quantities Retail Cereals Sugar Potatoes 
demanded price and baking and Beverages and sweet 
of : of: products Sirups potatoes 
1. Beef .00999 .00250 -.00196 .00124 
2. Veal .00999 .00250 -.00196 .00124 
3. Pork .00999 .00250 -.00196 .00124 
4. Lamb and mutton .00999 .00250 -.00196 .00124 
5. Chicken .00999 .00250 -.00196 .00124 
6. Turkey .00999 .00250 -.00196 .00124 
7. Fish .00999 .00250 -.00196 .00124 
8. Butter .00630 .00275 .00103 .00061 
9. Shortening .00630 .00275 .00103 .00061 
10. Margarine .00630 .00275 .00103 .00061 
11. Other edible oils .00630 .00275 .00103 .00061 
12. Lard .00630 .00275 .00103 .00061 
13. Eggs .00713 .00380 .00072 .00082 
14. Fluid milk and cream .00173 .00203 .01923 .00037 
15. Evaporated milk .00709 .00556 .00237 .00152 
16. Cheese .01301 .00329 -.00227 .00167 
17. Ice cream .00957 .00304 -.00124 .00130 
18. Fruit .01015 .00276 -.00175 .00130 
19. Vegetables .01093 .00549 .00082 .00187 
20. Cereals, baking products -.15000 .00746 .00237 .00235 
21. Sugar and sirups .00495 -.30000 .00052 .00069 
22. Beverages 0 0 -.35590 0 
23. Potatoes, sweet potatoes .00765 .00408 .00155 -.20270 
24. Dry beans, peas, nuts .00739 .00394 .00113 .00077 
25. All foods -.00467 -.01830 -.01388 -.00298 
26. Non-foods 
-.02227 -.01595 -.00923 -.00521 
27. All goods and services -.01819 -.01649 -.01031 -.00469 
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ïable ib. (Continued) 
Quantities Retail 
demanded price 
of; of : 
Dry beans, 
peas, All 
nuts foods 
Non-foods Income 
1. Beef .00112 -.62510 .15510 .47000 
2. Veal .00112 -.76730 .19038 .57692 
3. Pork .00112 -.42560 .10560 .32000 
4. Lamb and mutton .00112 -.86450 .21450 .65000 
5. Chicken .00112 -.49210 .12210 .37000 
6. Turkey .00112 -.65170 .16170 .49000 
7. Fish .00112 -.55860 .13860 .42000 
8. Butter .00070 -.43890 .10890 .33000 
9. Shortening .00070 -.15960 .03960 .12000 
10. Margarine .00070 0 0 0 
11. 'Other edible oils .00070 -.04127 .01024 .03103 
12. Lard .00070 .06650 -.01650 -.05000 
13. Eggs .00081 -.21280 .05280 .16000 
14. Fluid milk and cream .00045 -.21280 .05280 .16000 
15. Evaporated milk .00131 0 0 0 
16. Cheese .00128 -.59850 .14850 .45000 
17. Ice cream .00123 -.46550 .11550 .35000 
18. Fruit .00117 -.53200 .13200 .40000 
19. Vegetables .00167 -.19950 .04950 .15000 
20. Cereals, baking products .00206 0 0 0 
21. Sugar and sirups .00070 -.23940 .05940 .18000 
22. Beverages 0. -.30590 .07590 .23000 
23. Potatoes, sweet potatoes .00080 -.10640 .02640 .08000 
24. Dry beans, peas, nuts .25223 -.15960 .03960 .12000 
25. All foods -.00323 -.34137 .08470 .25667 
26. Non-foods -.00413 -.19870 1.02556 1.22426 
27. All goods and services -.00392 -.23177 -.76823 1.00000 
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Tc illustrate the use of table sixteen wl.icli in composed oî pi. ive 
and income elasticities at retail, consider a one percent change in the 
retail price of beef. This is found to have a -0.95 percentage change 
effect upon quantity demanded of beef, which is entry one in row one and 
column one. The same percentage change in the retail price of beef is 
found to have a 0.3784 percentage change effect upon the quantity demanded 
of veal, which is entry one in row two and column one. In the far right 
hand column labelled income, a one percent change in income is found to 
have a 0.47 percentage change effect upon beef. 
# 
The full set of price and income elasticities of demand at retail 
generated for the Brandow study is given in table sixteen. The row 
sums are zero, and the numbers in the bottom row are expenditure weights 
for 1955 to 1957 if the signs are omitted. 
The all foods column which is the third from the laât column in 
table sixteen shows the percentage change in consumption of each product 
when the prices of all foods change together by one percent. The third 
from the last figure in this all foods column (-0.34137) is the direct 
price elasticity of demand for all foods. The third from the last row 
gives the percentage change effects on consumption of all foods when 
prices at heads of the columns change by one percent or when income 
changes by one percent. 
Brandow used twenty-four food classes. This action expands the 
meat class composed of meats, poultry, and fish. It also expands the 
class frequently called fats and oils made up of butter, shortening, 
lard, and other such items. The meat class is expanded to seven entries. 
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The prices used by Brandow were the Bureau of Labor Statistics 
index of retail food prices (10, p. 18). The income used was disposable 
personal income per capital (10, p. 18). 
Table seventeen shows the results of the examination by Brandow of 
the farm-level demand and is read in the same manner as table sixteen 
except for the last column giving trends. 
Total farm-level demand is the sum of the derived demand for 
domestic food use, export demand, and industrial demand (10, p. 58). 
Market clearing quantities equal total production less amounts taken by 
government programs and amounts accumulated as stocks, this being inven­
tory investment. The prices used are stated in the footnotes. No 
income variable is used for these because these are derived demands. 
Brandow1 s equations show: (1) constants, (2) price variables with 
coefficients, (3) time or trend variables with coefficients, and where 
warranted, (4) closely substitutible products and their prices. The 
last column of table seventeen gives the trend as a percent change for 
the quantities of items listed. 
Concentration upon Brandow1 s study occurs because his is both recent 
and comprehensive and because his study fits this aspect of the objec­
tives of the current study. Other economists have covered this 
elasticity problem. Among these is Karl A. Fox (37, 38, 39, 40, 41) 
whose analyses of agricultural demands are extensive and continuing. 
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trends, 1955-57 1/ 
Quantities Farm Sheep 
demanded prices Cattle Calves Hôgs and Chickei 
of: of: lambs 
1. Cattle -.6836 .0390 .0603 .0305 .0481 
2. Calves .2560 -1.0824 .1098 .0550 .0873 
3. Hogs .0908 .0250 -.4578 .0263 .0420 
4. Sheep and lambs .4206 .1156 .2465 -1.7820 .1365 
5. Chickens .1566 .0430 .0918 .0319 -.7369 
6. Turkeys .0662 .0182 .0388 .0135 .3170 
7. Eggs .0112 .0020 .0055 .0010 .0028 
Milk used for --
8. Fluid milk and cream .0056 .0010 .0028 .0005 .0014 
9. Evaporated and condensed .0126 .0022 .0062 .0012 .0031 
10. Cheese .0143 .0025 .0071 .0014 .0036 
11. Ice cream .0116 .0021 .0057 .0011 .0029 
12. Butter .0104 .0019 .0052 .0010 .0026 
13. Other use - - - - • -
--
14. Soybean oil .0068 .0012 .0034 .0006 .0017 
15. Cottonseed oil .0084 .0015 .0041 .0008 .0021 
16. Other food oils .0103 .0018 .0051 .0010 .0026 
17. Lard, total use .0082 .0014 .0040 .0008 .0020 
18. Beverages * * * * * 
19. Fruit and tree nuts .0100 .0018 .0049 .0009 .0025 
20. Vegetables .0134 .0024 .0066 .0013 .0033 
21. Sugar .0292 .0052 .0144 .0028 .0073 
22. Potatoes, sweet potatoes .0098 .0017 .0048 .0009 .0024 
23. Dry beans, peas, peanuts .0090. .0016 .0045 .0008 .0022 
24. Wheat .0181 .0032 .0089 .0017 .0045 
25. Rice (rough) .0132 .0024 .0065 .0012 .0033 
26. Rye .0064 .0011 .0032 .0006 .0016 
27. Corn .0176 .0031 .0087 .0017 .0044 
28. Oats .0051 .0009 .0025 .0005 .0013 
29. Barley .0011 .0002 .0005 .0001 .0003 
1/ (10, p. 59) 
* Less than .00005 
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Table 17. (Continued) 
Quantities Farm Milk used for 
demanded prices Turkeys Eggs Fluid milk Evaporated 
of: ofj and cream and condensed 
1. Cattle .0054 .0026 .0001 .0002 
2. Calves . .0089 .0026 .0001 .0002 
3. Hogs .0048 .0026 .0001 .0002 
4. Sheep and lambs .0137 .0026 .0001 .0002 
5. Chickens .0812 .0026 .0001 .0002 
6. Turkeys -.9240 .0026 .0001 .0002 
7. Eggs .0009 -.2332 .0020 .0002 
Milk used for --
8. Fluid milk and cream .0005 .0013 -.1445 .0059 
9. Evaporated and condensed .0010 .0030 .0928 -.2635 
10. Cheese .0012 .0034 .0025 .0002 
11. Ice cream .0009 .0027 .0020 .0002 
12. Butter .0009 .0018 .0018 .0002 
13. Other use - - -  - - -
14. Soybean oil .0006 .0011 .0012 .0001 
15. Cottonseed oil .0007 .0014 .0015 .0001 
16. Other food oils .0008 .0017 .0018 .0002 
17. Lard, total use .0007 .0014 .0014 .0001 
18. Beverages * * .0252 * 
19. Fruit and tree nuts .0008 .0029 .0018 .0002 
20. Vegetables .0011 .0037 .0024 .0002 
21. Sugar .0024 .0064 .0051 .0005 
22. Potatoes, sweet potatoes .0008 . .0017 .0017 .0001 
23. Dry beans, peas, peanuts .0007 .0015 .0015 .0001 
24. Wheat .0015 .0042 .0032 .0003 
25. Rice (rough) .0011 .0030 .0023 .0002 
26. Rye .0005 .0015 .0011 .0001 
27. Corn .0014 .0040 .0031 .0003 
28. Oats .0004 .0012 .0009 .0001 
29. Barley .0091 .0003 .0002 * 
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Table 1/. (Continued) 
Quantities Farm Milk used I for 
demanded prices Cheese Ice Butter Other Soybt 
of: of : cream use oil 
1. Cattle 
.0014 .0006 .0012 .0002 
2. Calves 
.0014 .0006 .0012 — , .0002 
3. Hogs 
.0014 .0006 .0012 .0002 
4. Sheep and lambs 
.0014 ,0006 .0012 .0002 
5, Chickens 
.0014 .0006 .0012 .0002 
6. Turkeys 
.0014 .0006 .0012 .0002 
7. Eggs 
.0013 .0006 .0009 .0001 
Milk used for --
8. Fluid milk and cream 
.0010 .0004 .0006 .0001 
9. Evaporated and condensed 
.0014 .0007 .0018 .0003 
10. Cheese 
-.5357 .0007 .0017 ,0003 
11. Ice cream 
.0014 -.1148 .0137 .0002 
12. Butter 
.0012 .0006 -.6648 — .0644 
13. Other use 
- - - - - - -.3660 --
14. Soybean oil .0008 .0004 .0936 -3.9885 
15. Cottonseed oil 
.0010 .0004 .1151 5.5768 
16. Other food oils 
.0012 .0005 .1410 4.2400 
17. Lard, total use 
.0010 .0004 .0283 .1814 
18. Beverages * * * • • • • 
19. Fruit and tree nuts 
.0012 .0005 .0014 .0002 
20. Vegetables 
.0016 .0007 .0021 .0003 
21. Sugar 
.0034 .0015 .0024 — .0004 
22. Potatoes, sweet potatoes 
.0011 .0005 .0008 .0001 
23. Dry beans, peas, peanuts 
.0010 .0005 .0007 .0001 
24. Wheat 
.0021 .0010 .0025 — .0004 
25. Rice (rough) 
.0016 .0007 .0018 .0003 
26. Rye 
.0008 .0003 .0009 .0001 
27. Corn 
.0021 .0009 .0024 .0004 
28. Oats 
.0006 .0003 .0007 — .0001 
29. Barley 
.0001 .0001 .0002 * 
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Table 17. (Continued) 
Quantities Farm Other Fruit 
demanded prices Cottonseed food Lard and ti 
of: of : oil oils total Beverages nuts 
1. Cattle .0001 .0001 .0001 -.0020 .0026 
2. Calves .0001 .0001 .0001 -.0020 .0026 
3. Hogs .0001 .0001 .0001 -.0020 .0026 
4. Sheep and lambs .0001 .0001 .0001 -.0020 .0026 
5. Chickens .0001 .0001 .0001 -.0020 .0026 
6. Turkeys .0001 .0001 .0001 -.0020 .0026 
7. Eggs .0001 * * .0007 .0032 
Milk used for -- = 
8. Fluid milk and cream .0001 .0001 * .0194 .0022 
9. Evaporated and condensed .0002 .0001 .0001 .0022 .0032 
10. Cheese .0002, .0001 .0001 -.0023 .0030 
11. Ice cream .0001 .0001 .0001 -.0012 .0027 
12. Butter .0405 .0242 .0144 .0010 .0030 
13. Other use -- - - --
14. Soybean oil 2.7365 .7656 .1312 .0007 .0020 
15- Cottonseed oil -6.9208 .9419 .1355 .0008 .0024 
16. Other food oils 2.5618 -7.0426 .1325 .0010 .0029 
17. Lard, total use .0948 .0386 -.5400 .0008 .0023 
18. Beveragesd — — - - - - -.3559 — 
19. Fruit and tree nuts .0001 .0001 .0001 -.0019 -.3585 
20. Vegetables .0002 .0001 .0001 .0008 .0035 
21. Sugar .0002 .0001 .0001 .0018 .0084 
22. Potatoes, sweet potatoes .0001 * * .0012 .0028 
23. Dry beans, peas, peanuts .0001 * * .0008 .0025 
24. Wheat .0002 .0001 .0001 .0021 .0052 
25. Rice (rough) .0002 .0001 .0001 .0015 .0038 
26. Rye .0001 .0001 * .0007 .0018 
27. Corn .0002 .0001 .0001 .0020 .0050 
28. Oats .0001 * * .0006 .0015 
29. Barley * * * .0001 .0003 
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Table .17. (Continued) 
Quantities Farm 
demanded prices 
of : of : 
Vegetables Sugar 
Potatoes, 
sweet 
potatoes 
Dry beans, 
peas, 
peanuts 
Wheat 
1. Cattle .0030 .0015- .0005 .0004 .0010 
2. Calves .0030 .0015 .0005 .0004 .0010 
3. Hogs .0030 .0015 .0005 .0004 .0010 
4. Sheep and lambs .0030 .0015 .0005 .0004 .0010 
5. Chickens .0030 .0015 .0005 .0004 .0010 
6. Turkeys .0030 .0015 .0005 .0004 .0010 
7. Eggs .0032 .0021 .0003 .0002 .0007 
Milk used for --
8. Fluid milk and cream .0013 .0012 .0002 .0002 .0002 
9. Evaporated and condensed .0030 .0030 .0006 .0004 .0007 
1.0. Cheese .0039 .0020 .0007 .0005 .0014 
11. Ice cream .0030 .0018 .0005 .0004 .0010 
12. Butter .0030 .0016 .0002 .0002 .0007 
13. Other use • - - - -  - -  "  -  ~  
14. Soybean oil .0019 .0010 .0002 .0002 .0004 
15. Cottonseed oil .0024 .0013 .0002 .0002 .0005 
16. Other food oils .0029 .0016 .0002 .0002 .0006 
17. Lard, total use .0023 .0013 .0002 .0002 .0005 
18. Beverages -  - - - - - - -
19. Fruit and tree nuts .0028 .0018 .0006 .0004 .0011 
20. Vegetables -.1047 .0032 .0007 .0005 .0011 
21. Sugar 
.0083 .1763 .0010 .0008 .0018 
22. Potatoes, sweet potatoes 
.0028 .0018 -.1082 .0002 .0006 
23. Dry beans, peas, peanuts 
.0025 .0016 .0002 -.2268 .0005 
24. Wheat 
.0052 .0039 .0008 .0006 -.0214 
25. Rice (rough) 
.0038 .0029 .0006 .0004 .0029 
26. Rye 
.0018 .0014 .0003 .0002 .0014 
27. Corn 
.0050 .0038 .0008 .0006 .0038 
28. Oats 
.0014 .0011 .0002 .0002 .0011 
29. Barley 
.0003 .0002 .0001 * .0002 
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Table 17. (Continued) 
Quantities Farm 
demanded prices 
of : of : 
Rice Rye Corn Oats Barley 
Trend, 
percent 
per year 
1. Cattle .0001 * .0003 * * 3.808 
2. Calves .0001 * .0003 * * 1.665 
3. Hogs .0001 * .0003 * * .680 
4. Sheep and lambs .0001 * .0003 * * .110 
5. Chickens .0001 * .0003 * * 1.678 
6. Turkeys .0001 * .0003 * * 1.703 
7. Eggs .0001 * .0002 * * -.331 
Milk used for — 
8. Fluid milk and cream * * .0001 * * 1.979 
9. Evaporated and condensed .0001 * .0002 * * -1.245 
10. Cheese .0001 * .0004 * * 2.693 
11. Ice cream .0001 * ,.0003 * * 2.181 
12. Butter .0001 * .0002 * * -.584 
13. Other use - — - - - - - -
--
- -
14. Soybean oil * * .0001 * * 4.039 
15. Cottonseed oil * * .0002 * * 4.191 
16. Other food oils .0001 * .0002 * * 4.167 
17. Lard, total use * * .0002 * * -1.273 
18. Beverages - - -- - - -- 1.691 
19. Fruit and tree nuts .0001 * .0003 * * 2.241 
20. Vegetables .0001 * .0003 * * 2.140 
21. Sugar .0002 * .0005 .0001 * 2.230 
22. Potatoes, sweet potatoes * * .0002 * * 1.171 
23. Dry beans, peas, peanuts .* * .0002 * * .957 
24. Wheat .0004 * .0012 .0001 * .097 
25. Rice (rough) -.0377 * .0009 .0001 * 2.124 
26. Rye .0001 -.0377 .0004 * * .050 
27. Corn .0004 * -.0332 .0001 * 1.457 
28. Oats .0001 * .0003 .0070 * .383 
29. Barley * * .0001 * -.0737 -.061 
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Fox finds the elasticity of consumer demand for all food livestock 
products including meat and poultry meat as well as eggs and dairy pro­
ducts to be lower than that for all meat (39, p. 413). Part of this 
lowering arises from the fact that the elasticities of consumer demand 
for eggs and fluid milk appear to be lower than those for meat. 
Analyses of the price elasticity of demand for all food, based on 
the index of per capita food consumption shown in table eighteen, 
suggest a change of -0.25 to -0.35 percent in consumption in response to 
a one percent increase in the corresponding index of retail food prices. 
If a one percent change in the food-price index were due to a drop in 
the price of beef alone, the effect on the index of food consumption 
could amount to -0.5 percent or more. If the same decline in the price 
index resulted from a decline in prices of sugar, fats, and oils, the 
change-in the food-consumption index could be as small as -0.1 percent. 
The fact that the typical price elasticity of demand for all food 
is smaller than the individual price elasticities for many individual 
foods is due in part to competition among, as well as within, major food 
groups. Many of these relationships cannot be measured by statistical 
means, but theoretical considerations suggest that significant price 
competition, "direct and indirect, does exist among the major food groups. 
This assumption is further supported by the stability of total food 
consumption measured in terms of calories despite shifts in consumption 
among the various commodity groups. As Fox points out, the following 
pattern seems to arise. A given year's production of food, livestock 
products, fruits, and vegetables moves.into consumption. The retail and 
farm prices of these commodities then adjust to the quantity offered by 
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Table 18. Food consumption in pounds per capita, selected commodities 
and periods, United States, 1935-39 to 1956 JL/ 
Commodity 
Average, 
1935-39 1947-49 1954 
1956 
pre­
liminary 
Meats (carcass weight), total 127.0 148.5 154.7 166.8 
Beef 55.6 65.6 80.1 85.4 
Pork 56.4 68.4 60.0 67.5 
Chicken (ready-to-cook) 13.4 18.7 22.8 24.3 
Turkey (ready-to-cook) 2.2 3.3 5.3 5.1 
Fats and oils, total, fat content 45.4 42.4 45.4 44.4 
Sugar, refined 97.4 95.1 96.3 98.4 
Potatoes, (farm weight) 130.0 114.0 106.0 100.0 
Sweet potatoes (farm weight) 21.6 12.6 8.0 8.0 
Wheat flour 160.0 137.0 126.0 .121.0 
Cornmeal 23.1 12.9 9.3 8.6 
Fruit - frozen (including juices) 
.8 3.2 7.4 8.8 
All food (index, 1947-49=100)a 91.0 100.0 101.0 103.0 
Food energy (retail weight basis) 3,270.0 3,230.0 3 ,190.0 3,230.0 
1/ (39, p. 414) 
a Pounds of each food consumed in the given period weighted by 
its average retail price per pound during 1947-49. Thus, mere 
weight is given to a pound of a higher priced item, such as 
beef, than to a pound of a lower priced item, such as sugar. 
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determined by support prices on the corresponding raw farm products. Per 
capita consumption of such a product tends to adjust to the product's 
retail price. If supplies of food livestock products increase sharply, 
as from 1954 to 1956, consumption of other products is cut back to keep 
the total intake of food energy at very nearly a constant level. The 
increase in the index of food•consumption from 1935-39 to 1956 reflects 
a shift from less expensive to more expensive calories within a practically 
constant total number of calories (39, p. 413). 
Figure eleven from Fox as noted gives an illustration of two relevant 
demand functions in each diagram. The gap between the solid and the 
dotted lines indicate the mark-up over farm level price usually assumed 
to exist. In A when the quantity and retail price both equal one hundred, 
the price elasticity of demand at retail equals -1.0, and the price 
elasticity of demand at the farm level equals -0.5. In B when the quan­
tity and retail price both are one hundred, the price elasticity of 
demand at retail equals -0.50, and the price elasticity of demand at the 
farm level equals -0.25. In B the two functional relations are steeper 
than in A. 
Elasticities of derived demand are smaller in the two cases than 
are the corresponding elasticities of consumer dematfd. With marketing 
margins remaining almost constant from one year to the next (though not 
over long periods), farm prices fluctuate by about the same absolute 
amount as do retail prices. However, the farm price is lower than the 
retail price by the amount of marketing charges. Hence, the percentage 
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Figure 11. Demand curve at retail and at farm price levels 
1/ (39, p. 415) 
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variation in farm prices associated with given changes in consumption is 
greater at the farm level than at the retail level. Diagram A is appro­
priate for individual meats and poultry meats in 1956. Diagram B may be 
appropriate for the aggregate of all food livestock products (39, p. 414). 
Figure twelve illustrates that the elasticity of demand at the farm 
level with respect to the total production or supply (production plus 
carry-in) of a commodity may be greater than the elasticity of demand 
derived from domestic consumption only (39, p. 415). The demand for • 
wheat for domestic food use has a low coefficient of price elasticity. 
The elasticities of demand for feed use and export are also quite small 
for prices above two dollars a bushel but become rather large as the 
United States average farm price of wheat approaches the price of feed 
grains or the price of wheat exported from other surplus-producing 
countries (39, p. 415). The quantity of wheat going into industrial uses 
is almost negligible. The dêmand curve showing increased industrial uses 
for wheat at prices below one dollar a bushel is an educated guess by 
Fox. Diagram E as figure twelve shows the total demand curve for United 
States wheat as the sum of the demand curves in different final uses. 
Under free market conditions at home and abroad there would be an 
additional commercial demand for wheat in any given year which is the 
demand for wheat to be stored for sale in subsequent years. The amount 
stored would depend upon such factors as the variability of wheat yields 
in the United States and other countries and the cost of storing wheat 
in comparison with possible price increases due to lower production in 
one or more future years (39, p. 415). 
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price changes upon long-run changes in demand. With available data 
sources and statistical methods, such analyses are more difficult and 
less conclusive than studies of short-run demand. -To a considerable 
extent, objective research must be supplemented by qualitative or 
intuitive arguments. 
Table eighteen indicates that striking changes have occurred in 
per capita consumption of different foods during twenty years. Most of 
these changes are attributable to factors other than price. Figure 
thirteen indicates on a schematic basis the probable effects of some of 
these non-price factors. Non-price factors are responsible for most of 
* 
the long-run changes in domestic food product consumption. Little 
quantitative information is available on the long-run effects of prices 
on food consumption in high-level income economies such as the United 
States possesses. 
Other things being equal, a fifty percent increase in population 
will be accompanied by a fifty percent increase in the demand for all 
food as an aggregate and for each individual food. However, a fifty 
percent increase in real income per consumer would produce an increase 
of only about ten percent in the per capita consumption of all food. 
The percentage increase in consumption of a few preferred products, such 
as beef, might be fully twice as large as this ; on the other hand, con­
sumption of cereal products and of fats and oils other than butter might 
even show a decrease as a result of higher consumer income (30, p. 427). 
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Figure 13. Factors causing long-run changes in demand 
1/ (39, p. 417) 
Promotion must have a  cons ide rab le  effect on  the market nos - i  M on  s  of 
individual branded products within a group of competing branded products. 
Also, in the case of new products availability is obviously prerequisite 
to consumption. One would expect the national average per capita con­
sumption of a new product to increase rapidly as it becomes available in 
more and more cities and in smaller and smaller towns and country stores. 
Consumption of broilers and turkeys must have increased in recent years 
partly as a result of increased availability at times other than the 
holiday season. The effectiveness of promotion in increasing the demand 
for the entire national output of a commodity such as pork or beef has 
not been conclusively demonstrated. Improvement in the quality of the 
entire national output of a commodity would also be expected to increase 
the demand for it-relative to those for competing products (39, p. 427). 
Diagram six showing the demand and supply structure for corn is 
illustrative of the kinds of relations needed for determining eventual 
land and land resource use. The arrows in this diagram show the direc­
tion of influence. The numbers are the percent change in the influenced 
variable associated with a one percent change in the influencing variables. 
The figure 0.6 from the arrow going from corn production to supply of 
feed is the coefficient of change in supply of feed concentrates gotten 
by a one percent change in corn production in the absence of price 
support (39, p. 428). This coefficient would fall with price support and 
storage. Diagram six is a highly simplified schematic diagram to give the 
structure of the feed grain and livestock economy. Time lags of a few 
months exist between corn production, its consumption, and the marketing 
of the livestock. 
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portents are indicated as adequate for specifying farm foodstuffs demands 
and final food demands. Available data^is inadequate for specifying 
extra-economic components and inadequate for settling the question of 
the importance of market imperfections in food demands. 
Data Needs and Availabilities Regarding 
Agricultural Factor Demands 
From the micro-economic component of final demand arises factor 
demand. These indirect demands stem from a firm's marginal revenue 
functions in the finished goods market and the production function of 
the firm. Derived demands for factors are in this manner related to 
marginal revenue productivities of factors. Factors are traditionally 
aggregated as: (1) capital, (2) management, (3) labor, and (4) land. 
To this is added water. 
The factor demand for capital in agriculture 
Since the essential concern is for land and land resources, agricul­
ture is the focus of attention because the agricultural sector is the 
largest user of land and natural resources. Further, capital inputs 
substitute for land in agriculture. Some of these are lime, fertilizer, 
and other soil and crop conditioners. Data on capital in agriculture 
are available and analytic discussions are numerous. Fertilizer use 
expands rapidly as crops marketed expand (111, p. 283; 120, p. 491). 
Fertilizer and tractor use is greatest in the commercial economic farm 
classes numbered one and two (113, p. 2; 88, p. 22; 97, p. 30). 
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Management, analytically separate from labor, is empirically diffi­
cult to separate from labor in the farm sector. Available data on 
management is inadequate. Data needs include the education of the farm 
manager in management analysis and consideration of extension services 
used. Customarily, production analysis of a farm operation is a 
three-input analysis of capital, land, and labor. 
The factor demand for labor in agriculture 
Throughout much of the agricultural history of the United States, 
labor inputs as well as management inputs in agriculture have been 
supplied by the farm family. This is still true. Yet, the population 
or labor supply increase in the rural areas is super-abundant for rural 
employment as current events in the United States attest. The biggest 
proportion of the population growth indicated in figures fourteen and 
fifteen has originated or will originate iii the rural sector, mainly 
from the rural farm sector. 
Because of labor-saving technology and a probable hired labor 
aversion in United States agriculture, use of labor by the farm manager 
other than family labor has dropped rapidly even though wages are 
relatively low (124, p. 13; 96, p. 9). Data availabilities are adequate 
regarding labor inputs in agriculture. 
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Land, subject to subtle influences coming from the total cultural-
populational structure and facing varied direct and derived demands, 
does appear to have a demonstrable derived economic demand as a productive 
input. 
If land in farms this year is a function of any economic pressure, 
one would expect this index to be dependent upon farm price expecta­
tions in the future. Assume land in farms is dependent upon expecta­
tions of next year's farm prices. Assume next year's realized price is 
a reasonable estimate of the farmer's expectation of next year's price, 
column two in table nineteen. Then using the farm products price as 
the price, column one in table nineteen, the following equation is 
set up: 
Y = a + bX; (4.38) 
where 
Y = land in farms this year, 
a = a constant, or intercept for the line Y equals zero, 
b = the slope of the line, and 
X = the farm products price index next year. 
Applying statistical procedures to the entries in table nineteen, 
the following are found : 
Y = 48.9? + 0.00006X. (4.39) 
Next, the question of significance of correlation between X and Y may 
be raised. Testing the correlation coefficient may be done by the 
following (98, p. 173): 
t(d.f. = n-2) = r V(n-2)/(l-r2); (4.40) 
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Table 19. Data to test- t-he 
function of next 
tivnnf-hPSPS ; t-M s vpar1 s Tan H In farms i« a 
year's farm products price 1/ 
Entry 
(1) 
% = <Pi+l> 
(2) 
Y = (Yt - 300,000) 
(1,000) 
1. 28.1 (-) 6.466 
2. 29.8 107.179 
3. 40.5 107.723 
4. 35.3 236.064 
5. 30.1 323.207 
6. 29.3 538.583 
7. 37.1 578.792 
8. 49.4 655.878 
9. 55.9 624.316 
10. 36.2 686.768 
11. 45.2 754.512 
12. 46.0 760.851 
.13. 83.2 841.614 
14. 113.4 858.565 
15. 89.6 585.192 
1/ (111, pp. 115-117, p. 278) 
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t = student's t value with degrees of freedom equal to (n-2) 
where n is the number of observations, and 
r = the simple correlation coefficient. 
The entries needed are: 
'(d.f.-lS)- °'67424 \/"/(l-0.4546) - 3-291- (4-41> 
The probability is less than 0.01 of r equaling zero with a t value of 
greater than 3.012 (98, p. 46). This helps to support the hypothesis 
of a correlation between this year's land in farms and expectations of 
next year1 s prices. 
The farmer's demand for land as an input is conditioned by national 
farm product. National farm product is conditioned by farm price 
receipts. If prices next year are expected to be better than those of 
this year, slightly more land may be expected to go into farms. 
Table twenty gives four entries : (1) cash receipts from crops, 
(2) net income from farming to farmers, (3) acres in crops lagged one 
year, and (4) harvested acres in crops. Cash receipts this year 
regressed upon last year's harvested crop acres, and net income this 
year going to farmers for farming regressed upon last year's harvested 
crop acres both demonstrate agricultural activity to be significantly 
correlated with aggregate income of the farm sector. For the first 
regression the probability of a larger t value with a regression coeffi­
cient of zero was found to be less than 0.05. For the second regression, 
a larger t value with a regression coefficient of zero was found to be 
less than 0.01. 
1/ 
Table 20. Cropland and incomes 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 
X%: cash r X2: Net income : Acres Xg: Acres 
receipts from to farm people in crops harvested 
Year crop farming from farming in harvested that were in 
T in 100 millions 100 millions of last year crops this 
of dollars dollars (t-1), year (t), 
millions millions 
of acres of acres 
1955 137 
z > 
135 346 340 
4 137 144 348 346 
3 142 151 349 348 
2 144 173 344 349 
1 133 181 345 344 
1950 124 157 360 345 
49 124 147 356 360 
48 131 198 354 356 
47 131 175 351 354 
46 110 170 354 351 
45 97 140 361 354 
44 92 134 356 361 
43 81 132 346 356 
42 65 111 342 346 
41 46 75 339 342 
1940 35 53 330 339 
1/ (111, pp. 281, 283) 
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Table twenty-one gives six columns ct items whose interreiacionsnips 
may be tested. The t test used to examine relations between food and 
beverage spending (column one) and total cropland for crops lagged one 
year (column three) indicated the probability of a correlation coefficient 
of zero to be less than 0.001. With similar testing for food and 
beverage spending (column one) and current cropland for crops (column 
four), the probability of a zero correlation was found to be less than 
0.005. 
The factor demand for water in agriculture 
Good water is becoming increasingly scarce. Unless existing sur­
face and subsurface supplies are managed efficiently and fully developed, 
the nation's potential for economic growth will be limited. Converting 
saline and brackish waters to fresh water may hold promise for relieving 
undersupply to a degree, but such efforts must be supplemental to pro­
grams aimed at conserving and developing surface and ground water 
resources. 
Much of the seventy percent of precipitation shown in table twenty-
two that never reaches streams replenishes ground water supplies and 
sustains vast acreages of forests, grasslands, and non-irrigated crops 
and pastures. 
Non-irrigated crops account for roughly eighty percent of the total 
value of crops produced in the United States. Livestock and timber 
production is virtually all on non-irrigated land. 
1/ ' 
Table 21. Volume of food and beverage spending, food marketing, and cropland for crops 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
X Y1 Y2 Y3 y4. Y5 
Food and Volume of Total Total Acreages of Acreages 
beverage total farm food cropland cropland harvested harvested in 
in billions of marketings for crops for crops crops in millions 
current dollars and home million million millions of (t) 
consumption acres (t-1) acres (t) acres (t-1) 
1955 68 110 380 377 346 340 
4 66 108 380 380 348 346 
3 65 106 380 380 349 348 
2 64 104 382 380 344 349 
1 62 101 378 382 345 • 344 
1950 55 99 387 378 360 345 
49 54 100 378 387 356 360 
48 56 98 373 378 354 356 
47 54 102 369 373 351 354 
46 49 102 372 369 354 351 
45 42 103 379 372 361 354 
44 37 103 377 379 356 361 
43 34 98 370 377 346 356 
42 29 93 367 370 342 346 
41 24 85 368 367 339 342 
1940 20 82 363 368 330 339 
1/ (111, pp. 5, 8, 178, 281) 
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Table 22. Estimated current water supplies in the United States, 
excluding Alaska and Hawaii _i/ 
Millions Equivalent Percent of 
Supply item of acre- inches per précipita -
feet unit area tion 
Annual precipitation supply 4,394 27. 7 100 
Annual on-site use 3,068 19. 4 70 
Annual runoff or streamflow supply 1,326 8. 3 30 
Total ground-water stock 43,960 277. 1 
Ground water as years of runoff 33 years 
1/ (126, p. 27) 
Water withdrawals (excluding hydropower) in the forty-eight con­
tiguous states from streamflow and ground water are increasing. In 
1960, they ranged between 287-303 million acre-feet per year, or between 
260-270 billion gallons per day as shown in table twenty-three. 
Agriculture now uses from 107-119 million acre-feet per year, or 
forty percent of all withdrawals, for livestock, household, and irriga­
tion purposes. The declining importance of agricultural withdrawals 
relative to other uses is indicated by generally lower rates of increase 
for agriculture by five year periods since 1940. 
Annual consumption of water from surface water bodies and wells for 
all purposes amounts to from 60-68 million acre-feet, or about twenty-
two percent of that withdrawn. 
Largely because of a sixty percent consumptive use rate in water 
applied to irrigated land, diversion and pumping in rural areas account 
for from 52-57 million acre-feet, or eighty-three percent of the total 
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Table 23. Trends in major withdrawal and consumptive uses of water 
between 1940 and 1960 in the United States, excluding 
Alaska and Hawaii 1/ 
Withdrawal 'and consumptive 
use items 
1940 1945 1950 1955 1960 
Agricultural withdrawals 
Withdrawals, million acre-feet 67 76 90 98 107-119 
Average 5-year percent increase - - 13 18 9 9 
Percent of all withdrawals 52 48 47 41 37-39 
All withdrawals _ 
Withdrawals, million acre-feet 129 160 192 240 287-303 
Average 5-year percent increase 24 20 25 20 
Agricultural consumption 
Consumption, million acre-feet " 33 - 36 44 47 52-•57 
Average 5-year percent increase - - 9 22 7 4 
Percent of agricultural withdrawals49 47 49 48 48-•49 
Percent of all consumption 92 90 90 89 82-•84 
. consumption 
Consumption, million acre-feet 36 40 49 53 60-•68 
Average 5-year percent increase - - 11 22 8 13 
Percent of all withdrawals 28 25 25 22 21-•22 
1/ (126, p. 28) 
consumed for all purposes. This proportion has declined from ninety-
two percent since 1940, due mainly to growing water use in manufacturing 
and by municipal water systems. Upward trends in the two latter uses are 
associated directly with population growth and urbanization. Since 1940, 
these factors have reduced the overall rate of consumptive use from 
twenty-eight percent of withdrawals to twenty-two percent of withdrawals. 
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by public water utilities is largely from ground sources; seventy-
three percent of the quantity needed for irrigation is withdrawn from 
surface sources; and seventy percent of all agricultural water with­
drawals are from surface sources as shown in table twenty-four. 
These data reflect western rather than eastern conditions, howevers 
particularly with respect to irrigation. Surface water serves only about 
twenty-one percent of the irrigated acreage in the East. 
Population growth, urbanization, and industrialization likely will 
bring about further declines in agricultural water withdrawals and con­
sumption in proportion to municipal-industrial uses. However, agriculture 
will remain the principal consumptive user of water in the foreseeable 
-future. 
Estimates from the 1959 Census of Agriculture indicate that about 
33 million acres are now irrigated on 309,000 farms in the forty-eight 
contiguous states. Hawaii adds another 141,000 acres and Alaska only 
360 acres. 
Almost ninety-three percent of the total irrigated acreage is in 
the seventeen Western states. Eastern irrigation has declined by 297,000 
acres from the 2.6 million acres reported in 1954, due to sizable reduc­
tions in rice plantings in the Delta States and modest declines associated 
with improved moisture conditions in ten other mornally humid states. 
In the nation, however, irrigation has increased substantially since 1939, 
with the rate of increase averaging 750,000 acres per year. 
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United" States, excluding Alaska and Hawaii 1/ 
Use and ' Annual use Percen-
primary Live- Other Irriga- Total1 tage of 
source of stock rural . ' tion agricul- total 
supply, • - domestic ture 
Million Million Million Million Percent 
acre-ft. acre-ft. acre-ft. acre-ft. 
Withdrawal 
Surface 0.78 0.11 75.14 76.03 70 
Ground 1.01 2.13 27.79 30.93 30 
Total 1.79 2.24 102.94 106.96 100 
Consumption 
All 1.68 1.34 49.32 52.34 100 
Percentage of Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 
93 60 '48 49 
1/ (126, p. 30) 
Trends over a twenty year period indicate average annual increases 
of about two million acre-feet in water withdrawals for irrigation and 
of 0.9 million acre-feet in consumptive use as table twenty-five shows. 
In 1939, only seventeen percent of the irrigated acreages in the 
United States was served with ground water ; contrasted with forty-four 
percent at present. 
Changes in the West, where initial irrigation was largely through 
streamflow diversion, are even more striking. Trends imply limited addi­
tional opportunities for streamflow storage and diversion in historically 
important irrigated areas, fairly complete use of available streamflow for 
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lable 2S. Trends in irrigation and associated water use from 1939-60 
in the United States, excluding Alaska and Hawaii _1/ 
Irrigation water use Acreage 
Census year Total served bv 
irrigated Acre- Acre- 5-year Surface Ground 
acreage feet feet rates of water water 
• with- con- increase 
drawn sumed in con­
sumption 
Millions Millions Millions Percent Percent Percent 
1939 17.98 63.65 30.16 83 17 
1944 20.54 70.86 32.92 9 78 22 
1949 25.79 86.40 40.70 23 73 27 
1954 29.55 93.67 44.15 8 63 37 
1959 33.02 100.71 48.40 9 56 44 
1960(estimated) 33.75 102.94 49.32 56 44 
1/ (126. p. 31) 
agricultural or non-agricultural purposes and, for many new irrigation 
areas, almost complete dependence on ground water (126, p. 29). 
These and other factors have combined in some basins to create 
serious water allocation and development problems. Solutions depend 
on cooperative efforts of individuals, agricultural and industrial 
groups, and concerned levels of government. 
Data Needs and Availabilities Regarding Demands for 
Land, Land Resources, and Water 
Data needs are few regarding land as an input. Available data on 
agricultural land use are numerous. Available data on general land and 
land resources use are in varied supply. Available data are increasing 
in the general use area relating to water. 
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Popul'atica dcruand^ foi laud, land icàwïtea, and wanji 
From cultural-populational pressure, population exerts a generalized 
demand upon land, land resources, and its water through two channels. 
These are : (1) through subsistance -for food demands, and (2). through 
extra-subsistance for residential and recreational demands. Since in 
modern United States food is so readily available, little pressure 
arises nationally for land for food production. Population moving from 
farm to city exerts strong and growing pressure for dwelling and recrea­
tional places. 
This urban population pressure of the past and of the expected 
future is amply demonstrated by the figures of table twenty-six. In 
1860, twenty percent of the continental United States population was' 
urban, living in cities averaging 16,000 people. In 1980, seventy-
seven percent of this population is expected to be urbanized, living 
in cities averaging 23,000 people. 
Nor is this population shift to be uniformly distributed. Table 
twenty-seven indicates regional variances in population change. By 
1975, the east south central region will be twelve percent greater than 
in 1954. By the same date, the Pacific region will be seventy-six 
percent larger in numbers than it was in 1954. 
The cultural-populational structured pressure which includes people, 
nature, and culture has generated certain land and water use patterns 
and problems. The patterns are modified by man's technology. The 
problems arise from rates of modification and rates of technological 
development. 
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lable 2o. lotal and urban population, number and average size of cities, 
and area of cities, by census periods 1790 to 1950 , and 
projections to 1980 1/ 
Population3 Cities3 Area in 
Year Total Urban0 Urban Number Average cities 
(1,000) (1,000) as per­ population (1,000 
cent of acres) 
total 
1790 3,929 202 5 24 8,420 ' 54 
1800 5,308 322 6 33 9,760 80 
1810 7,240 525 7 46 11,400 116 
1820 9,638 693 7 6L 11,400 154 
1830 12,866 1,127 9 90 12,300 241 
1840 17,069 1,845 11 131 14,100 375 
1850 23,192 3,544 15 236 15,000 720 
1860 31,443 6,217 20 392 15,900 1,200 
1870 39,818 9,902 25 663 15,000 1,958 
1880 50,156 14,130 28 . 939 15,100 2,785 
1890 62,948 22,106 35 ' 1 ,348 16,400 4,190 
1900 75,995 30,160 40 1 ,737 17,300 5,545 
1910 91,972 41,400 45 2 ,262 18,300 7,450 
1920 105,711 54,158 51 2 ,722 19,900 9,535 
1930 122,775 68,955 56 3 ,165 21,800 11,780 
1940 131,669 74,424 56 3 ,464 21,500 12,800 
1950 150,697 88,927 59 4,023 22,100 15,040 
1980 240,000 185,000 77 8 ,100 22,900 30,300 
1/ (20, p. 56) 
a All data apply to the 48 continental states, 
k In towns and cities of 2,500 and over. 
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lable 2/. ropulacion oi the United States and census regions, actual 
1954 and projected to 1975 1/ 
Region Population Increase 
1954 1975 
(Thousands) (Percent) 
New England 9,843 12,850 30.6 
Middle Atlantic 31,463 40,500 28.7 , 
East North Central 32,529 45,300 39.2 
West North Central 14,579 17,300 18.7 
South Atlantic 23,035 32,523 41.2 
East South Central 11,682 13,100 12.1 
West South Central 15,571 20,200 29.7 
Mountain 5,762 9,582 66.3 
Pacific 16,733 29,439 75.9 
Continental United States 161,999 220,794 36.3 
1/ (82, p. 5) 
Major current uses and projections of future land and water needs 
are given in tables twenty-eight and twenty-nine. Intra- and inter-
category shifts are notable in table twenty-eight. In table twenty-
nine increased demands for water are seen to be substantial. Non-
agricultural land and water uses will rise rapidly. 
Cultural demands affecting land, land resources, and water 
Land, land resources, and water use patterns arise from: (1) tra­
ditional arrangements, (2) institutional arrangements, (3) physical 
arrangements both natural and technological, and (4) economic arrange­
ments. These categories and their known arrangements plus yet unknown 
arrangements within these categories bear on future land and water use. 
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Table 28. Shifts in land-use patterns, 1959 to 1980 
Major use 1959 use 
millions 
acres 
1980 projection 
millions acres 
Agricultural uses : 
1. Cropland 
2. Pasture and range 
3. Forest land 
Commercial 
Non-commercial 
4. Farmsteads and farm roads 
Total agricultural land 
458 
633 
746 
.530 
216 
10 
1,847 (M. Ac.) 
407 
651 
741 
537 
204 
10 
1,810 (M. Ac.) 
Non-agricultural uses: 
1. Special-purpose uses 
2. Miscellaneous land 
Total non-agricultural land 
Total land area 
147 
277 
424 
2,271 
196 
266 
462 
2,271 
1/ (126, p. 43) 
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States, excluding Alaska and Hawaii 1/ 
Supply or use Increase 
Item 1960 1980 1960-80 
Million Million 
acre- Percent acre- Percent, 'Percent 
feet feet 
Annual renewable supply 1,326 — 1,326 
Annual withdrawals : 
All withdrawal uses 287 100 670 100 133 
Agricultural withdrawals 107 37 129 19 21 
Irrigation withdrawals 103 36 124 19 20 
Irrigated acres (millions) 33.75 — 42.40 — 26 
Annual consumption: 
All consumptive uses 60 100 82 100 37 
Agricultural consumption 52 87 62 76 19 
Irrigation consumption 49 82 58 71 18 
1/ (126, p. 45) 
To reveal land, water, and land resources use patterns in today's 
cultural environment, four principal types of resource-base studies are 
used in basic data collection, as F. J. Marschner shows (79). These 
include: (1) preparation of base maps, (2) population studies, (3) studies 
of the economic base of the community, and (4) land-use studies. These 
types of studies show the inter-relatedness which exists between 
traditions, institutions, physical characteristics and economic 
patterns. 
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directing economic growth stemming from land, land resources, and water 
use patterns are: (1) power of policing reflected in ordinances and 
codes ; (2) power of eminent domain reflected through just compensation 
and condemnation, (3) power of spending and proprietory power, and 
(4) power of taxation. These aim to alter current uses. An excellent 
illustration is a recent governmental policy pronouncement (117). 
Considering just land area, tables thirty and thirty-one show a 
composite use structure generated by current cultural-populational 
pressures. This structure includes: (1) urban metropolitan center use; 
(2) recreational use; (3) agricultural use; (4) forest use; (5) grazing 
use; and (6) miscellaneous uses including: (a) transportation uses ; 
(b) reservoir uses for water, (c) mineral production, (d) wildlife uses, 
(e) various public purposes, and (f) future unknown uses. 
Major current uses (112, pp. 5, 185) of the 2.3 billion acres or 
3.6 million square miles of land in the United States are shown by 
public and private categories. Only 1.5 billion acres of the 2.3 
billion is not federally owned. The federal amount of 0.8 billion 
acres amounts to 33.8 percent of the total (112, p. 185). The cost of 
this is stated as 2.7 billion dollars (112, p. 185) . 
Excluding Alaska and Hawaii, the total United States acreage is 
1.9 billion (112, p. 184). This is distributed as follows : (1) 1.4 
billion acres is private, (2) 0.5 billion is public and of this 0.5 
billion, 0.4 billion is federal (112, p. 184). Of the United States 
acreage 1.9 billion acres, 1.1 billion is in farm and 0.8 billion acres 
is not (112, p. 614). 
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1/ 
Y TM ^ ^ a J O ^ ^ A ^ 
Farmsteads 
lanes and 
waste 
in farms 
not in 
farms 
Land area, 1950 
LAND AREA, U.S. 
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / /  
uiiiiiiiiihi/I 
///Cropland // 
////harvested // 
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / /  
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / /  
^Pasture 
/////////////// 
// Idle /////// 
// Forest and// 
// cutover land 
Cities, 
desert, etc. 
Pasture 
Forestland 
90 
80 
70 
60 
50 
40 
30 
20 
10 
0 
In farms 
100% 
Acres Percent 
(In millions) 
1,904 100.0 
1,159 60.9 
Farmsteads, lanes, 
waste 
Cropland harvested 
Pasture 
Idle (crop failure, 
fallow, or other 
idle cropland) 
Forests and cutover 
land 
Pastured* 
Not pastured 
Not in farms 
45 
345 
485 
64 
220 
135 
85 
745 
Roads, railroads, 
cities, and waste, 
including marshes, 
sand dunes, bare 
rock, desert, etc. 144 
Pasture (including 
roughly 100 million 
acres of arid wood­
land and brush land 
used for grazing) 290 
Forest land capable of producing timber of commercial 
quantity and quality 
2.4 
18.1 
25.5 
3.4 
11.6 
7.1 
4.5 
39.1 
7.6 
311 
15.2 
16.3 
Public land, total 
Private land, total 
568 
1,336 
29.8 
70.2 
1/ (111, p. 7) 
a Includes 34 million acres of arid woodland and brush land. 
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Table 31. Major uses of land in the United States, 1954 
Land use 
Millions 
of acres 
Percentages 
of total 
Agricultural uses: 
Cropland 
Cropland harvested, summer fallow, 
and crop failure 
Unharvested cover and soil-building 
crops, and idle cropland 
Total 
Pasture and grazing land 
Cropland used as pasture 
Farm pasture 
Nonforested grazing land 
Total 
Forest landa 
Pastured farm woodland 
Grazed forest land 
Forest, land, not grazed 
Farm woodland, not pastured 
Total 
380.5 
18.7 
399.2 
6 6 . 1  
459.9 
173.5 
698.5 
121.2 
180.1 
238.3 
75.8 
615.4 
20.0 
1 .0  
21.0 
3.4 
24.1 
9.1 
36.6 
6.4 
9.4 
12.5 
4.0 
32.3 
Miscellaneous farm areas 
Farm homesteads and service areas' 
Farm roads and lanes 
Wasteland included in farms 
Total 
9.0 
2.0 
25.0 
36.0 
0.5 
0 . 1  
1.3 
1.9 
Non-agricultural uses: 
Urban areas 
Highways, railroad rights-of-way, airports 
National and state parks 
Wildlife areas 
National defense areas 
Other service lands 
Nonfarm wasteland and miscellaneous 
Total 
18.6 
24.5 
18.7 
8 . 8  
21.5 
7.1 
55.5 
154.7 
1 .0  
1.3 
1.0  
.5 
1 .1  
.4 
2.9 
8 . 2  
1,903.8 100.0 
1/ (111, p. 42) 
a An additional 26 million acres of forest lands is included in 
parks, wildlife, and other use areas. 
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0.4 billion acres, (2) grassland pasture, 0.5 billion acres, (3) forest 
and woodland, 0.2 billion acres, and (4) farmsteads, roads, "and other 
land,- 0.04 billion acres (112, p. 614). 
The 0.8 billion acres not in farms is divided as follows : 
(1) grazing land, 0.3 billion acres, (2) forest land not used for 
grazing, 0\3 billion, and (3) other land including urban," industrial, 
residential, military, swamp, unused, and waste, 0.2 billion acres 
(112, p. 614). The total land and water area under the United States 
flag in 1950 equalled 3,620,342 square miles. Of this, the continental 
United States had 3,022,387 (114, p. 1). Since 640 acres equals a sec­
tion, this total area is 5656.8 sections. The contiguous continental 
area of the United States is 4722.5 sections. The areas of Alaska 
(586.000 square miles), Hawaii, Puerto Rico, Guam, Samoa, Virgin 
Islands, Panama Canal Zone, and other islands added to the contiguous 
continental figure make 3.6 million square miles. 
Continental land area (excluding Alaska) in 1950 was distributed 
among major use classes as follows : (1) forty percent pasture and 
grazing for livestock, (2) twenty-eight percent forests, (3) twenty-
two percent cropland including land temporarily lying fallow, (4) ten 
percent buildings, roads or waste. Over half of forest and woodland was 
used for grazing (111, p. 7). 
Sixty percent of the land area was in farms. This was divided as 
follows: (1) fifty-three percent was pasture, (2) thirty-five percent 
was cropland, (3) seven percent was woodland, and (4) five percent was 
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rarm buildings, roads, or waste. Federal and state governments held 
thirty percent of the land area. The federal government for example, 
still owns fifty-four percent of the area of the eleven far western 
states, (eighty-four percent of the state of Nevada, seventy-one percent 
of Utah, and sixty-nine percent of Arizona). In federal ownership are: 
(1) 228,708,000 acres of national forests, (2) 151,707,000 acres of 
grazing lands, (3) 56,000,000 acres under the jurisdiction of the 
Office of Indian Affairs of the Department of the Interior as reserva­
tions for American Indians, and (4) 21,866,000 acres in 175 national parks' 
and memorials open to the public (111, p. 7). 
Principal classifications of land uses, given in table thirty-one 
include: (1) cropland, (2) pasture and grazing land, (3) forest land, 
(4) mineral land, (5) recreational land, (6) residential land, (7) com­
mercial land, (8) industrial land, (9) transportation land, and (10) ser­
vice areas plus barren or wasteland. Highest use in terms of price 
commanded-is industrial or commercial, followed by (in descending order): 
(1) residential, (2) crop and arable, (3) grazing and forest, and 
(4) barren or wasteland. 
Urban land demands 
D. J. Bogue (9) links urban land consumption to population growth. 
He emphasizes one aspect of the problem, the conversion of land from 
non-agricultural uses in the vicinity of growing metropolitan centers 
(9, p. 6). Bogue sees two forces underlying the outward thrust of the 
perimeter of urban land use: (1) population growth, and (2) a search 
for less congested dwelling and business sites. 
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During 19ûû-iSbû, the population of the united States*grew. 75 
million. Over this period the 147 principal standard metropolitan areas 
of the year 1950 (which held only forty percent of the nation's total 
population in 1900) received seventy-two percent of the population 
increase. In the period 1940-1950, these same 147 metropolitan areas 
received eighty percent of the population increase. 
During 1900 to 1950, the farm population became smaller and the 
hinterland village population saw little growth. 
Since urban growth is such rapid growth, one wonders how many 
acres of land are removed from agricultural production as population 
expands. Bogue puts this on a basis of a rate per 1,000 population. 
The indicated procedure for discovering the relationship is as follows : 
(1) select a sample of areas where population increase is taking place 
and measure the amount of population change during a specified interval 
of time; (2) for each such area, measure the change in the use of land 
by type of use during the same time span as that used for population; 
(3) for each area, relate the change in the use of land to the change in 
population; (4) by comparing the observations for all units in the sample, 
try to discover average tendencies and attempt to account for variations. 
Following the study design outlined, the land use of the 147 standard 
metropolitan areas was assembled from the Censuses of Agriculture for 
1930, 1940, 1950, and 1954. The usual classification of land use was 
employed. Statistics on land use in 1949 and change in land use from 
1929 to 1949 were tabulated for each standard metropolitan area. 
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Bogue (9, p. 8) estimated that the average or medium rate of con­
version of land to non-agricultural use in metropolitan areas as a result 
of population increase could be expressed by the following equation: 
L = 238P/1,000 = 0.238P; (4.42) 
where 
L = acres of land in farms converted to non-agricultural use, and 
P = increase in total population of the standard metropolitan area. 
Table thirty-two indicates amounts of agricultural land expected to 
be converted to non-agricultural uses by the year 1975 in the 147 standard 
metropolitan areas. The medium land conversion equation (4.42) was 
applied. This assumes the 147 standard metropolitan areas will receive 
seventy-five percent of the population increase. 
Table 32. Rate of conversion of agricultural land to non-agricultural 
uses 1 /  
Acres 
Time period ; (in thousands) 
1955-1960 2,000 
1960-1965 1,756 
1965-1970 1,799 
1970-1975 ' 1,881 
Total 7,436 
1/ (9, p. 9) 
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Assuming non-pascured farm woodland to be arrected very little by 
urban land conversion, these estimates call for a decrease in cropland 
and pasture of 7.4 million acres by 1975. In using such projections, one 
must remember that: (1) population growth can slacken suddenly, and 
(2) suspension of building activity by a recession can slow urban spread. 
Bogue sees the urban economy making intensive use of all land that 
has been converted from agricultural use. A decision concerning the 
Tightness or wrongness of current conversions is to be viewed from the 
perspective of anticipated future land requirements and the timing of 
conversion. Some practices regarding converting of land may be thought 
to be premature. 
Within the metropolitan areas themselves, the process of reclaiming 
land used for urban purposes has about reached a limit. The 1954 Census 
of Agriculture showed that in all except a few standard metropolitan 
areas the conversion of farm land exceeded the increase through reclama­
tion. Population growth and suburbanization may be expected to lead 
inevitably to a decrease in the agricultural resources surrounding and 
within the metropolitan area proper (9, p. 11). 
Transportational and recreational land and water demands 
Urban land demands are essentially tied to population. Transport 
needs for land and recreational needs for land and water are signifi­
cantly tied to urban expansion as Clawson (20) shows. 
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Urban pressures, important In these two categories, are most rre-
quently studied as they relate to. land rather than land and water. In 
1960, two-thirds of the nation's people live in cities. By the year 2000 
this will be eighty percent. The average city of the 1950 census was 
22,000. Total area in the cities stands roughly at one percent of the 
total land ajrea of the United States. By the year 2000 this will pro­
bably increase to two percent. Significant questions relating to these 
two uses are raised regarding .the kinds of cities being built on the land. 
By careful land planning, sound urban development can be realized. Urban 
population expansion could occur on thirty million acres instead of 
forty-one million acres by 2000. This small acreage saving may seem 
unimportant when thinking of agricultural farm surpluses of forty and 
more millions of acres, but it should be born in mind that this saving 
is located in some of the most strategic areas of the United States. 
In a high income society, recreation is as important as food, 
shelter, and clothing. Four factors have caused the increase in need 
% 
and economic demand for outdoor recreation areas : (1) total population 
has risen, (2) increases in real income per capita have increased 
demands, (3) increases in leisure have arisen as the work week is 
shortened, and (4) improvements in travel conditions have developed. 
Clawson (20) examines outdoor recreation under three general 
headings : (1) user-oriented areas, (2) resource based areas, and 
(3) intermediate areas. The first is located where people live. The 
second is scenic in nature. The third is a few hours away. The trend 
in user-oriented areas is about a four percent increase annually. The 
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trend and usage or both other types is about ten percent annually. By 
the year 2000, a 400 percent increase in user-oriented areas is pro­
jected. An increase sixteen times the present use is projected for 
intermediate areas. An increase of forty times present use is projected 
for resource based areas. This gives an aggregate increase in land 
« 
used for outdoor recreation which is ten times the 1956 use (20, p. 42). » 
Recreational use is contingent upon travel conditions. Hence land 
for transportation is important in recreational needs. There is reason 
t to believe that the land held in transportation exceeds needs. The 
area used for railroads is eight million acres. That used for road 
rights-of-way is sixteen million acres. That used for airports is one 
and one-half million acres. These total twenty-five million acres. 
1/ 
Table 33. Water use, income, and people, 
- . -
1954 1980 
Low Medium High 
Population (million) 162 225 244 278 
GNP (billions of 1960 dollars) 426 960 1,060 1,260 
Water (billion gallons per day): 
Total withdrawals 300 456 559 849 
Losses charged against available 
runoff 109 170 190 246 
1/ (65, p. 6) 
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Tabic 34. Total population, continental United SLûLes, waLci ix.c 
regions, 1950, 1960 and 1980 1/ 
1980 
1950 1960 
Low Medium High 
New England 9.1 9.6 10.9 11.8 13.5 
Delaware and Hudson 20.5 23.4 27.9 30.3 34.5 
Chesapeake Bay 8.5 10.6 13.5 14.6 16.7 
Southeast 16.4 19.7 24.4 26.5 30.1 
Eastern Great Lakes 10.4 12.6 16.2 17.6 20.0 
Western Great Lakes 11.3 13.7 17.5 19.0 21.7 
Ohio 16.2 19.5 24.0 26.0 29.6 
Cumberland 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.7 
Tennessee 2.8 3.1 3.3 3.6 4.1 
Upper Mississippi 10.6 12.3 14.7 15.9 18.1 
Lower Mississippi 4.1 4.5 4.7 5.1 5.8 
Upper Missouri 5.3 5.9 6.5 7.0 8.0 
Lower Missouri 2.2 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.9 
Upper Arkansas-White-Red 3.3 3.7 4.2 4.6 5.2 
Lower Arkansas-White-Red 3.7 3.7 3.5 3.8 4.3 
Western Gulf 6.9 8.6 11.6 12.6 14.3 
Upper Rio Grande and Pecos 1.0 1.2 1.6 1.8 2.0 
Colorado 1.2 1.7 2.6 2.9 3.2 
Great Basin .8 1.1 1.7 1.8 2.1 
Pacific Northwest 4.6 5.9 7.6 8.3 9.4 
Central Pacific 5.0 7.2 11.9 12.9 14.7 
South Pacific 5.6 8.1 12.6 13.7 15.6 
United States 150.7 179.5 224.9 243.8 277.6 
1/ (65, p. 35) 
1/ 
Table 35. Urban population, water resource regions, 1950, 1960, and 1980 
1950 1960 1980 
Low Medium High 
New England 7.0 7.3 7.7 9.0 10.9 
Delaware and Hudson 16.5 20.1 25.5 28.2 32.6 
Chesapeake Bay 5.2 7.3 10.0 11.6 13.0 
Southeast 7.0 10.1 13.5 16.9 21.2 
Eastern Great Lakes 8.1 10.1 13.0 15.0 17.4 
Western Great Lakes 7.9 10.0 12.8 14.9 17.9 
Ohio 10.2 12.9 15.8 18.8 22.9 
Cumberland .5 .6 .7 .9 1.1 
Tennessee 1.2 1.6 1.7 2.2 2.8 
Upper Mississippi 6.0 7.5 9.1 11.0 13.5 
Lower Mississippi 1.7 2.2 2.5 3.2 4.0 
Upper Missouri 2.4 3.0 3.5 4.4 5.5 
Lower Missouri 1.3 1.3 1.5 1.9 2.2 
Upper Arkansas-White-Red 1.8 2.3 3.0 3.5 4.2 
Lower Arkansas-White-Red 1.7 2.1 2.2 2.7 3.3 
Western Gulf 4.4 6.5 10.1 11.3 13.1 
Upper Rio Grande and Pecos .5 .8 1.2 1.4 1.7 
Colorado .7 1.2 2.0 2.4 2.8 
Great Basin .5 .8 1.4 1.5 1.8 
Pacific Northwest 2.7 3.8 5.2 6.2 7.4 
Central Pacific 4.0 6.3 11.2 12.3 14.1 
South Pacific 5.1 7.8 12.5 13.6 15.5 
United States 96.5 125.5 166.1 192.6 229.8 
1/ (65, p. 36) 
1/ 
Table 36. Withdrawal uses: Total withdrawals, 1954 
(In million gallons per day) 
Manufac- Steam- Muni- Flow now 
Agriculture Mining turing electric cipal Total equaled 
or 
' exceeded 
95 percent 
of time 
New England 101 17 1,624 3,571 1,022 6,335 6,300 
Delaware and Hudson 255 68 3,071 8,927 2,360 14,681 3,200 
Chesapeake Bay 172 66 1,551 4,464 812 7,065 5,600 
Southeast 1,726 170 2,099 6,249 998 11,242 21,000 
Eastern Great Lakes 125 42 4,036 5,356 1,675 11,234 2,300 
Western Great Lakes 205 100 4,329 6,249 2,052 12,935 8,400 
Ohio 334 166 5,789 14,284 1,439 22,012 7,400 
Cumberland 32 2 49 *  •  —  75 158 1,500 
Tennessee 100 46 641 2,678 191 3,656 9,000 
Upper Mississippi 382 76 1,518 5,356 1,075 8,407 7,800 
Lower Mississippi 1,438 102 912 1,786 238 4,476 2,100 
Upper Missouri 25,369 71 307 1,786 372 27,905 1,800 
Lower Missouri 125 3 118 893 180 1,319 410 
Upper Arkansas-White-Red 6,181 41 148 1,786 251 8,407 640 
Lower Arkansas-White-Red 1,481 42 342 1,786 225 3,876 1,000 
Western Gulf 14,310 155 3,090 4,464 667 22,686 920 
Upper Rio Grande and Pecos 8,783 38 47 —  — —  84 8,952 245 
Colorado 26,403 58 44 —  — —  187 26,692 905 
Great Basin 12,272 71 96 —  W W  172 12,611 840 
Pacific Northwest 22,756 40 1,156 — • — 762 24,714 9,700 
Central Pacific 46,973 46 526 1,786 733 50,064 1,300 
South Pacific 6,601 38 408 2,678 1,104 10,829 116 
United States 176,125 1,458 31,901 74,099 16,674 300,256 90,000 
1/ (65, p. 39) 
Table 37. 
1/ 
Withdrawal uses : Total withdrawals, 1980 
(In million gallons per day) 
Steam-
Agriculture Mining Manufacturing electric Municipal Total 
New England 294 8 4,616 11,606 1,477 18,001 
Delaware and Hudson 439 65 8,285 23,211 3,753 35,753 
Chesapeake Bay 410 65 5,471 13,391 1,440 20,777 
Southeast 3,328 81 8,115 25,889 1,832 39,245 
Eastern Great Lakes 320 150 12,208 16,962 2,763 32,403 
Western Great Lakes 571 92 11,556 22,318 3,360 37,897 
Ohio 858 304 15,433 48,208 2,374 67,177 
Cumberland 70 4 296 -  — —  119 489 
Tennessee 196 28 2,334 8,927 311 11,796 
Upper Mississippi 921 222 3,523 16,069 1,759 22,494 
Lower Mississippi 2,110 154 2,441 3,571 387 8,663 
Upper Missouri 25,361 87 688 7,142 618 33,896 
Lower Missouri 248 9 296 1,786 279 2,618 
Upper Arkansas-White-Red 5,841 55 . 422 5,356 419 12,093 
Lower Arkansas-White-Red 2,099 50 1,041 3,571 341 7,102 
Western Gulf 13,207 230 13,009 15,177 1,275 42,988 
Upper Rio Grande and Pecos 8,168 46 129 1,786 159 10,288 
Colorado 22,770 750 137 3,571 397 27,625 
Great Basin 10,645 43 274 1,786 345 13,093 
Pacific Northwest 20,583 47 8,452 4,464 1,402 34,948 
Central Pacific 43,528 120 1,567 13,391 1,603 60,209 
South Pacific 5,199 62 1,173 10,713 2,175 19,322 
United States 167,166 2,672 101,556 258,895 28,588 558,877 
1/ (65, p. 40) 
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National water projection* and cuïïcûl needs ê£ë givéi» il» tablée 
thirty-three through thirty-seven. Water use is seen to expand with 
population, urban growth, and gross product. 
Data needs and data availabilities emanating from the nature and 
character of the theoretical components which are considered significant 
to a model designed to fit the conceptual framework showing the cultural-
populational structure significant to land, water, and land resources use 
have been examined. Of these three, water data need the most improve­
ment, and analysis of water as an economic resource needs the greatest 
extension. 
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THE PROPOSED MODEL FOP ra?NWPAT T?WÏ> DEMAND FOR I_A_*!D MID 
ITS RESOURCES WITH SELECTED APPLICATIONS 
A formal structure for discussing cultural-populational pressures 
is required. Structured pressures creating general demand and arising 
from total cultural-populational flows are the domain of study under 
generalized demand concepts. Table thirty-eight indicates possible inter­
actions over time. 
An appropriate theoretical model for general demand as used here 
incorporates features of the Walrasian general equilibrium structure. 
The economic structure given by Walras may be extended to encompass 
extra-economic concepts. This is done in table thirty-eight. 1 The parts 
of this general demand structure to be discussed currently are national 
and regional cells for agriculture and non-agriculture. Concentration 
upon the inter-market relationships between agriculture and non-agriculture 
occurs. Governmental aspects relative to agriculture and non-agriculture 
are of significance. Consumer behavior in the total framework is of 
interest. Lastly, the reflection of this consumer behavior to the 
resource area and the response of land, land resources, and water is to 
be examined. 
The Concept of a Cultural-populational Matrix 
Table thirty-eight includes all action past and present, plus 
expectations of the future. All of these items generate the final 
general demand symbolized by X . This X is the general demand from 
the complete pressure structure emanating from cultural-populational 
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11 *12 *13 14 x 15 '16 17 
22 
33 
44 
55 
66 
77 
21x x212 x213 21, 21 e 21, 21. 
Column Sum: 
Grand total: 
M =.2 =.3 \4 .5 \6 X .7 
l18 
88 
Table 38. The complete cultural-populational matrix leading to demands 
From To: 1 23 4 5 6 7 8 
Past 
1. Institutional 
Past 
2. Other sociological 
Past 
3. Physical 
Past 
4. Psychological 
Past 
5. Economic 
Past 
6. All other cultural 
Past 
7. Population 
Present 
8. Institutional 
Present 
9. Other sociological 
Present 
10. Physical 
Present 
11. Psychological 
Present 
12. Economic 
Present 
13. All other cultural 
Present 
14. Population 
Future expectations of 
15. Institutional 
Future expectations of 
16. Other sociological 
Future expectations of 
17. Physical 
Future expectations of 
18. Psychological 
Future expectations of 
19. Economic 
Future expectations of 
20. All other Cultural 
Future expectations of 
21. Population x, 21, 
. 8  
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Table 38. (Continued) 
From To: ML JJ 12 13 ^ 1? ^ 17 
Past 
1. Institutional 
Past 
2. Other sociological 
Past 
3. Physical 
Past 
4. Psychological 
Past 
5. Economic 
Past 
6. All other cultural 
Past 
7. Population 
Present 
8. Institutional 
Present 
9. Other sociological 
Present 
10. Physical 
Present 
11. Psychological 
Present 
12. Economic 
Present 
13. All other cultural 
Present 
14. Population 
Future expectations of 
15. Institutional 
Future expectations of 
16. Other sociological 
Future expectations of 
17. Physical 
Future expectations of 
18. Psychological 
Future expectations of 
19. Economic 
Future expectations of 
20. All other cultural 
Future expectations of 
21. Population 
19 
*99 
21, 
L10 
x. 
L11 
X, X, x, 
12 13 14 x15 ch6 
*10 10 
*11 11 
*12 12 
*13 
13 
14 
14 
15 15 
16 16 
l17 
*17 
17 
Column Sum: 
Grand total; 
*ZllQ *21lï2112 x2116 21 17 
X
.9 *.10 X.11X,12 X.13 X, 14 X.15 X.16 X,17 
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Table 38. (Continued) 
To: 
From 18 19 20 21 
Row 
Total 
Past 
1. Institutional 
Past 
2. Other sociological 
Past 
3. Physical 
Past 
4. Psychological 
Past 
5. Economic 
Past 
6. All other cultural 
Past 
7. Population 
Present 
8. Institutional 
Present 
9. Other sociological 
Present 
10. Physical 
Present 
11. Psychological 
Present 
12. Economic 
Present 
13. All other cultural 
Present 
14. Population 
Future expectations of 
15." Institutional 
Future expectations of 
16. Other sociological 
Future expectations of 
17. Physical 
" Future expectations of 
18. Psychological 
Future expectations of 
19. Economic 
Future expectations of 
20. All other cultural 
Future expectations of 
21. Population 
Column Sum: 
18 
21 
19 
18 21 
20 
19 21 20 
x, 
21 
21 21 
X*18 X,19 X,20 X. 
1. 
h. 
l3. 
4. 
X 5. 
6. 
7. 
8 .  
9. 
10. 
11, 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
"19. 
20.  
21. 
21 
Grand Total: 
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interplay. This demand arises at a time, at a place, and within a 
culture. The general demand is a point pressure in space-time and within 
a socio-economic class. The virtually limitless pressures that can be 
structured within any cultural period are each derivable from a complex 
such as shown by table thirty-eight. 
Not every Xjj in table thirty-eight is currently determinable. 
Some determinable block is to.be lifted out for examination. To illus­
trate, one may examine the bloqk that is political, sociological, or 
economic. In this study interest lies in extra-economic and economic 
cells in their relation to land, water, and land resources. Focus of 
interest is essentially economic, since these data are available for 
illustrative purposes. ' Yet it is to be remembered that many of the 
facets of resource use responses are extra-economic and any sincere 
attempt to give realistic analysis of land, water, and resources use 
_ * 
must recognize extra-economic variables. Further, economic analysis 
has progressed to the point where its concepts can be applied to 
extra-economic areas. 
Diagrams seven and eight give structures of interaction. Diagram 
seven indicates structured collective cultural interaction and pressures 
emanating therefrom. These pressures and responses can be treated by 
analytic techniques used in economics. Diagram eight shows pressure 
flows between socio-economic classes within population groups. The 
solid line arrows indicate obligatory flows' to re-actors. The dotted 
line arrows indicate suggested flows of the feedback mechanism. This 
diagrammatic activity is implicit in conduct generation. 
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population |-
lExpressed 
[organizationally| 
i-[Economic I 
[pressuré | 
[income pressures I 
[or demands [ 
Demands which 
are pressures 
[Ëxtra-economicj 
I pressures | 
,JPricfe pressures! 
| or demands [ 
C^ulturel 
Expressed 
Non-
organizational ly 
Diagram 7. Collective interaction 
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socio-economic 
class 
Diagram 8. Current cultural flow pattern 
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A Simple Conceptual Model of Inter-firm Market 
Relationships in Agri-business 
Extracting from structured cultural-populational pressure the 
pressures of economic significance and modifying these pressures so as 
to have them fit the.current United States agricultural business complex 
are functions performed by structured inter-màrket relations which are 
five in number. These are: (1) the farm services market where a 
supplier sells to a farmer such items as tractors and fertilizer, 
(2) the farm barter market where the farmer trades work and produce with 
other farmers or trades his and his family's labor for garden produce, 
(3) the primary agriculture market where the prices received by farmers 
are tabulated, (4) the processors' market where wholesale farm prices are 
generated, and (5) the retail or household purchase market where retail 
prices are indexed. 
Behind and within this five-market.scheme operate numerous signifi­
cant forces. These are conceptualized for the theoretical framework of 
the model in diagrams nine and ten, and in tables thirty-nine and forty. 
Diagram nine gives the general demand scheme of cultural-populational 
pressure behind the five specified markets. Inter-play specifies a 
number of acts shown in diagram nine. Solid arrows indicate obligatory 
flows to re-actors. Dotted lines show suggested feedback flows. Of 
these acts, attention is centered on food and non-food acts in relation 
to land, land resources, and water. 
CULTURE 
POPULATION 
INCOME ACTS 
ECONOMIC ACTS 
ECONOMIC 
FACTORS EXTRA ECONOMIC ACT NON-INCOME ACTS 
FOOD ACTS 
NON-FOOD ACTS 
agram 9. Descriptive analysis of activity flow 
P: 
Population 
(possibly lagged 
three non-
specified periods) 
—L: 
Labor 
(possibly lagged 
two of these 
periods) 
Diagram 10. Generation of economic income 
E; — 
Employment 
(possibly lagged 
one of these 
periods) 
Y: 
Today's 
gross or 
national 
product 
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Table 39. Volume or value flow matrix 
To or 
From or Pur-
Sales chases 
1 2 
Industries Investors Households Governments 
Row 
Total 
1. Industries 
2. Investors 
3. Households 
4. Government 
X 
11 
(21 
(31 
<41 
Column total 
Grand total 
L
.l 
12 
[22 
L
. 2  
X. 
13 
X 33 
X 
.3 
14 
X 44 
X 
1. 
(2. 
(3. 
<4. 
X.. 
Table 40. Sector partitions over area in time 
To: Numbers stand for categories in the Row 
From from column Total 
12 3 4 5 6 
Primary 
1. Agriculture xn xi2 X13 X14 X15 x16 Xl. 
Primary 
2. Non-agriculture x^  ^ x^  ^.... X^  
Intermediate 
3. Manufacture x_n . x00 . . . X„ Jl J J j . 
Intermediate 
4. Distributive x . . x X 
41 44 4. 
5. Finance X51 • . . x55 • X^  
6. Final demand x^  ^.... x^ g X^  
Column totals X - X 0 X - X. X c X , 
.1 .1 . J .4 .5 .b 
Grand total X.. 
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Diagram ten summarizes a pattern ot acts which lead to national 
product upon these activity patterns agri-business depends and to these 
patterns agri-business contributes. 
Table thirty-nine shows analytic concepts for partitioning economic 
structure into four parts. Within these parts, the five market pattern 
related to total national product may be examined. 
Table forty specifies primary, intermediate, and final economic 
flows which are inter-related in agricultural business. This table 
brings financial forces into the conceptual framework. The producing, 
processing, financing, and consuming sectors are specified conceptually. 
The significant five market scheme is summarized in diagram eleven. 
This diagram indicates the five markets of interest and for which 
statistical data are available. This diagram, emphasizing the agri­
business pattern, structures the process of human want satisfaction. 
A Simple Conceptual Model of Inter-action for 
Considering Public Processes in Relation to 
Economic Activity Emphasizing Agri-business 
Among the structured pressures exerted from cultural-populational 
inter-change are public decision-making processes as outlined in diagram 
twelve. This diagram shows the public process leading to extra-economic 
demands having a political core. 
I Inputs 
I for use 
(1) 
called to 
I Raw goods 1 
product ion[ 
called to 
called to 
(2) 
called to 
Processing 
industries 
and 
manufacturing 
called to i 
» (3) 
called to 
called to 
called to 
I Wholesaling 
"H industries 
=±— 
(4) 
called to Retail 
industries 
(5) 
called to 
, 
Human demand for 
human satisfactions: 
(1) Economic 
(2) Social 
(3) Political 
(4) Other 
(1) Derived demand generates an input return at this point . 
(2) In the farm sector, prices received by farmers are generated at this point, 
(3) This is often integrated and has no clear market separation, 
(4) Wholesale prices giving the wholesale price index arise here, 
(5) Retail prices giving the retail price index arise here. 
Diagram 11. Political and socio-economic supply and demand aggregated over 
human classes, over regions, and over sectors 
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E^lectorate) 
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by states 
People by 
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state, and 
district 
— /fK ~ 
Private, 
homogeneous 
organizations 
The code 
of the 
people 
Pressure 
group 
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Culture by: 
time, 
region 
social-
economic 
class 
and 
*trr 
Diagram 12. Structure for public decisions, federal level 
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Wiuiiiu Luis core, two general types or flows muse be distinguished. 
One type is the dollar valuation placed upon a particular quantity. The 
other type is the particular quantity itself. Because of-variances 
regarding economic market structure, a quantity may increase but a dollar 
valuation for that quantity may decrease. This can alter as the economic 
market alters. One significant possible alteration previously discussed 
involves perfection and imperfection in the market place. Variances in 
market structure may be facilitated by the accepted social and political 
framework. This framework may be biased regarding a particular group or 
process. Thé framework indicated by diagram twelve shows patterns 
through which flow activities designed to change physical, economic, 
and institutional structures. Not the least of"these patterns are 
those surrounding land, water, and land resources. 
A National Transactions Matrix 
Emphasizing Agri-business 
Table forty-one is a transactions matrix for values conceptualized 
on a national level emphasizing activities significant to agricultural 
business. The major categories are: (1) primary agricultural activities, 
(2) intermediate (or manufacturing) activities, (3) nationally aggregated 
resource classes, (4) all other domestic, and (5) rest of the world. The 
letters: a, b, c, d, and e indicate linkage points. These linkage 
points are points at which the major category ties to the next major 
category and at which the category ties to the general demand structure 
arising from cultural-populational pressures. The letters symbolize 
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Table 41. Transactions matrix for value flows, national level 
To 
From 
Primary. 
agricultural 
activities ; 
1=1,2,3,...,n; 
j-1,2,3,••*,n. 
Xa) 
Intermediate 
(or manufac­
turing) 
activities ; 
(rH-1) (iri-2) 
.... (n+m) 
Nationally 
aggregated 
resource 
classes 
(n+nri-1)... 
(rrhiH-r) 
t Primary 
agricultural 
activities; 
i=l,2,3,...,n; 
j=l,2,3,...,n. 
1 X11X12X13 
2 XioXoo* 
3 X31. X33 
X 
n %nlXn2' 
Intermediate (n+l)X, .»1 
activities; . Kn } 
i=(n+l) (n+2) 
•••y (n+m) . 
j=(n+l)(n+2) 
.. (nfm) (n-Hn) 
In 
1J 1 
L 
Xl(n+l)Xij 
(n+1)(n) 
ij ij X, 
Nationally (n+nri-1) 
aggregated *. 
resource 
classes 
(ir+mfr) 
'ij 
All other (rr+nrfr+1) 
domestic 
(n+m+r+s) X ij 
X. ij ij 
Xn+rn) (n+m) 
J 
ij 
, . X 
(tt+nrt-r) 
"(n+mt-r) 
Rest of 
world 
(n-Hrhr+s+l) X ( •  +S+1) 
(n+m+r+a+u) 
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Table 41. (Continued) 
To 
From 
All other 
domestic 
(n+m+r+1) 
(n+m+r+s) 
Rest of the 
world 
(n+nH-r+s+1) 
(n-hiH-r+s+u) 
Primary 
agricultural 
activities ; 
i«îl,2,3,... ,n, 
J"1|2J3J...,n. 
Intermediate 
activities; 
i=(n+l)(n+2) 
..., (n-hn) 
j=(n+l)(n+2) 
..., (n+m) 
Nationally 
aggregated 
resource 
classes 
All other 
domestic 
Rest of 
world 
ij ij 
ij 
X ij 
'ij 
ij 
'(n-hafrM-s) (^ r+s) 
'ij 
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where 
primary agricultural activities = 1, 2, 3, n; 
intermediate and manufacturing activities = 1, 2, 3, m; 
nationally aggregated resources classes = 1, 2, 3, r; 
all other domestic activities which include any entries economic 
or extra-economic considered important in the judgment of.the 
research worker = 1, 2, 3, s ; 
rest of the world entries also economic or extra-economic =-
1) 2 , 3 , * • • ) UJ 
(a) = markets for primary t icultural resources ; 
(b) = wholealer's markets ; 
(c) = resources or inputs markets; 
(d) = market, if such exists, for domestic economic and extra-
economic variables ; 
(e) = market, if such exists, for all non-domestic economic and 
extra-economic variables of significance; 
To = horizontal array indicates distribution of supplies or the 
flow transactions, and 
From = perpendicular array indicates production components and hence 
is an additive production function. 
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sectors within each major category. Then sectors are partitions of the 
major activity category. 
Each of the five categories has its sectors. Primary agricultural 
activities are n by n in total entries. On the 's for primary agri­
culture, i runs from one to n and j runs from one to n in number. Inter­
mediate (or manufacturing) activities are m by m in number. The X^ 's 
for intermediate activities carry (n+m) as subscripts. The i runs from 
(n+1) to (n+m). Likewise, the j on the X^  for this intermediate cate­
gory runs from (n+1) to (n+m). Nationally aggregated resource classes 
are r by r in number of X^ 's. The i's. run from (n+nrt-1) to (n+nrt-r) . 
Likewise the subscript j for the resource classes runs from (n+nrt-1) 
to (n+m+r). All other domestic, which is household consumption or use 
on the national level is s by s in number of X^ j's. The subscripts for 
this category run from (n+nrfr+1) to (n+nrt-r+s) . The last category is 
rest of the world or export. This category has u by u cells composed 
of X^ .'s. For rest of the world the subscripts run from (n+m+r+s+1) 
to (n+nrt-r+s+u) . -
If the transactions matrix of table forty-one were modified 
slightly, it could be a reflection of gross national product. To 
make it so one would do the following: (1) one would create an open 
Leontief model; (2) one would make all other domestic equal final 
demand ; (3) one would make each X^ j a net addition to an economic 
activity and thus simply value added; and (4) one would have no intra-
sector flow. 
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To illustrate a transactions matrix composed of gross national 
product, let there be but three sectors nationally: (1) primary agri­
culture, (2) intermediate processing and manufacture, and (3) final 
demand. Let each entry within these be net entries to indicate net 
holdings. The following structure of equations holds : 
X11 + X12 + Y1 " xlS <5.1) 
*21 + *22 + ?2 " *2 
where 
X^ j = net addition from sector i flowing to sector j, 
Y^  = final consumption or a holding for stock, 
X^  = total production of the i-th category, 
Xn = flow from primary agriculture to primary agriculture which 
would be zero unless there were inventory holding or other 
gross re-investment, 
X = flow from primary agriculture to intermediate processing and 
manufacture, 
X^  = flow from intermediate sector to primary agriculture, and 
*22 = from intermediate to intermediate sector and equals zero 
unless there is holding for inventory or re-investment. 
Given the circumstances above, a relation to gross product is 
possible. Gross national product is the sum of the X^ 's. Domestic and 
foreign consumption as well as stock holding as done by governments is 
the sum of the Y^ 's. The gross public and private investment apart from 
government stockpiling or storage is the double summation of all X^ 's. 
The following holds : . 
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y = c + i; (5.2) 
where 
n=2 
1 = Fi xi-
c = Fi v and 
n=2 n=2 
I = S E XiJ' 
Consideration of the Agri-business Sector 
Within the transactions matrix of table forty-one are specific 
primary agricultural activities and agri-related activities. 
Primary agricultural activity is farm production which flows two 
ways. One flow is into farm marketings, the avenue to the intermediate 
manufacturing category. The other flow is to final home consumption. 
These flows and their determinants are diagrammed in diagram thirteen. 
The domestic products meet foreign farm products in the inter­
mediate sector. These two may flow to intermediate manufacture or to 
net change in stock as diagram fourteen shows. Some lines are dotted 
for two reasons : (1) to indicate that political policy can be a signifi­
cant factor in determining part of the flow to net change in stock, and 
(2) to indicate that this net change as an inventory item is largely 
residual, depending on manufacturing policy and public policy. 
Food 
Intermediate 
flow of farm 
marketings 
Farm 
production 
Final home 
consumption 
Non-food 
Diagram 13. Dispersin agricultural production 
dependent 
upon 
jGross I 
(national 
[productI 
[imports] 1 
| •^[Manufacture j 
Diagram 14. Commodity flows for agriculture 
"Domestic 
(a) Food 
(b) Non 
use J 
d 
-food] 
Commercial I 
exports I 
U.S.D.A. export 
program 
(a) stock change 
(b) deliveries 
(c) net purchases 
ho 
Ni 
oo 
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Diagram riiteen indicates the resources available to generate 
farm and non-farm production and the structured pressures to which 
the resources respond. Implicit in diagram fifteen is the controlling 
concept of final or consumer demand which creates demand for farm and 
non-farm production. Hence, this diagram indicates mainly derived 
demands. However, the final economic market demand for land, water, 
and land resources is not excluded. These final demands impose impor­
tant constraints within a geographic area which must be considered 
when checking resource flows. 
The usuul resources under management control are specified in 
section A of diagram fifteen. The ISC numbers used are the same as 
those in the Carter (12) study and are explained in table forty-two. 
The resource categories under section A are the ones to be used. 
The resources listed in section B are not characteristics over 
which management generally has control. Therefore, these are con­
sidered exogenous to any micr-economic study. 
The combined effect of the groups A and B is to generate 
national product in response to aggregate consumption pressure. 
In diagram sixteen food and non-food demands are structured 
within intermediate sectors. These categories are demand categories 
for which statistical data are available. Farm marketings flow 
through livestock and crop categories in diagram sixteen to become 
food and non-food items for final purchase. 
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A. Resources under management control: 
Generate 
land 
labor 
water storage and irrigation 
capital, including 
manufactured inputs as : 
chemical products 
ISC 0.19 
machinery and 
related services 
ISC 0.20 
petroleum products 
ISC 0.21 
prepared feeds 
ISC 0.13 
fertilizers 
ISC 0.18 
B. Resources not usually under management control 
land proximity 
land classes 
soil type 
Farm, 
non-farm 
production 
1 
rainfall and runoff 
weather 
01 
d 
1 
s 
t 
Generate 
Final market: 
(1) value: 
(a) production 
(b) sale, and 
(c) speculative 
or 
(2) price 
Diagram 15. Input and direct demands to consider 
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i/ 
Table 42. Explaiiauxuu uj. iuwa olaue vviiege uiabtij.ijuuaLj.un sytiLew 
1. Commodity Groups 
I.S.C. 0.1 Livestock and livestock products, national level. 
I.S.C. 0.2 Feed grains, national level. 
I.S.C. 0.3 Food grains, national level. 
I.S.C. 0.4 Forage crops, national level. 
I.S.C. 0.5 Vegetables and fruits, national level. 
I.S.C. 0.6 Cotton, national level. 
I.S.C. 0.7 Tobacco, national level. 
I.S.C. 0.8 Oil crops, national level. 
I.S.C. 0.9 Miscellaneous agriculture, national level. 
2. Industry Sectors 
I.S.C. 0.10 Meat and poultry processing, national level. 
I.S.C. 0.11 Dairy products, national level. 
I.S.C. 0.12 Grain processing, national level. 
I.S.C. 0.13 Prepared feeds, national level. 
I.S.C. 0.14 Miscellaneous food processing, national level. 
I.S.C. 0.15 Vegetable and fruit processing, national level. 
I.S.C. 0.16 Tobacco manufacturing, national level. 
I.S.C. 0.17 Textile products, national level. 
I.S.C. 0.18 Fertilizers, national level. 
I.S.C. 0.19 Chemical products, national level. 
I.S.C. 0.20 Machinery and related services, national level. 
I.S.C. 0.21 Petroleum products, national level. 
I.S.C. 0.22 All other industries, national level. 
3. Final Demand Sector 
(1) Foreign trade 
I.S.C. 0.23 
I.S.C. 0.24 
(2) Government 
I.S.C. 0.25 
(3) Household 
I.S.C. 0.32 
(4) Inventory sector 
I.S.C. 0.26 
I.S.C. 0.28 
I.S.C. 0.30 
Inputs, assumed competitive. 
Outputs, assumed competitive. 
Producing sector. 
Commodity Credit Corporation. 
All others. 
1/ (12, pp. 128-236) 
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Farm 
production 
marketings 
I Livestock 
I and products 
—f 
Meat animals 
Dairy products 
Poultry and eggs 
_j' 
Food] 
I 
]"Crops}-
Food grains 
Feed crops 
Cotton 
Tobacco 
Oil crops 
Vegetables 
Fruits and nuts 
Sugar crops 
S^ eds 
[^Non-food] 
Diagram 16. Intermediate demand relations 
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Consumer Relationships in the Conceptual Framework 
From transactions on the national level portrayed by table forty-
one significant consumption patterns related to agri-business are drawn 
regionally and by type. These patterns are needed to note the impact of 
economic change on a geographic area and on resource uses and flows. 
Table forty-three separates into ten regions intermediate farm 
products, processors, and retailers. The intermediate group are ten in 
number. The retailers are three in number. These two groups are 
assumed to exist in any or all of ten regions. The retailers are 
assumed to satisfy two population groups: (1) farm groups, and 
(2) non-farm groups. The incomes of the two groups and the population 
within each group are assumed significant to the retailing done. 
Table forty-three assumes ten processors and intermediate manufac­
turers to be located in any or all of ten regions and to trade in any or 
all regions. These ten intermediate activities service three retail 
activities which may occur in any or all regions. These retailers may 
be characterized by the nature of their clientele. 
This kind of dis-aggregation is needed for regional adjustment 
studies. Farm and non-farm consumption functions by regions may be 
used to show changes in retail activity within the region. 
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Table 43. Analytic structure for dis-aggregated consumption 
From 
processed 
food 
supplying 
region 
To final 
consuming 
region (this 
is domestic 
out of all 
other domestic) 
Region j j-i 
Retail category 
Retail 
category 
1-1.2.3 
i-1 i«2 i-3 
Eating 
and 
Food 
Group 
Liquor 
Stores 
Region 
j-1,2,3, 
• i ,;10 
* / 
Ii itermediate activity 
i f  A a A V t r t  
drinl 
plac* 
ting 
iS J 1  
Food and kindred 
products; tobacco; > 
n where n«l,2,3,..., 10 
Farm 
k-1 
Non-
farm 
k-2 
Classes: 
Farm 
1 
non-
farm 
2 
Farm 
1 
non-
farm 
2 
1 
1. Alcoholic 
beverages 
Value 1 
Value 2 
1 
2 
2. Dairy 
products 
3. Fruits and vegetables 
4. Grain and 
grain products 
5. Livestock 
6. Heats 
7. Poultry and 
eggs 
8. Miscellaneous .. 
food products 
9. Fats, oils and 
related products 
10. Tobacco 
* 
• 
10 1 .  
2. 
3. X  
10 
Government stores 
Foreign trade 
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Table 43. (Continued) 
J-10 Government 
store# 
Foreign 
trade 
I 1 3 
1, Alcoholic 
beverages 
2. Dairy 
products 
3. Fruits and vegetable# 
m
 
u
 
ii ii • • <r 
5. Livestock 
6. Meats 
7, Poultry and 
egg# 
8. Miecellaneoue 
food product# 
9. Fate, oil# and 
related product# 
10. Tobacco 
• 
1. 
2. 
3. 
• 
Government stores 
. 
Foreign trade j 
1 
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Investor Relationships in the Conceptual Framework 
The investor is the second main abstraction for use in manipulating 
the economy. The consumer, already discussed in his relation to agri-
business, is the first. From table forty-one one sees implicit assump­
tions of investor" decision-making in each of the five markets. Diagrams 
thirteen, fourteen, and fifteen imply decisions by investors. Behind 
table forty-three lies investor decisions for agri-business. These 
investor decisions are related to expectations. .The crucial expecta­
tions are regional in location. For intermediate manufacture, the 
expectations are related to population and income expectations as well 
as to expectations regarding market structure. For the primary agri­
cultural sector, expectations regarding soil productivities and market 
structures are noted. 
The theory of market structure and its importance to derived 
demands upon which investor decisions rest has in part already been 
discussed. Indbme, population, and soil productivity expectations need 
consideration. 
Crop yields per harvested acre are shown in table forty-four. 
Yield expectations for future years are up significantly, showing the' 
continued rapid advance of technology and the influence of water and 
weather. 
Table forty-five shows harvested cropland and other cropland 
equivalent for the present and for the future. Expected requirements 
in the early part of the next century are ten percent above current 
requirements. 
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Table 44. Crop yields per harvested acre, 1951-53 average, 1356, and 
1957, and potentials for 1975 and 2010 JL/ 
Average Economic attainable 
Croc Unit 1951-53 1956 1957 1975 2010 
Feed grains: 
Corn, all Bushel 38,7 45.7 47,1 57 85 
Oats do, 33.2 34.5 37.5 43 58 
Barley do. 27,5 29.1 29.2 38 54 
Sorghum grain do, 18,0 22,1 28.9 .28 40 
Hay, all Ton 1.43 1,48 ; 1,65 1.76 2 
Oil crops: 
£3,2 Soybeans for beans Bushel 19,9 21,8 26 35 
Peanuts picked 
and threshed Pound 925 1,160 970 1,357 2,014 
Flaxseed Bushel 8,7 8,7 5,3 12 17 
Food grains; « * 
Wheat, all Bushel 17.2 20,2 ~ 21,7 24 34 
Rice, rough Cwt, 24.2 31,5 32,0 29,l 36 
Rye Bushel 12.4 13.0 16.3 14 16 
Other food crops: * 
Potatoes Bushel 245 293 289 .347 502 
Beans, dry Pound 1,173 1,210 1,133 1,341 1,597 
(cleaned) 
Sweetpotatoes Bushel 94 108 113 163 - 268 
Sugar beets Ton 15,6 16,6 17.7 23 34 
Tobacco Pound 1,281 1,597 1,486 1,422 1,637 
Cotton .do. 291 409 388 495 805 
Pasture: 
Cropland Feed unit 979 n.a. n.a. 1,204 1,519 
Open permanent 
in farms do. 194 — - 233 286 
Woodland in farms do. 94 WW 100 108 
Grazing land not 
in farms do. 56 65 77 
All pasture do, 180 216 264 
1/ (123, p. 8) 
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Table 4b.. Harvested cropland and other cropland equivalent, 1951-53 
average and 1956, @nd projected requirements for a population 
of. 370 million in 2010 1/ 
Projected Change 
require­ required, 
Item 1951-53 1956 ments , 1951-53 
average 2010® to 2010 
Million Million Million Million 
acres acres acres acres 
b Feed grains 134 132 140 6 
Hay, all 74 73 98 24 
Oil crops 20 28 30 10 
Food grains 70 53 50 -20 
Cotton and tobacco 28 17 20 -8 
Fruits, vegetables, and 
other crops® 22 23 24 2 
Crop failure 14 n.a. 12 -2 
Summer fallow. 27 — — 21 -6 
Soil-improvement crops, newly 
seeded crops, and idle land 20 20 0 
Total specified crops and 
related uses 409 -- 415 6 
Pasture 196 -- 254 58 
Total cropland and cropland • 
pasture equivalent^  605 669 64 
1/ (123, p. 10) _ 
a Acreage requirements for 2010 are computed from the 2010 economic 
attainable yields, with a 17-percent increase in feeding 
efficiency, a population of 370 million, and the 1956 export 
level. -
k All corn, oats, barley, and sorghum grain. 
c Soybeans for beans, peanuts picked and threshed, and flaxseed. 
d All wheat, rice, and rye. 
e Potatoes, sweetpotatoes, dry beans, sugar beets, and all other 
crops. 
 ^ Cropland and cropland pasture equivalent areas are for continental 
United States, exclusive of Alaska. 
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These two tables underscore current findings which show small need 
for expanding agricultural land area. Technological advances in agricul­
ture relating to soil, fertilizer, machines, and water are responsible. 
Of significance in land expectations is future land policy. Public 
and private land policies make inroads upon agricultural land which are 
often non-agrarian demands. In. a specific geographic area, these demands 
are land quantities needed for: (1) urban expansion, (2) village expan­
sion, and (3) rural non-farm expansion. These non-farm demands are: 
(1) industrial: heavy, and light; (2) commercial; (3) financial; 
(4) wholesale; (5) retail; (6) residential: single, and multiple 
units ; (7) government: state, federal, and local; (8) transportation: 
roads, streets, rail transport, and air transport; (9) educational; 
(1) contingency reserve; and (11) recreational. 
Some of the non-farm land needs above are related to population 
in the area. Area population is important because it supplies labor and 
it supplies markets. Table forty-six gives population expectations 
regionally to 1975. Since people take their money with them, generally 
speaking one may say the regional product for the Pacific region will 
grow fastest. 
Because of future productivity expectations in agriculture, public 
policy and private investor decisions will be likely to lead to less 
intensive land use. 
Because of expected future population shifts and concomitant income 
shifts, industrial and retail expansion will probably be greatest in the 
Pacific region. 
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1954 and projected 1975 1/ 
Region Population Increase 
1954 1975 
' (Thousands) (Percent) 
New England 9,843 12,850 30.6 
Middle Atlantic 31,463 40,500 28.7 
East North Central 32,529 45,300 39.2 
West North Central 14,579 17,300 18.7 
South Atlantic 23,035 32,523 41.2 
East South Central 11,682 13,100 12.1 
West South Central 15,571 20,200 29.7 
Mountain 5,762 9,582 66.3 
Pacific 16,733 29,439 75.9 
Continental United States 161,999 220,794 36.3 
1/ (82, p. 5) 
Both of these likely shifts will lead to likely re-alignments for : 
(1) transportation rates, (2) market structures, and (3) political 
policies. 
Imponderables and uncertainties enter projections and alter expecta­
tions. Among these are changes regarding the meaning of a resource. The 
meaning of a resource shifts with imagination and technology. Walter E. 
Chryst and William C. Pendleton (15) give four classes of resources : 
(1) capital goods, (2) energy arid ability, (3) ingenuity, and (4) natural 
environment. These classes bring the shifts which generate the structured 
demand for resources including land and land resources. Only when a 
natural item becomes useful for end-achievement in a social setting and 
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only when au iuem is seen to be useful and becomes a pare or human choice 
does the item take on value in an economic setting. At this time it 
becomes an economic resource. To have this value a thing must be in some 
sense scarce when measured against an aspect of structured cultural 
pressure, or a general demand. 
The study of land, water, and land resources.as they respond to 
general demands or structured human pressure gives four allocational 
techniques for divisions: (1) the market place, (2) the central planning 
agent, (3) the tradition of the society, and (4) the whim of the 
individual. 
These allocational techniques are aspects of decision-making 
uncertainty which make future expectations only approximate at best. 
The Equational Structure for a Model Emphasizing 
Agri-business Demands 
In specifying inter-industry and inter-sector relations and the 
\ 
concomitant resource uses, two general problems arise. One is finding 
an estimate of volume of commodity moved. The other is finding an esti­
mate of the dollars of revenue paid. Variance in these arise from 
technological change and from market structure change as well as from 
the usually emphasized economic demand and supply changes. Hence a 
physical commodity flow matrix like table forty-one and a dollar valua-
tional flow matrix like table forty-one would both be needed to analyze 
sector flows and market structure changes over time. 
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For either economic flow: (1) physical volume aspect, or (2) valua-
tional aspect, the following general system of equations hold (51, p. 478); 
X11 + x12 + ••• + xij + ••• + xln + Yi = xi> 
*21 + x22 + ••• + x2j + ••• + x2n + Y2 = X2> 
(5.3) 
Xni + Xn2 + ... + xnj + ... + + Yn = 3^ ; 
where 
= the cell flow quantity in value of volume; 
= the final demand for product i, and 
= the total of n sector demands and Y^  final demand for the 
i-th producing sector. 
In matrix form (5.3) becomes (51, p. 479) : 
ZI + Y = X; (5.4) 
where 
Z = matrix of inter-sector flows, 
ï = a column vector of n rows each element of which is one, 
Y = a vector of elements of final demands, and 
X = a vector of elements representing total outputs. 
To emphasize the final demand sector, the following may be written 
from (5.3): 
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X. - V, ... 
X LZ. 
- x,... 
u ij ; . .  ~  X _  in = 
Yv 
~
x21 + X22 " *23 - ... - x 2j~ • ,- x2n = Y2; (5.5) 
"
x31 " x32 + X3 ™  . . .  "  j  ™  ' " " X3n Y3' 
"
Xnl - xn2 " Xn3 
i *r-
> 
•
 
•
 i i ,.. + X 
n  - V 
(5.5) may be written in matrix form as : 
X - zl = Y (5.6) 
In (5.5) may be gross output and Xjj, where i equals j can be 
non-zero. Alternatively, X^  may be net output and x^  where i equals j 
becomes zero. 
The inter-sector flows (value or volume) are of interest in 
studies of industrial interdependence. For this, technical coefficients 
or input-output coefficients are generated as follows : 
a = ÎU ; (5.7) 
J Xj 
where 
a^ j = the i-th row and j-th column technical coefficient, 
x^ j = the value of output from sector i used in sector j which 
is the flow cell entry as before, and 
X j = the total value or volume of the j-th producing sector's output. 
From this obviously x^  is equal to a^ X^  meaning that the total quantity 
of output from sector one used by sector two equal the amount of sector 
one output used per unit of output from sector two. This makes the 
following set of equations possible (51, p. 480): 
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A1 " *12*2 "" aljAj " alnXn " *1» 
a21Xl + X2 •" " a2jXj ' a2nXn = Y2; 
a31Xl " a32X2 + X3 " •" " a3jXj a3nXn = Y3; 
- anlX1 - an2x2 - an3X3 - ... - anjXj - ... + X r  - Y r. 
This equation (5.8) becomes, in matrix form the following: 
all"a12"a13" ~alj" -*ln 
"
a2l"a22* "• "a2j •" "a2n 
X1 Y1 
"
a3l"a32'a33 "• "a3j ' "a3n 
"
ail"ai2 - "aij " - -anj 
"
anl"an2"an3 " "anj " 'ann 
X2 Y, 
=3 " ?3 
Xn Yn 
(5.9) 
This (5.9) equation may be written as: 
AX = Y; (5.10) 
where 
A = the matrix of technical coefficients, 
X = the vector of outputs, and 
Y = the vector of final demands. 
It is to be remembered in this process that the following holds : 
- Z: (5-11) 
where 
Y^  = the total direct consumption demand for the i-th sector, 
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= the net output of sector i, 
a^ j = the technical coefficient or input-output coefficient, and 
Xj = the net output of sector j. 
Besides technical or- input-output coefficients, one seeks to express 
output of producing sectors as a function of final demand. To do this, 
both sides of equation (5.10) are multiplied by the inverse of A as 
follows : 
A-1 AX = A-1Y; (5.12) 
where 
-1 
A = inverse matrix of A, and 
X and Y are as above. 
Since it is true that: 
A-1A = I; (5.13) 
where 
I = identity matrix, and 
-1 
A and A are as above; 
then: 
X = A_1Y. (5.14) 
The elements of A""* express the amount by which output in a par­
ticular producing sector must change if final demand for a particular 
sector is changed by a unit, say of one dollar (51, p. 482). The elements 
of the inverse matrix show the amount of output from a producing sector 
associated with a dollar of final consumption for the products of the 
various other producing sectors. These relationships can be more clearly 
seen by working from (5.14) back to scalar equation's for expressing 
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output of sector i as a function of final demand for the product from 
the various sectors (51, p. 482). 
Given c^ j as the element of the inverse matrix, the following 
holds (51, p. 482): 
C11 C12 C13 * * * C In 
X 
c 
Cnl Cn2 °n3 Cnn 
With the aid of (5.15), the following equation may be formed ; 
(5.15) 
X, 
n 
C11 °12 °13 
C21 * 
C31 ' 
Cnl Cn2 Cn3 ' 
'In 
nn 
(5.16) 
This equation (5.16) becomes 
X1 
=. CllYx + C12Y2 + • • • + cijYj + . . . + ClnV 
X2 = C21Y1 
+ 
C22Y2 
+ . 
Vj + . . . + Czn?*: 
X3 = c31Y1 
+ 
C32Y2 + « • . + C3jYj + . . . + C3nYn' 
Xn - U + Vz + . • . + Vj . + CnnYn: 
(5.17) 
where 
X^  = output of sector i; 
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C J J  = the amount bv which output in the i-th producing sector must 
J 
change if final demand for the j-th sector is changed by one 
unit. 
These c^  elements are the interdependence coefficients. The element c^  
indicates the amount by which output of sector one will change as final 
demand for output of sector one increase by one dollar. These tie 
together the entire economic system. 
Three sets of coefficients are generated: (1) the flow coefficient 
in value or volume, j; (2) the technical coefficient, a^ j, and (3) the 
interdependence coefficient, cij• 
For anticipating the future, economic theory suggests that one 
consider : (1) gross national product, (2) consumption, (3) investment, 
(4) government spending, (5) government taxation, and (6) net foreign 
trade. Further, investment may be broken down into autonomous invest­
ment and induced investment. These items, summed together over the same 
period or lagged over time in some manner at the discretion of the 
observer, structure a particular analytic situation. The final demand 
summed in this manner is : 
Y = Y(C, i, I, T, G, N.F.T.); (5.18) 
where 
Y = gross national product, 
C - consumption, 
I = autonomous investment, 
i = induced investment, 
T = taxes, 
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G = government spending, and 
N.F.T. = net foreign trade. 
Governmental spending is related to policies which are related to 
politicians, congressional districting, length of time in government, 
and occassidnally economic analysis. Much of what is basic to the control 
of this variable has been stated previously in this study. 
Applying the Conceptual Consumption Relationships 
to Agri-business Demands 
The make-up of the final bill of consumption goods will depend in 
part on the relative prices of the various goods. The final bill of 
goods will also depend upon levels and distributions of income. Since 
here concern is with land, its resources, and its foodstuffs, interest 
lies in the agri-business portion of the United States economy. 
A significant factor in twentieth century United States is the 
apparent caloric limit of 3,200 calories per person per day for the final 
physical intake of food on the fork. Relative prices are important to 
food consumption but, because of the level of economic activity in the 
United States, changes in income and in prices are not as crucial for 
agri-business as they are for other sectors of the economy. Further, 
changing the United States pattern of income distribution probably 
would have little effect on domestic consumption or food on the fork. 
Three thousand two hundred calories per person per day seems a realistic 
constraint on final domestic food consumption in the United States. 
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IVto nnsaihlA consumption functions 
Following Duesenberry (27, p. 452). the consumption function for . 
input-output notation may be written; 
Ci = ai Y + biî (5.19) 
where 
C% = the consumption or use of the i-th good, 
a^  = the input-output coefficient showing the amount of product i 
required per change iti a unit of y, 
Y = household services or other services, as labor services, 
capital services and land services, and 
b = the constant of use at zero y which plays the same role in 
input-output as the final bill of goods. 
To adapt the Duesenberry equation to this study, (5.19) is to be 
written as follows : 
Cijk = aijk Ylm + bijk; (5.20) 
where 
= consumption or use of the i-th good, in the j-th economic 
class, and the k-th soil type if desired for farm con­
sumption patterns, 
= the input-output coefficient for the i-th good, the j-th 
class, and the k-th soil type, 
Y^ j j j  = services unit in the 1-th national market, and the m-th 
service subdivision, 
bjjk = the final constant of i-th good in j-th economic class, 
and the k-th soil type if desired, 
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i - 1, 2, 3, .46, "here this counts Each dependent entry 
in table fifty-five as a good, 
j =0, 1, 2, ..., 8 economic classes of users with zero being 
the non-farm consumer and one to eight being the standard 
range of eight commercial farm classes, 
k = 0, 1, 2, ..., 8 soil classes, where zero is non-farm land 
or soil use and one to eight could be soil classes, 
1 = -1, 0, 1, 2, 3, which are the five markets of significance 
to this study, 
m = (1.1), (1.2), (1.1.1), (2.1), (2.2), (1.2.1), (1.1.2), 
(1 .0 ) ,  (1 .0 .1 ) ,  (1 .0 .2 ) ,  (0 .1 .1 ) ,  (0 .1 ) ,  (0 .1 .1 ) ,  (1 .1 .1 .1 ) ,  
(1.1.1.2), (0.1.0), and (0.1.0.1) as listed in column 
of table fifty-one. 
Consumption functions may be specified under market categories 
and use relations may be given. In the forty-six illustrative consump­
tion functions in the text, no subdivision- by commercial class of con­
sumer was used. Further, no subdivision by soil type was used. 
The use functions or consumption functions in this text are 
aggregated for the national level, and are not lagged. These are 
important additional considerations for future study. The ten regions 
suggested in this study fit with the Carter (12) study and are given 
in table forty-seven. Significant flows were worked out by Carter 
(12). Tables forty-eight, forty-nine, and fifty were drawn up by 
Carter (12) to give productions. These are based on a consumption 
function of the following form: 
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1/ 
Table 47. Agricultural regional by states 
NORTHEAST CORN BELT LAKE STATES APPALACHIAN 
Region 1 Region 2 Region 3 Region 4 
Maine Ohio Michigan Virginia 
New Hampshire Indiana Wisconsin West Virginia 
Vermont Illinois Minnesota North Carolina 
Massachusetts Iowa Kentucky 
Rhode Island .Tennessee 
Connecticut 
New York 
New Jersey 
Pennsylvania 
Delaware 
Maryland 
SOUTHEAST DELTA STATES SOUTHERN PLAINS 
Region 5 Region 6 Region 7 
South Carolina Mississippi Oklahoma 
Georgia Arkansas .Texas 
Florida Louisiana 
Alabama 
NORTH PLAINS MOUNTAIN STATES PACIFIC STATES 
Region 8 Region 9 Region 10 
North Dakota Montana. Washington 
South Dakota Idaho Oregon 
Nebraska Wyoming California 
Kansas Colorado 
New Mexico 
Arizona 
Utah 
Nevada 
1/ (13, p. 510) 
Table 48. Input-output coefficients, United States economy, 1954 
(Aggregation of agricultural regions and industry) 1/ 
Agricultural Regions Industry 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
N. E. Corn Lake Appalach. S.E. Delta S. N. Mt. Pac. 
Belt States States States Plains Plains States States 
1 .22612 ... ... ... ... 
2 .00319 .29053 .00018 .00725 www .02396 .00276 www — WW — — w 
3 .00090 .00033 .30210 — — — www — WW WW WW — — w W W - WW — 
4 .00162 .00021 — — — .23295 — WW — WW — — — w — WW WW w — WW 
5 *• • • w — m www — w w .20487 W W W  —  W W W  www www — WW 
6 — — — — — — — —— — — — W W W  .16074 — www — WW — WW — WW 
7 — — — .00471 w w — .00287 .00213 www .17270 .00579 www .00765 
8 .00342 .01768 .00470 — — — — WW - W W  .00878 .30698 .00141 .00688 
9 — — — .00439 .00261 — WW www W W W  .02092 .02782 .28990 .01986 
10 WW — — w — — ww W W W  W W W  www — www .00012 .15559 
I .00207 .00111 .00204 .00102 .00033 .00055 .00131 .00203 .00226 .00152 
II .30137 .15573 .17937 .19690 .20392 .18759 .19868 .16707 .15950 .17423 
III .11664 .15432 .12506 .11483 .11053 .11815 .13538 .16874 .13370 .13052 
1/ (13, p. 514) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
I 
II 
III 
(Continued) 
I 
Agr. 
processing 
Industry 
II 
Agr. 
furnishing 
III 
All 
other 
.04031 
.08737 
.03882 
.03338 
.02474 
.01582 
.02578 
.03086 
.02155 
.04390 
.14866 
.04086 
.10948 
.00058 
.01074 
.00219 
.00136 
.00143 
.00197 
.00225 
.00268 
.00090 
.00097 
.02639 
.23673 
.36403 
.00007 
.00002 
.00002 
.00006 
.00008 
.00003 
.00002 
.00002 
.00006 
.03005 
.03649 
.35214 
N> Ul 
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Table 49. Projected changes in final demand of processing industries 
for 1960 and 1975, United States. ,1/ 
ISC sector Percentage change 
1954-60 1954-75 
0.10 Meat and poultry products 10 45 
0.11 Dairy products 10 37 
0.12 Grain products 0 5 
0.14 Miscellaneous food products 10 40 
0.15 Vegetable and fruit products 15 45 
0.16 Tobacco products 17 60 
0.17 Textile products 18 45 
1/ (13, p. 524) 
4 
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Table 50. Changes in gross output (with 1954 conditions) needed to 
meet projected deliveries to final demand for processing 
industries in 1960 and 1975, United States economy. 
(Aggregation of commodity groups and subdivisions of 
industry) 1/ 
1954 to 1960 1954 to 1975 
Absolute Per- Absolute Per-
ISC sector change centage change centage 
; change cNnm 
(Million (Million 
dollars) dollars) 
6.1 Livestock and livestock products 1,457.3 7.9 6,145.2 33.2 
0.2 Feed grains 431.4 6.8 1,817.0 28.8 
0.3 Food grains 65.4 2.8 301.9 12.8 
0.4 Forage crops 190.9 7.6 798,6 32.0 
0.5 Vegetable and fruit 341.4 9.8 1,135.9 32.7 
0.6 Cotton 101.9 3.0 272.0 8.0 
0.7 Tobacco 171.5 15.0 606.0 52.9 
0.8 Oil crops 24.2 2.2 94.2 8.6 
0.9 Miscellaneous agriculture 91.6 4.5 " 363.5 17.9 
Total farm output 2,875.6 7.0 11,534.3 28.2 
I Agr. proc. ind. 5,430.4 8.5 20,494.2 32.2 
II Agr. furnishing ind. 878.8 1.2 3,991.4 5.5 
III All other ind. 3,174.3 0.8 9,138.5 2.4 
Total ind. output 9,483.5 1.8 33,624.1 6.5 
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C = aï  
where 
C = consumption, 
a = a constant of proportionality, and 
Y = income change. 
Such proportional patterns of consumption as indicated by (5.21) 
give coefficients different from those which would be obtained using 
the Duesenberry approach of equation (5.19). Duesenberry uses a con­
stant factor representing a consumption index at zero income. Actually 
by fitting the Duesenberry function (5.19), a slower change in consumption 
is generated if, as would be usually expected, b were greater than zero. 
Then, as income changed, a slower change would be generated than by 
Carter's implicit equation (5.21). 
The forty-six use or consumption functions cited in this study 
have two modifications not given by the Carter structure: (1) the 
coefficient, b, which is the intercept on the dependent axis, and 
(2) the subscripts which denote the market location of the dependent 
variable, C. 
These are important additions because: (1) these additions focus 
attention upon certain rigidities in consumption and use are the 
fashion of the Ackley (1) and Duesenberry (26) discussions cited 
earlier, and (2) these additions focus attention on the demand side of 
each market to which there is a supply side and to which each supplying 
segment must adjust. These demand halves of the market picture 
deserve this separation because their structure may be changing over 
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time, This change is nrohahlv tnward more imperfection rather than 
less. Also, this kind of separation makes possible consideration of 
public policy acts (anti-trust for example) specifically aimed at a 
market. 
By recognizing market divisions, one makes possible consideration 
of the impact of foreign trade on each market. The closed economy of 
the United States has caused most past research efforts to view a 
generalized analysis in domestic terms. With developments under the 
Kennedy administration in 1962 appearing to lead toward more involve? 
ment in international economic activity, and this involvement appearing 
to have significant impact upon agriculture, differentiated market 
analysis seems most important. 
Selected consumption functions having a constant term 
Relationships of interest in the subdivisions of the general 
economy are those relative to agricultural production. 
After Duesenberry (26) let the consumption function be: 
Y± = a + bXi? (5.22) 
where 
Y^ = the particular Y in column (2) of table fifty-one, 
a = the function's intercept with the line x equals zero, 
b = the slope of the function, and 
X.. = the particular x listed in column (7) of table fifty-one. 
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Table 51. Selected linear regressions structured as consumption 
functions 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
Entry Title of Source Value Value X. 
Number of a^ of b^ 
1 Total personal con­
sumption expenditure 
in 1954 prices; Y^ 
(111, 
p. 143) 9 .248 0.602 
1 .1 
2 Durable goods con­
sumption expenditure 
in 1954 prices; Y^ 
(as 
above) 17 .333 0.129 
1 .1 
3 Non-durable goods con­
sumption in 1954 
prices; Y^ 
(as 
above) 31 .519 0.234 
1 .1 
4 Consumption expendi­
tures for services in 
1954 prices ; Y^ 
(as 
above) -5 .076 0.239 
1 .1 
5 Total food and 
beverage spending in 
current dollars; Y^ 
(111, 
p. 178) 7 .368 0.254 
1 .2 
6 Purchased meals and 
beverages ; Yg 
(as 
above) 1 .927 0.053 
1 .2 
7 Tobacco products ; Y3 (as above) 0 .732 0.018 1 .2 
8 Federal Reserve Board 
index of manufacturing; 
Y1 
(111, pp. 
403, 139) 2 .891 0.605 
1 .1 
9 Total non-durable 
production index 
(eleven entries;)Y2 
(as 
above) 37 .915 0.622 
2 .1 
LO Index of textile 
production (1947-
49=100); Y3 
(as 
above) 93 .089 0.084 
2 .2 
:1 Index of food and 
beverage manufac­
turing (1947-49 
=100); Y4 
(as 
above) 59 .471 0.402 
2, .2 
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Table 51. (Continued) 
(7) (8) (9) 
Title of t value for the t values for degrees of freedom 
test of the cor- equaling 14. Probability of a 
relation coeffi- larger value sign ignored: Approach-
cient. r. 0.050 0.025 0.010 0.005 0.001 ing zero 
Gross national 2.145 2.510 2.977 3.326 4.140 
product in 1954 X 
prices; X 5.815 • 
As immediately above 3.210 X 
As immediately above 6.975 X 
As immediately above 6.956 X 
Total consumption 
spending in current 
dollars; X 17.973 X 
As immediately above 10.738 X 
As immediately above 12.859 X 
Gross national product 
in 1929 prices; X1 6.202 X 
Federal Reserve Board 
index of manufac­
turing (eleven 
entries); X2 16.247 X 
Index of total 
non-durable pro­
duction (1947-49 
=100); Yg 0.557 '(assume r=0) 
As immediately above; 
Y2 12.709 
As immediately above; 
Y2 3.653 
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Table 51. (Continued) 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
Entry Title of Y. Source Value Value 
Number of a^ of b^ 
12 Index of tobacco 
manufacture (1947-
49=100); Y5 
(as 
above) 71 .695 0 .289 
2 .2 
13 Food and beverage 
manufacture in 
current dollars ; Y^ 
(109, 
PP. 2, 9) 742 .619 0 .026 
1 .2 .1 
14 Tobacco manufacture 
in current dollars ; Y^ 
(as 
above) 10 .777 0 .003 
1 .2 .1 
15 Textile manufacture 
in current dollars ; Yg 
(as 
above) 825 .386 0.002 
1 .2 .1 
16 Farm cash receipts 
from farming, current 
dollars; Y^ 
(111, pp. 
139, 283) 61.259 0 .075 
1 .1 .2 
17 Farm net income from 
farming, current 
dollars; Yg 
(as 
above) 75 .318 0 .0264 
1 .1 .2 
18 Domestic use, govern­
ment and household . 
(1947-49=100); Y^ 
(119, 
p. 5) 16 .723 0 .838 
1 .0 
19 Government and busi­
ness withdrawals for 
export (1947-49=100); 
*2 
(as 
above) 246 .434 3 .399 
1 .0 
20 Domestic use of food by 
government and household 
(1947-49=100); Y1 
1 
(as above) -19 .407 1 .169 
1 .0 .1 
21 Domestic use of non-food 
by government and house­
holds (1947-49=100); 
Y2 
1 
(as 
above) 40 .043 0 .640 
1 .0 .1 
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Table 51. (Continued) 
(7) (8) (9) 
Title of X^ t value for the t values for degrees of freedom 
test of the cor- equaling 14. Probability of a 
relation coeffi- larger value sign ignored: Approach-
cient, r. 0.050 0.025 0.010 0.005 0.001 ing zero 
Personal consumption 
expenditure for non­
durable goods in 
current dollars ; X 13.702 
As immediately above 15.423 
As immediately above 
2.145 2.510 2.977 3.326 4.140 
Gross national 
product, current 
dollars; X 
As immediately above; 
X 
Index or total use 
(1947-49=100); X 
As immediately above; 
X 
1.320 (assume r=0) 
7.134 
2.952 ] 
19.669 
7.539 
Total domestic use by 
government and house­
holds (1947-49=100); X 6.402 
As immediately above; 
X 
Total withdrawals for 
export (1947-49=100); 
X 
As immediately above; 
X 
Farm net income from 
farming; 
2.269 X 
4.093 
0.836 (assume r=0) 
1.770 (significant beyond 0.10) 
X 
X 
X 
X 
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Table 51. (Continued) 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
Entry Title of Source Value Value 
Number • of of b^ 
22 Commercial exports and 1.0.2 
shipments (1947-49=100); 
Y^ (as above) -79.984 1.725 
23 USDA net purchases for 1.0.2 
exports (1947-49=100); 
Y2 (as above) 221.252 -0.995 
24 Dollar value of farm 0.1.1 
implements and (111, pp. 
machinery; Y1 283 & 122 9.435 0.547 
25 As immediately 0.1 
above ; Y^ (as above) -301.774 3.951 
26 Index of total mar- 0.1.1 
ketings (1947-49=100); 
Xg (as above) 72.619 0.182 
27 Fertilizer and lime, (120, p. 283) 0.1.1 
dollar valuation (111, 
(fourteen entries); Y^ p. 491) 1966.631 -0.962 
28 Food marketings and (111, pp. 1.1.1.1 
home consumption; Y 185 & 139) 70.361 0.518 
29 Change in food mar- 1.1.1.2 
ketings and home 
consumption; Y (as above) 1.414 0.014 
30 Non-food marketings (123, 1.1.1.1 
(1947-49=100); Y p. 8) 44.223 0.080 
31 Home consumption (entries 1.1.1.1 
(essentially on above, 28, 
farms); Y 29, 30) 155.355 -0.086 
32 Total marketings (111, pp. 1.1.1.1 
(1947-49=100); Y 185, 139) 50.646 0.077 
33 Crops marketings 0.1 
(1947-49=100); Y% (as above) - 6.107 1.060 
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Table 51. (Continued) 
(7) 
Title of X. 
(8) 
t value for the 
test of the cor­
relation coeffi­
cient, r. 
(9) 
t values for degrees of freedom 
equaling 14. Probability of a 
larger value sign ignored : Approach-
0.050 0.025 0.010 0.005 0.001 ing zero 
Index of total 
marketings (1947-
49=100); X2 
Farm net income 
from farming; X^ 
Net income to persons 
on farms from 
farming; X% 
Gross national pro­
duct (1929) dollars 
per capita; X 
Change in gross pro­
duct per capita 
(1929 dollars); X 
Per capita gross pro­
duct 1929 dollars; X 
Per capita gross 
product (1929 
dollars); X 
Per capita gross 
product in 1929 
dollars ; X 
Total marketings 
(1947-49=100); X 
As immediately above; 
X 
6.727 
3.132 X 
1.205 (assume r=0) 
14.643 
1.104 (assume r=0) 
3.137 X 
3.20 X 
7.316 
9.395 
12.312 
X 
X 
X 
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Table 51. (Continued) 
(1) (2) 
Entry Title of 
Number 
' 0) 
Source 
(4) 
Value 
of a^ 
(5) 
Value 
of b^ 
(6) 
xi 
34 Livestock and products 
marketings (1947-49 
=100); Y2 
(as 
above) 9.521 0.947 
0.1 
35 Meat animals, index of 
physical volume; Y^ 
(123, 
p. 8) 
# 
3.092 0.973 
0.1 .0 
36 Dairy products, index oi 
physical volume; Y2 
(as 
above) 42.264 0.577 
0.1 .0 
37 Poultry and eggs, index 
of physical volume.; Y^ 
(as 
above) -77.281 1.762 
0.1 .0 
38 Food grains 
(1947-49=100); Yj_ 
(as 
above) -4.694 0.950: 
0.1 .0.1 
39 Feed crops; Y2 (as above) -47.801 1.554 1 
40 Cotton; Yg (as above) -9.746 1.071 1 
41 Tobacco; Y^ (as al?ove) -11.797 1.125 1 
42 Oil crops; Yg (as above) -46.385 1.538 1 
43 Vegetables ; Yg (as above) 60.099 0.413 1 
44 Fruits and nuts ; Y -j (as above) 66.076 0.351 1 
45 Sugar crops; Yg (as above) 89.439 0.251 1 
46 Seeds; Yg (as above) 78.573 0.326 1 
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Table 51. (Continued) 
(7) (8) (9) 
Title of X. t value for the t values for degrees of freedom 
test of the cor­ equaling 14. Probability of a 
relation coeffi­ larger value sign ignored: Approach-
cient, r. 0.050 0.025 0.010 0.005 0.001 ine zero 
Physical volume of 
livestock and its 
products; X 19.054 X 
As immediately above; 
10.411 
As immediately above; . 
X 13.766 X 
Crops marketings 
index (1947-49 
=100); X 5.287 X 
As immediately above; 
X 7.312 X 
As immediately above; 
X 4.184 X 
As immediately above; 
X 4.766 X 
As immediately above; 
X 5.148 X 
As immediately above; 
X 3.587 X 
As immediately above; 
X 3.275 X 
As immediately above; 
X 0.991 (assume r=0) 
As immediately above; 
X 3.919 X 
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Table fifty-one shows simple linear regressions. These regres­
sions relate economic theory to patterns of economic activity. 
Regressions linking final markets to intermediate markets, inter­
mediate markets to food resources markets, and intermediate farm 
supplying markets to farm activity are given. Table fifty-one lists 
selected forty-six linear regressions structured as consumption 
functions or market use functions. Column two called is a column of 
dependent variables which one considers as dependent uses. These are 
dependent upon the X^, used in each tested function. Column three lists 
the reference from which the data came. Column four, a^, gives the 
constant amount of Y^ needed which is independent of the particular X^ 
used in the functional test. Column five, b^, gives the constant of 
variation for a given Y^ taken as dependent upon a change in an X^. 
Thus, b^ is the slope of the regression of Y^ on X^. 
Columns eight and nine relate to the significance of the correla­
tion coefficient for the specified X^ and Y^. 
Diagram seventeen indicates relationships between gross national 
product and consumption spending. General consumption spending is 
shown to be six-tenths of gross product. This coincides with Ackley's 
(1) findings stated earlier. Services spending and non-durable spending 
are shown to have a low regression relationship with gross national 
product. The other specified relationships also have low values for 
regression coefficients. 
Services consumption j" 
Gros s 
national 
product |— 
0.602 ^ [Consumption spending 
0.234 
[Non-durable] 0.026 
""^consumption"| 
0.003 
0.253 
Purchased! 
meals and 
beverages 
0.254 
Food and 
beverage 
manufacture| 
Tobacco I 
manufacture| 
Diagram 17. Gross product, consumer spending, and intermediate outputs 
1/ 
1/ (Table 51; the numbers are values of regression coefficients. The 
item regressed is pointed to by the arrow. The item on which the 
regression is based is the one from which the arrow comes) 
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Pingron eighteen relate? gros? product to internai ?.te .«ppn^-fng. 
In this diagram regression coefficients are larger, indicating a 
closer relationship with assumed independent variables. This would 
lead to more fluctuation of the dependent consumption or use variable 
as change occurred in the independent variable in the regression 
equation. 
Diagram nineteen shows the national agri-business sector in 
relation to gross national product. Farm cash receipts and farm net 
income have a low regression coefficient when regressed upon gross 
national product. Farm marketings, both food and non-food, and 
farmers' home consumption show interesting relations to gross per 
capita product. Farm food marketings and home consumption show a 
regression value of five-tenths upon gross per capita product. These 
bear out the importance of population variables in market places. 
The use of farm machinery is shown to be highly dependent upon 
farm marketings. Crops and livestock marketings and their subdivisions 
are shown to have regression coefficients which fit with what one would 
expect. 
Diagram twenty shows regression coefficients for domestic and 
foreign uses as they are regressed upon total farm output. Export 
withdrawals by government and business have a high regression coeffi­
cient when regressed upon total farm output. On the other hand, the 
net purchase for export by the Department of Agriculture may well be 
uncorrelated with export withdrawals by government and business. 
Domestic use of farm output as food or non-food shows a high regression 
coefficient when regressed on total domestic use. * 
Gross 
National 
Product 
0.605 
Federal 
Reserve 
Board 
Index of 
Manufactures 
0.402 
0 .622  
Non-durable 
production 
Food and 
beverage 
manufacturing 
0.289 
Tobacco J 
B manufacture! 
Diagram 18. Gross product 
JL/ (table 51; numbers 
points on the item 
1/ 
and intermediate spending 
are regression coefficients 
from which the arrow comes) 
for the item to which arrow 
r_ r 
Gross 
(national 
(product 
Farm cash I 
receipts | 
3 
ZtJ 
m 
0.075 gJ » 
("Farm net I p. 
I income [ 
0.0264 547 
Gross 
product 
per 
capita 
0.518 
Farmers' 
food mar­
ketings 
and home 
consumption 
tt1 -, 
Value I 
of farm I 3.951 
machinery \ 
r • 
0.080 
~T (Total 
Farm non--1 jo.182^Jfarm 
food j marketings 
marketingsj A ™ 
(-) 0.086 
-Û 
Farmers 1 
home 
consumption 
ju1. 
~~| 1.060^  
. ] 
0.947 
0.950 rlFood grains] 
1,071 
1.554 ^(Feed crops] 
JCottonj 
Tobacco] 
1.538 ^|Ôïl crops] 
1.125 
0.473 ^ Vegetables] 
Crops 
marketings i sj 
Livestock 
and pro­
ducts 
marketings 
0.351 [Fruits I 
*1 and nuts] 
0.251 JSugarj 
Içx crops] 
0.326 Jsëedgl 
0.973 
0.577 
1.762 
Meat animals I 
marketed by J 
volume I 
["Dairy I 
volume I 
j marketed| 
[Poultry I 
and eggs 
| volume I 
Diagram 19. Gross product and agri-business 
Total 
farm 
output 
use 
0.838 
Total domestic 
use by govern­
ment and by 
household 
3.399 
Export withdrawals 
by government and 
business 
1.169 
Domestic use of 
food by govern­
ment and by 
household 
0.640 
Domestic use of 
non-food by 
government and 
by household 
1.725 
Commercial 
export and 
shipment J 
(-) 0.995 
U.S. Depts. of 
Agriculture net 
purchase for 
export 
1/ 
Diagram 20. Sectors using farm output 
1/ (Table 51 ; numbers are regression coefficients for the item to which arrow 
points on the item from which the arrow comes) 
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Table fifty-two gives consumption functions with their market orienta­
tion. Zero indicates the barter market. Minus one indicates the market 
for inputs used in farm production. Two indicates the market for primary 
agricultural produce. Three indicates the wholesale market. Four 
indicates the final or retail market. The specific consumption function 
relation is stated at the top of table fifty-two. 
In diagram twenty-one these consumption or use functions are 
placed in their market perspective. Minus one is on the far left. 
Three is on the right. The letters : a, b, c, d, and e correspond to 
market points. Each of these five relations is ^ tabulated in tables 
following fifty-two. 
Tables fifty-three to fifty-eight give the use functions by 
markets. These are summarized by diagram twenty-one. The farmer is 
faced with the raw foodstuffs market. Although this is sometimes 
taken as final demand, it certainly is not when the whole market 
structure is visualized. The farmer creates the farm services mar­
ket, the importance of which is underscored by the listings of inputs. 
What happens to prices for these items and for raw foodstuffs is par­
tially contingent upon market imperfections regarding these and other 
marketing activities. The market structure changes between the 
farmer and the householder, yet these two remain price takers. These 
conditions affect aspects of land, water, and land resources use. 
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Table 52. Consumption functions, market oriented 
Entry 
number from 
table fifty-
one 
a + 
Market 
numbers ; 
C, & Y 
3 
4 
7 
8 
10 
11 
12 
13 
Total personal con­
sumption expenditure 
Durable goods 
consumption 
Non-durable goods 
consumption 
Consumption spending 
for services 
Total food and 
beverage spending 
Purchased meals and 
beverages 
Tobacco products 
Federal Reserve Board 
index of manufacturing 
Total non-durable 
production 
Textile production 
(physical index) 
Food and beverage 
manufacturing 
9.25 
17.33 
31.52 
-5.08 
7.39 
1.93 
0.73 
2.89 
37.92 
93.09 
Tobacco (physical index) 
manufacture 71.70 
Food and beverage 
manufacture 
Gross national 
0.60 product; 1954 3.3 
prices 
0.13 As above 3.3 
0.23 As above 3.3 
0.24 As above 3.3 
0.25 Total consump­
tion spending 3.3 
0.05 As above 
0.02 As above 
3.3 
3.3 
Gross national 
0.61 product 2.3 
Federal Reserve 
0.62 Board index of 2.2 
manufactures 
Total non-durable 
0.08 production 2.2 
59.47 0.40 As above 
742.61 
0.29 As above 
Non-durable 
0.03 consumer 
spending 
2 . 2  
2 . 2  
2.3 
1/ (Table 51) 
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-  CO f-«? rs t :  
Entry-
number from 
table fifty- a + b 
Market 
numbers ; 
C, & Y 
one 
14 Tobacco (dollar) 
manufacture 
15 Textile (dollar) 
manufacture 
16 Farm receipts from 
farming 
17 Farm net income from 
farming 
18 Domestic use, government 
and household 
19 Exports, government 
and business 
20 Domestic food use by 
government and household 
21 Domestic non-food use by 
government and household 
22 Commercial exports and 
shipments 
23 USDA net purchases 
for export 
24 Dollar value of 
farm machinery 
25 Dollar value of 
farm machinery 
26 Total (physical) 
marketings 
27 Dollar value of 
fertilizer and lime 
10.78 0.003 As above 
825.39 0.002 As above 
Gross national 
61.26 0.08 product 
75.32 0.03 As above 
16.72 
-246.43 
-19.41 
221.25 
9.44 
-301.77 
72.62 
Index of 
0.84 total use 
3.40 As above 
2.3 
2.3 
1.3 
1.3 
3.3 
3.3 
Total domestic 
1.17 use 3.3 
40.04 0.64 As above 
Total withdrawals 
•79.98 1.72 for export 
•1.00 As above 
0.55 
3.95 
0.18 
1966.63 -0.06 
Farm net income 
from farming 
Index of total 
marketings 
Farm net income 
from farming 
Net income to 
persons on farms 
from farming 
3.3 
3.3 
3.3 
-1.1 
-1.1 
1 . 1  
-1.1 
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Table 52. (Continued) 
Entry 
number from 
table fifty-
one 
b " 
Market 
numbers ; 
C, & Y 
28 Food marketings and 
home consumption 70.36 
29 Change in food marketings 
and home consumption 1.41 
30 Non-food marketings 44.22 
31 Home consumption, farm -0.09 
32 (Volume) total marketings 50.65 
33 (Volume) crops marketings -6.il 
34 Livestock and products 
(volume) marketings 9.52 
35 Meat animals (physical volume)3.09 
Per capita gross 
0.52 national product 1.3 
Change in per capita 
0.01 gross product 1.3 
0.08 Per capita gross 
national product 1.3 
-0.09 As above 0.3 
0.08 As above 0.3 
1.06 Index (physical 
volume) of total 
marketings 
As in entry 
0.95 thirty-three 
0.97 Physical volume of 
livestock & products 
36 Dairy products 
(physical volume) 42.26 0.58 As above 
37 (Volume) poultry & eggs -77.28 1.76 As above 
38 Food grains (volume) -4.69 0.95 As above 
39 Food crops (volume) -47.80 1.55 As above 
40 Cotton (volume) -9.75 1.07 As above 
41 Tobacco (volume) -11.80 1.12 As above 
42 Oil crops (volume) -46.38 1.54 As above 
43 Vegetables (volume) 60.10 0.41 As above 
44 Fruits and nuts (volume) 66.08 0.35 As above 
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Table 52. (Continued) 
Entry Market 
number from numbers ; 
table fifty- C = a + b Y C, & Y 
one 
45 Sugar crops (volume) 89.44 0.25 As above 1.1 
46 Seeds (volume) 78.57 0.33 As above 1.1 
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0 . 1  
°JL 
-Is 
arm 
produce 
SL2-
0.3 
Livestock & livestock 
products ; I.S.C. 0.1 
Feed grains ; 
I.S.C. 0.2 
Food grains ; I 
_I^S.C. 0.3 | 
1.15 
Vegetables & fruits; 
I.S.C. 0.5 
Cotton; I.S.C. 
0 . 6  
1.16 
1.7 _ I Tobacco ; I.s/cTL L To,? J 2 1.17 
0.8 pT5il crops ; L 
II.S.C. 0.8 I 
1 
Miscellaneous 
agriculture; 
I.S.C. 0.9 
Meat & poultry 
processing; 
I.S.C. 0.10 
Dairy products ; "~~1 
LLS.C. 0.11 __T 
Grain processing; 
I.S.C. 0.12 
repared feeds; 1 
.S.C. 0.13 J* 
Miscellaneous 
food processing; 
J^S.C. 0.14 
Vegetable & fruit 
processing; 
I^S.C. 0.15 __ 
Tobacco manufac­
turing; I.S.C* 
0,16 _ 
[Textile product8%% 
"JjUS.C. 0.17 __T 
[Fertilizers ; ~~~L 
1 I.S.C. 0.18 
I Chemical productefL 
1JLS.C. 0.19 __j 
I Machinery & related 
services; I.S.C. 
10.20 
I Petroleum products;l 
ll.S.C. 0.21 \ 
I All other indus- [ 
I tries ; I.S.C. 0.22? 
Diagram 21. Pertinent agricultural markets, national level 
1/ 
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Retail and 
service 
• outlets 
Foreign trade; 
I.S.C. 0.23 
and 0.24 
Government ; 
I^S.0. 0,25 
Household; 
£.S.C. 0.32 _ 
Inventory sector; 
I.S.C. 0.26, 
0.28, and 0.30 
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Table 53. Use and income relations in the input market 
Entry numbers Equations 
24 Vl.3.1) = 9'4 + °-6Y(l.l.l) 
25 C(-1.3.1) ' -301'8 + 4-OÏ(l.O) 
27 =(-1.3.2) " 1966'6 + -°-1Y(l.l.l) 
1/ (Table 51 of text) 
1/ 
Table 54. Use and income relations in the barter market 
Entry numbers 
b 
Equations 
31 c m - )  0 . 1  ( - )  o . i V o l )  
1/ (Table 51 in text) 
If 
Table 55. Use and income relations in farm resources market 
Entry numbers Equations 
16 C 1.1)= 61-3 + °"1Y(3.0) 
17 C 1.1.1)= 75,3 + 0,03Y(3.0) 
26 C 1.0)= 72-6 + °'2Y(1.1.1) 
28 C 1.0.1)= 70,4 + 0,5Y(3.0.1) 
29 CA(1.0.1)- 1-4 + °-01YA(3.0.1) 
30 C , ~ „x= 44.2 + 0.1Y.„ „ ,x 1.0.2) (3.0.1) 
32 c 1.0)= 50,6 + °"1Y(3.0.1) 
33 c 1.0.3)= + 1,1Y(1.0) 
34 c 1.0.4)= 9,5 + 1,0Y(1.0) 
35 c 1.0.4.1)= 3-1 + 1,0Y(1.0) 
36 c 1.0.4.2)= 42,3 + °*6Y(1.0) 
37 G 1.0.4.3)= (™)77'3 + 1*8Y(1.0) 
38 C 1.0.3.3)= (")4.7 + 1.0Y(i Q) 
39 C 1.0.3.2)= (-)47'8 + 1,6Y(1.0) 
40 C 1.0.3.6)= (")9,8 + 1,1Y(1.0) 
41 C 1.0.3.7)= + 1,1Y(1.0) 
42 C 1.0.3.8)= (")46'4 + 1,5Y(1.0) 
43 c 1.0.3.5)= 60*1 + °*4Y(1.0) 
44 c 1.0.3.5.1)= 66,1 + °*4Y(1.0) 
45 c 1.0.3.9)= 89,4 + °,2Y(1.0) 
46 c 1.0.3.9.1)= 78-6 + °,3Y(1.0) 
1/ (Table 51 in text) 
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Table 56. Use and income relations in the wholesale market 
Entry number Equations 
C(2.0>= 2'9 + °'6Y(3.0) 
9  C (2 .0 .1)" 3 7 , 9  +  °- 6 Y (2 .0)  
10  C(2.17)= "-1  +  °-l\2.0.1) 
1 1  0(2.0.2.1)" 5 9 - 5  +  °'4 Y(2.0.1) 
C(2.16f71-7 + °-3Y(2.0.1) 
13 =(2.0.2.1)- 742'6 + °-03Y(3.1) 
14 C(2.16)= 10-8 + °-003Y(3.1) 
15 °(2.17)= 825'4 + °-002Y(3.1) 
1/ (Table 51 in text) 
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Table 57. Use and income relations in the retail and final product 
markets 1/ 
Entry numbers Equations 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
(3.2) 
C(3.3)= 
C(3.1) = 
C(3.4)= 
C(3.5)= 
C(3.5.1) 
C(3.16)= 
°(3.6)= 
C(3.8) = 
C(3.6.1) 
C(3.6.2) 
C(3.8.1) 
C(3.8.2) 
9.2 + 0.6Y^ ^  
+ °'^(3.0) , 
31.5 + 0.2Y(3 q) 
(-)5.1 + 0.2Y* . 
7.4 + 0.2Y, . 
= 1.9 + 0.05Y(3i2) 
0.7 + 0.02Y(3 2) 
16.7 + 0.8Y(3 ?) 
(-)246.4 + 3.4Y(3 7) 
= (-)19.4 + 1.2Y, (3.6) 
= 40.0 + 0.6Y 
(3.6) 
= (-)BO.O + 1.7Y (3.8) 
= 221.2 - 1.0Y (3.8) 
1/ (Table 51 in text) 
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Table 58. Meanings of subscript notations 
Item Subscript 
Land, water, and land resources -1.1 
Labor -1.2 
Capital -1.3 
Machinery -1.3.1 
Fertilizer -1.3.2 
Cash from farming 1.1 
Net income (from farming) 1.1.1 
Total marketings 1.0 
Home consumption 0 
Gross product 3.0 
Gross product per capita 3.0.1 
Food marketings and home consumption 1.0.1 
Change in 
Non-food marketings 1.0.2 
Crops marketings 1.0.3 
Livestock marketings 1.0.4 
Meat animals 1.0.4.1 
Dairy products 1.0.4.2 
Poultry and eggs 1.0.4.3 
Food grains 1.0.3.3 
Feed crops 1.0.3.2 
Cotton 1.0.3.6 
Tobacco 1.0.3.7 
Oil crops 1.0.3.8 
Vegetables 1.0.3.5 
Fruits and nuts 1.0.3.5.1 
Sugar 1.0.3.9 
Seeds 1.0.3.9.1 
Federal Reserve Bank Index 2.0 
Total non-durable production 2.0.1 
Textile production 2.17 
Food and beverage manufacture 2.0.2.1 
Tobacco manufacture 2.16 
Non-durable consumer spending 3.1 
Total personal consumption spending 3.2 
Durable goods spending 3.3 
Services spending 3.4 
Food and beverage spending 3.5 
Purchased meals 3.5.1 
Tobacco 3.16 
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Table 58. (Continued) 
Item Subscript 
Domestic use 3.6 
Total use 3.7 
Exports 3.8 
Domestic food use 3.6.1 
Domestic non-food use 3.6.2 
Commercial export 3.8.1 
U.S.D.A. exports 3.8.2 
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Table fifty-nine summarizes means and deviations of supply 
utilization of all farm commodities as a percentage of total use in 
each year as taken from Department of Agriculture figures (119). The 
stability of domestic food use is pointed up in this table. The mean 
percentages of items in these categories of export, import, and 
domestic use are given as are the standard deviations. These items are 
of interest because they indicate the variability and the lack of 
variability in the use of food and non-food farm production and in the 
food and non-food uses of farm production. Given the presumption that 
consumption of food in calories varies almost exclusively with popula­
tion at 3,200 calories per person per day, then projections of popula­
tion when used with the average or mean index of food consumption give 
projected indices of food consumption. This is done in table sixty. 
Table sixty-one summarizes projections. 
Using population projections as given, changes in population are 
indicated in line two of table sixty. The arithmetic mean for per 
capita food consumption is stated at 96.5. Using this and recognizing 
no need to assume this varies with income as long as prices remain 
constant, one gets the projected indices of food consumption for cer­
tain years as shown in table sixty, line three. Line four gives changes 
in the index of food consumption and physical amounts for certain periods. 
Line five gives the change in index of physical volume of food mar­
ketings and home consumption. With this change one may form a ratio of 
the change in the index of food consumption in physical amounts. The 
index of change in food consumption in physical amounts is gotten by 
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Table 5y. Means and deviations for percentages in the waster index of 
supply utilization of all farm commodities as a percentage 
of total use in each year J./ 
Category Time Mean Number Variance Standard 
Item period percen­ of of the deviation 
• tage obser­ percen­ of the per­
vations tage centage 
observa­ observa­
tions tions 
Production 1955-40 94.28 16 7.29 2.70 
Imports and 
inshipments 1955-40 6.86 16 0.49 0.07 
Net change in 
available stock 1955-40 (-1.13) 16 8.31 2.88 
Total of above three 
(must have percent 
equal to 100) - - - 100.01 — - — *"• 
Domestic use: 1955-40 16 
Total: 1955-40 93.81 16 1.64 1.28 
Food 1955-40 56.19 16 3.51 1.87 
Non-food 1955-40 37.62 16 6.09 2.47 
Commercial exports 
and shipments 1955-40 4.29 16 4.25 2.06 
USDA export 
program 1955-40 
Stock change 1955-40 0 16 0.12 0.35 
Deliveries 1955-40 1.89 16 1.88 1.37 
No purchases 1955-40 1.89 16 1.96 1.40 
1/ (119, pp. 3, 16, 73, 11, 12, 13, 14) 
Table 60. Projection of population related to volume of food marketing and home consumption 
Item Period 1940 1950 1954 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 
1 Population in 
millions 132 152 162 165 179.3 194 208 226J 245 
2 Changes in 
population 20 10 14 15 14 18 19 
3 Index of per 96.5x 96.5x 96.5x 96.5x 96.5x 96.5x 96.5x 96.5x 96.5x 
capita food 132 152 162 165 179.3 194 208 226 245 
consumption 12738.0 14668.0 15633.0 15922.5 17370.0 18721.0 20072.0 21809.0 23642.5 
times popula- or or or or or or or or or 
tion 
Rounded to: 13000.0 15000.0 16000.0 16000.0 17000.0 19000.0 20000.0 22000.0 24000.0 
Period 
Change 1940-50 1950-54 1954-55 1955-60 1960-65 1965-70 1970-75 1975-80 
4 Change in amount 
of food 
1940.0 970.0 291.0 1358.0 1455.0 consumption 
1940 1950 1954 1955 1960 1965 
1358.0 1746.0 1843.0 
1970 1975 1980 
5 Projected 
volume of 
food mar­
keting and 
home con­
sumption 
82 99 108 110 122 135 147 163 180 
6 Change in food 
marketings and 17 9 2 12 13 12 16 17 
home consump­
tion 
1/ (111, pp. 7, 8, 110, 123) 
Table 60. (Continued) 
Period 
Item 1930-40 1940-50 1950-60 1960-70 1970-80 
7 Ratio: change in 
marketings and home 
consumption index 9/8.73= 17/19.40= 23/26.9= 
for selected years 1.0 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 
divided by change 
in index of consump­
tion over 100 
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multiplying the arithmetic mean of the index of food consumption times 
the change in population. This gives the denominator of the ratio 
used. The numerator of the ratio is gotten from an index of physical 
volume of food marketings and home consumption. Multiplying the 
ratio by one hundred, one gets the decimal equivalents given. 
The projected index of physical volume of food marketings and 
home consumption are indicated in line six of table sixty. The 
physical volume of food marketings and home consumption is projected 
to 1975 by the use of the tabulated coefficients. These are 
summarized in table sixty-one. 
1/ 
Table 61. Projected consumptions 
Food marketings and Average index Ratio of 
Item home consumptions index of food used 
(1947-49=100) prolected consumption used 
Assumed pop. Index 97.0 0.9 
Year 
i960 179 (million) 122 
1965 194 135 
1970 208 147 
1975 226 163 
1980 245 180 
1/ (119, p. 18) 
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ruud expenditures and food use patterns tor the United States 
From the regression analyses used as consumption functions, quite 
stable per capita food consumption in the consumer market is apparent. 
From tables of time series (111; pp. 185, 139) regarding physical 
volume of food consumed per capita stability of consumption is also 
apparent. The arithmetic mean for the food consumption index per 
capita over the time series 1933 to 1955 is 96.55. The range is from 
87 to 104. The standard deviation of this food consumption index is 
5.01. This stability existed while per capita gross product fluctuated 
from the depression lows of 1933 to the war time highs of the 19401 s 
and 1950's. 
The standard deviation of the arithmetic mean is 1.04. Within the 
range of one standard deviation, the index of average consumption per 
capita would be 95.5 to 97.6. 
With this result, the question of-whether or not United States 
food consumption per capita actually follows real income in any way is 
raised. By beginning in 1933 with this consumption series, the general 
trend becomes upward. Having a general upward trend creates little 
danger of Duesenberry's ratchet problem coming into the picture to 
bias adjustments. From a regression of physical volume of food 
consumed per capita and real per capita product (111; pp. 185, 139) 
one gets a 95 percent confidence interval of from (-) 0.018 to 0.054 
for the regression coefficient. From this one concludes no cause is 
given for rejecting the presumption that the regression coefficient is 
equal to zero. This gives support for the presumption that United 
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States food consumption per capita is probably invarlate with real 
per capita product, as Fox (36) has indicated. 
In this concluding chapter significant aspects of the cultural-
populational milieu have been extracted for consideration. An 
analytic framework and selected applications of its concepts have been 
given. Emphasis has been placed on the agri-business sector since it 
exerts the most extensive derived demand for land, water, and land 
resources. 
Two essential concepts exist for examining economic behavior and 
for relating this behavior to the general demand structure suggested. 
These are the consumer and investor concepts. Through these, the 
structured pressure of the cultural-populational flow come into focus 
as it relates to économie patterns. 
Two possible functional relationships have been examined. One of 
these consumption functions is of the nature traditionally used in 
input-output and used by Carter (12). This function has no constant 
term, making consumption zero when income is zero. The other of these 
consumption functions discussed here is modelled after Duesenberry 
(26,27). This has a constant term and this form seems more desirable 
when examining the agri-business sector especially. 
Two measures of food use or intake have been given. One measure 
is the volume of physical consumption per person and the other is the 
per capita volume of caloric intake. Both of these demonstrate 
invariance over time and over income distribution. 
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ouuie small aim iiisigiiiiicaia LreuUs ate iiuL explained uy popula­
tion, price, or income variance (10, p. 12). Relative changes in 
the use of farm products arise essentially from population (125, p. 5). 
In non-farm areas especially population alone may be the significant 
variable. In farm areas population may be the essential variable in 
food consumption, but the farm is the producer and hence the commercial 
class of farms over time and over regions is of importance. Increasing 
the size of a farm operation alters production and changes consumption 
and use patterns on the farm. 
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S UnnARï AIND CULNGLUS luiN S 
Land, water, land resources, and foodstuffs are used according 
to human whim, tradition, chance, and plan. All four of these exert 
pressures. These pressures arise from and are structured by the 
cultural-populational milieu. This structuring establishes generalized 
demands calling for structured responses. A structured response is a 
supply response. Supply responses are omitted in this study, but are 
included in a companion study. The totality of structured pressure 
is general demand and is the subject matter area of this study. 
General demand is economic demand and extra-economic demand. 
There exists a generalized demand for each particular item considered 
to have worth or value in a culture. General demand is the encom­
passing category for the many generalized demànds of a society. 
Economic demand arises if a rational choice among alternatives is to 
be made involving the customary material artifacts. Extra-economic 
demand arises if chance, tradition, or whim is the basis of the 
choice of the particular material end-in-view. 
The concept called extra-economic demand is an ill-defined twi­
light area of abstraction which is a shifting area currently but 
amenable to an lysis by economic tools. Extra-economic demand arises 
when a purposive choice among alternatives is to be made. This is 
like conventional economic demand, but deals with variables and 
patterns usually not given in conventional examinations of rational 
choices. Extra-economic demand differs from economic demand not in 
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procedure of selection, but in items composing the relevant alterna­
tives and in items included in the structure of the choice criterion. 
Land, water, land resources, and foodstuffs are subjected to 
structured pressures which are general demands. These categories face 
a multi-faceted general demand composed of economic and extra-economic 
pressures. The generalized demands for land, water, land resources, 
and foodstuffs are functions of the complete cultural-populational 
milieu. For example, the demand for land is only in part a function 
of traditional economic variables. This is true for the other three 
categories as well. 
The conceptual framework best suited to indicate multi-faceted 
pressures upon land, water, land resources, and foodstuffs is an 
extension of Leontief's arising from Walrasian theory. The broader 
pattern of land use includes the economic and the extra-economic 
pressures which may be national or international. The conceptual 
framework of the Walrasian general equilibrium structure modified for 
application by Leontief has been extended for use in this study to 
conceptualize significant interactions. 
The concept of the transactions matrix of Leontief's (73) input-
output accounts provide a concise and systematic arrangement for con­
ceptualization of economic and extra-economic activity. One extension 
of the usual accounts may be used to investigate and to analyze various 
patterns in the cultural-populational milieu. 
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IiipuL-oulpuL Lcvliuique.s were Liccd by Lccnticf (72) to formulate z 
model of the complete United States economy from 1919-29. The techniques 
have had continuing use for large sector analysis and for national 
analysis. Even for small regions the transactions matrix has been 
found to be a useful tool (41, p. 24). 
Detailed models can be developed for food and agriculture which 
may be used with broadly based econometric models (41, p. 29). By 1963 
it is hoped that a general-purpose model will be developed for the 
entire United States by economists currently working under sponsorship 
of the Social Science Research Council Committee on Economic 
Stability (41, p. 29). This econometric model could be complementary 
to a disaggregated regional and market approach as suggested by the 
study at hand. However, several problems do arise. 
Assuming a series of demand relations for specifying a final bill 
of goods for an input-output model exists, implied levels of population, 
employment, and income needed for the model would not necessarily be 
consistent with population, income, and employment levels actually 
generated by the economy. Yet, through the iterative process, 
equilibrium should be approached. The possibility of a dis­
equilibrium to be resolved by structural changes does exist, however. 
Even with the flexibility of introducing exogenous demand, problems of 
factor and income discrepancies may arise for supplying sectors. 
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emphasizing land attribute use include consideration of income elas­
ticities by regions. Income elasticities may vary by regions. Compel­
ling reasons exist for recognizing these in any realistic study of 
interdependence. 
Another consideration of significance when thinking of this kind 
6 
of model is the ease with which it may analyze policy matters. Alterna­
tive policies and practices may be examined with the aid of the struc­
ture proposed. Economists customarily assume private goals to revolve 
around profit maximizing either within or over time. This need not be 
the only goal motivating public policy. Even if a governmental economic 
policy is directed toward seeking maximum national economic profitability, 
at least three investment appraisal differences appear at this level to 
differentiate a public national program from a private program (129, 
p. 211): (1) for private calculations, profit per unit of capital can 
be used, but for national calculations, not only capital profit but 
labor income is likely to be important and, hence, a test of change in 
national income may be more important than a test of profit receipts ; 
(2) some necessary publicly and nationally produced goods (social goods) 
have no market price though one sometimes may be inferred; and 
(3) government investment usually benefits the whole economy; hence, 
costs and returns accruing to the investing agency are one and only 
one of many significant factors to evaluate. One may analyze inter­
national as well as national policy. 
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Closely fled w ffh nafionaJ n o l i r.y is international policy. This 
close bond affects domestic inter-relations within the suggested con­
ceptual framework. Hirschman (57) has offered arguments for extending 
United States growth and development goals to international policy. 
He has offered a thesis of unbalanced growth based on fundamental 
inter-relationships of concepts'termed here-economic and extra-economic 
variables. Hirschman1 s interest is in tracing all stimuli toward 
development that flow from one development move to the next. 
Economists traditionally pay attention to this subject by showing that 
a new activity will generate income ; that this income will lead to 
savings, and that these savings will in turn make possible the setting 
up of new activities. In addition to this mechanism of expansion, 
other more direct and more powerful connections between successive, 
development moves may exist. The problem of choosing between two 
alternative investments may involve determination of which investment 
once in place, will exert most pressure towards the creation of 
another. This Hirschman approach has implications for Uniced States 
land, water, land resources, and foodstuffs demands. Since United 
States land attribute use patterns are affected by economic variables 
as this study indicates, changes following Hirschman1 s line could alter 
land, water, land resources, and foodstuffs uses in the United 
States. 
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Economic variables have been indexed and torm the most significant 
single category of structured pressure, so emphasis has been placed on 
economic demand and the following paragraphs report the findings. 
Important to use and consumption patterns in agri-business, is 
market structure. Relative prices within the pattern of flow from 
input and raw produce to final consumption are in large part a function 
of market structure. Farm income and incomes for the wholesaler and 
retailer are related to market structure. Precise relationships are 
hard to establish because data are not rich enough. 
Since land is used largely by agriculture, and since its use in 
agriculture is largely as a derived demand, the nature of the market 
structure faced by agriculture seems highly relevant to land use. The 
relevant economic pressures on land must be traced market by market 
from consumer to farmer and farm services supplier. 
Where developed economic markets exist, regression coefficients 
are conceptually comparable to the C^j's of the inverse matrix showing 
interdependence. Conceivably one could work from the interdependence 
matrix to the technical coefficients matrix and then to the trans­
actions matrix, which is to say from the c„ ' s to the a^ 's and then to 
the x^j's. This would be reversing the customary mathematical manipula­
tions which move one from the transactions matrix to the technical 
coefficients matrix. Consumption or use functions which may be 
used this way are summarized in the following paragraphs. 
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upon approximately 3,200 calories per person per day. Hence the 
aggregate consumption of food is tied to population. Significant 
shifts in consumption patterns occur as incomes change, but total food 
on the fork remains constant in caloric units. A higher per capita 
income leads to higher consumption of livestock products. 
Consumption and use functions for foodstuffs show economic 
•relationships. Total volume of farm marketings has been found to be 
significantly tied to real gross national product. Volume of crops 
marketings and volume of livestock marketings are closely linked with 
total marketings. Each of the subdivisions of crops marketings and 
of livestock marketings are closely tied to their respective marketings 
categories. Sugar is a noted exception to this general statement. 
The dollar value of farm machinery is shown to be more closely 
tied to volume of crops marketings than to net farm income. The 
coefficient of regression between value of farm machinery and crops 
marketings is 0.55. Volume of marketings regressed on real net farm 
income shows a regression coefficient of 0.18. The agricultural index 
of volume of non-food marketings is significantly related to real gross 
product per capita. The regression coefficient of the index of non­
food marketings on real gross per capita product is 0.08. 
Farm net income from farming is not as significantly related to 
gross product in current dollars as is farm cash receipts, but domestic 
food and non-food use of agricultural production, as well as commercial 
exports, are closely tied to gross product. 
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Examination of intermediate and final demands show food and 
beverage manufacture to be related to non-durable production. Food 
and beverage manufacture is also closely related to personal consump­
tion of non-durables. 
Total personal consumption and total non-durable consumption 
both are closely related to gross product. The regression value 
for the first regressed on gross product is 0.6. 
Total food and beverage spending, purchased meals and beverages, 
and tobacco products are each seen to be closely tied to total 
consumption spending. The regression coefficients of each when 
regressed on consumption spending are respectively: 0.25, 0.05, 
and 0.02. 
The forty-six consumption or use functions of this study show 
significant regression coefficients in most cases. 
This summary of findings regarding consumption functions is 
intended to indicate a pattern of research necessary for finding 
useful relationships for input-output structures built around the 
five market groups : (1) input, (2) barter, (3) farm, (4) wholesale, 
and (5) retail. 
Supply and demand are assumed independent for this study. 
Supply will be treated in a companion study. The study at hand is 
the first in the project series and, besides giving consumption and 
use functions as noted, must of necessity give general constraints 
which seem operative upon both supply and demand. The total cultural-
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populational milieu sets these constraints. fundamental constraints 
on demands and supplies include human imagination, human time span, 
human energy, and nature. These are complex, not elemental variables. 
Specify their content, and one describes their complexity. Ascertain 
the rates of change of their specificities and one has a projection of 
their movement. These can be examined and accounted for in the con­
ceptual framework given in this 'study. 
Within the framework of this analysis, many possibilities emerge. 
Given a specified demand structure on the national level, a certain 
number of basic commodity groups can be produced by each agricultural 
region. Given resource restraints, one can resolve problems relating 
to regional production patterns. Resource capacities would be 
needed, for each region. By specifying national restraints which 
may be normative, one could get an economic situation based upon 
policy goals. 
The" approach described here can yield a substantial amount of -
information of value to economists and planners." As an approach, it 
is independent of weaknesses of data generation or data accuracy. 
The approach is based upon the premise that general economic planning 
can best be done within a general demand framework. Some linear 
programming applications yield solutions based on assumptions of no 
interdependencies between variables analyzed. Such assumptions appear 
naive and of limited real use. In any meaningful appraisal of the 
repercussions of economic planning, interdependencies must be taken 
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into account. For rational economic decision making, the decision­
maker needs to know the situation that will exist after a specific 
action has been taken. This study attempts to move in that direction 
by giving a conceptual framework for an analysis of land, water, land 
resources, and foodstuffs within a general demand structure which 
includes economic and extra-economic variables. 
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